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Catalogue of blocks 

The catalogue contains all relevant sandstone relief blocks and fragments belonging to the 

decoration of Naga 200 as well as other constructional blocks mentioned in the text. The term 

‘block’ is always used as label, even when only a fragment is described. The catalogue 

includes also the blocks documented by the Butana Expedition in 1958 (found at the end). If 

possible a photo of the block or a scan, sometimes only a sketch (in case of lacking other 

documentation), is added. The depictions are presented in an approximate ratio of size which, 

however, was difficult to maintain in the case of small fragments. 

The catalogue entries comprise the measurements (height x width x depth in cm)
1
, a general 

description of the block and the description of the relief.  

The type of relief is indicated as ‘sunken relief’ (outer walls), ‘raised relief’ (interior walls) 

and ‘raised interior relief’ which indicates the internal details of sunken relief of outside walls. 

‘Associated with’ denotes that other fragments or block parts fit with a catalogue entry 

forming a single block (marked with +). The ‘attribution’ notates to which figure the block 

belongs. In case of unclear attribution of a block or fragment the find spot is given. 

References are given when the block was already published before. 

The treatment of the blocks follows a certain typical mode. Usually the blocks are conically 

diminishing to the back, sometimes even resulting in a triangular shape when viewed from 

above. Around the relief face at the front, the first 4-5 cm along the edges on the sides and the 

upper or lower planes are smoothed in order to fit to the next blocks in the same layer or in 

the layer above or below. The flat areas especially at the sides are caused by the joint dressing 

(sawing) of two adjoining blocks which is described in chap. III.1.1 (cf. Riedel & Hamann 

2009, 1233 f., fig. 8). The typical treatment and the conical shape apply to all blocks in the 

catalogue unless stated otherwise. 

The saw lines appearing usually on the upper plane of the block, resulting from the joint 

dressing, are often combined with a depression made by a rod adjusting the position of the 

block. These features are likewise mentioned as they were indispensable for the localisation 

of the position of blocks in the next upper layer.  
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1
 The detailed measurements (e.g. 37.8 or 31.6 cm) are due to the exact measurings of the 3D-technology. 



 

Blocks 14/10 to 599 
 

Block 14/10 

   
Measurements: 36 x 39 x 71 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block with part of cavetto cornice at narrow side 

Description relief: sunken relief; faint traces of two Double-crowns oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: near NW corner 

Comment: Block 14/10 presumably depicts the crowns of a falcon and of a deity (Mut?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 14/12 

 
Measurements: 37 x 64 x 41 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, right half lacking partially 

Description relief: sunken plus raised interior relief; scales along the lower margin; two semi-oval 

structures at left (meaning unknown); along the lower edge scale pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 14/12 belongs to the mid-body of the king clad in scale patterned garment; on the 

interpretation of the traces see chap. III.2.1 

Ref.: 

 

Block 14/13 

 
Measurements: 33 x 50 x 67 cm 

Description: eroded relief block with cavetto cornice at narrow side 

Description relief: sunken relief; in the cornice a Double-crown oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer, westerm part 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 14/13 presumably depicts the crown of the goddess Mut or of the falcon. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 14/27 

 
Measurements: 25 x 48 x 44 cm 

Description: slightly conical block, eroded, upper part destroyed, spotty front surface smoothened 

Description relief: unclear whether depicting areas with relief 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, near NE-corner 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 15/15 

 
Measurements: 39 x 77 x 43 cm 

Description: relief block, eroded and splintered in parts, front side with oblique smoothing traces 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left side a sunken area with elevated vertical rib 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 15/15 shows part of the spear-/lance-head held in the king’s hand. 

Ref.:  

 

Block 15/20 

 
Measurements: 29 x 38 x 16 cm 

Description: part of relief block, upper side obliquely eroded, lower edges broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; near left margin a conical relief area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: exact findspot not notated 

Comment: The attribution of block 15/20 is not clear. It may show part of the sickle-sword donated to 

the king on pylon west, but can equally denote the lower part of an ankh-sign. It would then belong to 

pylon E. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 15/22 

 
Measurements: c. 19 x 40 cm 

Description: two amorphous fragments (a, b), one with relief 

Description relief: a) sunken relief; at the right an oblique contour with deep sunken and smoothed 

area to the right (part of leg?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: no find spot notated 



Comment: The traces on block 15/22 may denote part of a leg of the striding king, but could not be 

integrated. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 16/15 

  
Measurements: 41 x 42 x 38 cm 

Description: eroded relief block; on upper side near right edge flat indentation for next upper block 

layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left half the upper part of a bow with string; to its left faint 

traces of a bird’s head and a depression below 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 16/15 depicts the tip of the bow as well as the front line and the head of the falcon of 

the decorated scimitar hull. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2005. Fig. on p. 36; Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 8 

 

Block 16/21 

 
Measurements: 18 x 40 x 29 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block fragment; front on left side broken off; on upper plane faint saw line 

with depression 

Description relief: sunken relief; faint horizontal incised lines, at upper right edge a curved ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Fragment 16/21 shows part of the skirt of the deity with overlapping rounded part (roll 

over). 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 16/28 

 
Measurements: 35 x 52 x 48 cm 

Description: relief block, surface slightly eroded; at upper left corner identation for next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of face (nose, eye, front) of figure oriented to the right, striated 

wig, uraeus with crown (horns plus sun-disk) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 16/28 shows part of the face of the deity. 

Ref.: = Butana-Block O1, Neg.-no. BE 24/9: Hintze 1959b, 183; Hintze 1960a, 377; Gamer-Wallert & 

Zibelius 1983, 42; Wildung 2004b, fig. on p. 4 

 

 

 

 



Block 25/27 

   
Measurements: 34 x 40 x 68 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block of cavetto cornice, relief partially broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; in cornice part of five palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall: cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of room 202 

Comment:  

Ref.:  

 

Block 2 

 
Measurements: 26.4 x 71.6 x 37.3 cm 

Description: two fragments of a long relief block, lower plane broken off, heavily eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; five oblique relief lines 

Associated with: fragment 51 

Attribution: Pylon E, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 2+51 shows the uplifted arms of the prisoners at the right side of the group. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 4 

 
Measurements: 35 x 56 x 38 cm 

Description: Block with projecting star frieze; on the left broken off, surface eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; five stars 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 4 belongs to the star frieze near the NW-corner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 5 

   
Measurements: 31.6 x 59.3 x 37.7 cm 

Description: Well preserved corner block with torus moulding and projecting star frieze; on upper 

plane two incised guiding lines along the front and side margins indicating the position of blocks in 

the upper layer 



Description relief: sunken relief; on the front two stars; on the side face one prong of a star; vertical 

lines divide the stars from an undecorated area at the end 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Corner block 5 belongs to the NE-corner. It shows part of the star frieze on the front and on 

the western narrow side. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 6 

   
Measurements: 28.4 x 45.6 x 71 cm 

Description: large relief block 

Description relief: raised relief; elevated frieze with five stars, below it beginning of three columns of 

inscription in Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented right 

Associated with: block 33 adjoining below 

Attribution: gate A, eastern reveal 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 6 is part of the inscription of the god Sebiumeker on the door jamb. See Rilly, chap. 

XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 10 

   
Measurements: 37 x 37 x 74 cm 

Description: large block with cavetto on one side, surface eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; in cavetto to the left a part of the head of a figure or falcon oriented 

right wearing a Double Crown 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer  

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment: Block 10, positioned in the eastern half, depicts the crown of the goddess Mut or of the 

falcon. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 11 

 
Measurements: 23 x 43.4 x 47.5 cm 

Description: eroded flat block, left side broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; tip of a lance with middle rib 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  



Comment: Block 11 is part of the lance held by the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 12 

   
Measurements: 25 x 39.7 x 54.5 cm 

Description: heavily eroded cavetto block 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); very faint Double Crown oriented left (?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of Pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 12 is positioned in the centre of the frieze of pylon W showing the Double crown of 

Mut or of a falcon. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 14 

 
Measurements: 38 x 41 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in several pieces 

Description relief: sunken relief; in left half vertical relief line; on upper right side conical sunken area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 14 shows the front leg of the god oriented to the left and part of the tab of the 

shendjt-kilt 

Ref.: 

 

Block 23 

   
Measurements: 36.4 x 36 x 80.4 cm 

Description: cavetto cornice block with smoothed cavetto 

Description relief: sunken relief; possible traces of the feather decoration on cartouches  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, westeren part 

Comment: Block 23 belongs to the decorated frieze in the western half of the pylon front. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 25 

 
Measurements: 25.4 x 84.2 x 36.3 cm 

Description: long block, heavily eroded surface, partly broken edges 

Description relief: sunken relief; two small squatting figures oriented right + lower parts of two 

cartouches  + squatting figure oriented left, all on neb/nub-signs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, near gate A 

Comment: Block 25 belongs to the western half of the cavetto cornice frieze. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 29 

 
Measurements: 33.6 x 46.5 x 70 cm 

Description: heavily eroded cavetto cornice block, broken in three parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right side two ostrich feathers with sun-disk on plate 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow west side, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 29 shows the ostrich feathers above one of the two cartouches in the midst of the 

décor-sequence, see chap. IV.1.1.6. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 30 

 
Measurements: 29 x 80.4 x 43.4 cm 

Description: eroded long block with elevated star frieze and partially broken torus 

Description relief: sunken relief; 7 complete stars and 1 incomplete star between two horizontal 

incised lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of pylon W near the NE-corner  

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 33 

   
Measurements: 24 x 31 x 46 cm 

Description: rectangular block with inscription on narrow side, at the right margin an elevated corner 

ledge (3 cm) 



Description relief: sunken relief; 2, presumably 3, columns with Meroitic hieroglyphs looking right, in 

the middle a part of a cartouche 

Associated with: block 6 adjoining above 

Attribution: gate A, eastern reveal 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 33 belongs to the inscription of the god Sebiumeker on the door jamb. See Rilly, 

chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 34 

   
Measurements: 25 x 47 x 33 cm 

Description: well preserved corner block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on two faces, left/front face: squatting figure on neb/nub-sign with 

diamond pattern + falcon on box to the right, both oriented left; 

right/side face: falcon on box + figure on neb/nub sign, both oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 34 belongs to the NW-corner of pylon E. 

Ref.: Wildung 2004c, fig. on p. 4 

 

Block 35 

 
Measurements: 35 x 66 x 40 cm 

Description: long block with projecting star frieze, edges partly  broken; saw line on upper face 

Description relief: sunken relief; between horizontal incised lines 5 complete stars, on both ends an 

incomplete star  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze  

Findspot: in front of pylon E, western part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 37 

 
Measurements: 29.4 x 27.6 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded compact block, edges partly broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; two hands held up, left hand with outstretched fingers, right hand 

clenched with index finger stretched 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 37 depicts hands of the right prisoners’s group. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 38 

   
Measurements: 31.3 x 45.8 x 70.4 cm 

Description: cavetto block, heavily eroded in the lower part, edges broken in parts;  

Description relief: sunken relef; two Double-Crowns oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre area 

Comment: Block 38 depicts the crowns of Mut and of a falcon and belongsto the western half of the 

frieze. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 39 

 
Measurements: 33 x 66 x 41 cm 

Description: long block, front face and edges broken in parts, at upper left side an indentation (3 cm 

deep) for block of next upper layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left 2 hands help up, left hand with outstretched fingers, right 

hand clenched with index finger stretched 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 39 belongs to the right group of prisoners. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 40 

 
Measurements: 34 x 68 x 41 cm 

Description: long block, slightly eroded, on upper left an indentation (12-13 cm deep) for block in 

upper layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower half of winged sun-disk with horizontal right wing and left 

wing stretching down; front and tail of overlaying uraeus, an ankh hanging at its neck 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, left upper corner 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 40 depicts the winged sun-disk above the scene. 

Ref.:  

 

Block 42 

 
 



Measurements: 31.3 x 45 x 62.5 cm 

Description: cavetto block 

Description relief: sunken relief; two Double-Crowns oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment: Block 42 depicts the crowns of Mut and of a falcon and is positioned in the eastern half of 

the frieze. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 43 

 
Measurements: 36 x 32 x 16 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block, broken in 4 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; head and shoulder of a figure with curly wig, beard/fastening device; 

earring, collar and necklace, diadem around head, crown band dropping vertically; at left side a 

vertical ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: gate A, right jamb 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 43 shows the head of Arensnuphis depicted on the right jamb of the main entrance. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2012, 21, fig. 8 

 

Block 44 

 
Measurements: 30 x 44 x 37 cm 

Description: eroded relief block with star frieze and horizontal torus 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 complete stars, 1 incomplete at left end, between 2 incised 

horizontal lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, star frieze 

Findspot: near NE-corner 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 47 

 
Measurements: 26.6 x 34.2 x 26.3 cm 

Description: short block, damaged at left and right side 

Description relief: sunken relief; head with 2 holes (eyes? insect holes?) of a figure turned right; to the 

right rectangular field; above part of three lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 47 below the basezone shows the head of prisoner 7 and the upper part of a sema-

sign on the right to which prisoner 6 is fettered.  

Ref.: 

 



Block 48 

 
Measurements: 30 x 33 x 14 cm 

Description: flat block fragment, back broken off, heavily eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 oblique relief lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 48 shows part of the legs on the left side of the staggered prisoners. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 49 

   
Measurements: 35.7 x 44.3 x 73.3 cm 

Description: cavetto block, upper right edge broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; on left side head with wig, vulture cap and Double-Crown oriented 

left; further Double-Crown to the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre area 

Comment: Block 49, positioned at about the centre of the frieze, depicts the head of Mut with Double-

Crown and the Double Crown of a falcon. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 51 

 
Measurements: 17 x 50 x 40 cm 

Description: flat larger fragment + further small fragments, heavily eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 oblique relief lines 

Associated with: block 2 

Attribution: Pylon E, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 2+51 shows the uplifted arms of the prisoners at the right side of the group. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 52 

 
Measurements: 33 x 45 x 44 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block, many cracks  

Description relief: raised relief in a cavetto-like concave area: sun-disk with two uraei at the sides, 

above two vertically striped feathers (?) 



Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment: See above chapter VII.4 Re-used blocks diverse. 

 

Block 55 

 
Measurements: 20 x 42 x 27 cm 

Description: long block, left side broken off, eroded surface with traces of chiselling and smoothing  

Description relief: raised relief; star frieze with 5 complete stars and 1 incomplete star; star frieze 

beginning on the right side after an undecorated zone of c. 4 cm 

Associated with: block 131, adjoining left 

Attribution: gate A, western reveal 

Findspot:  

Comment: Blocks 131+55 form a larger block comparable to block 6 of the eastern reveal. The star 

frieze seems to be unfinished. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 56 

   
Measurements: 19 x 30.2 x 18.6 cm 

Description: small rectangular block, eroded surface 

Description relief: sunken relief; traces of 3 columns of inscription; in the middle one Meroitic 

hieroglyphs looking right: [t]e and l.  

Associated with: fragments 924+925+926 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block and fragments 56+924+925+926 belong to the inscription of the deity on the front of 

pylon W. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 57 

 
Measurements: 47 x 48 x 25 cm 

Description: high block, made of re-used column drum, surface splintered in parts, upper edges broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a skirt with oblique raised stripes, animal tail with cross-

hatched pattern on the left; at the right lower corner two tassels of tasseled cord 

Associated with: fragment 103 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 57+103 shows part of the king’s skirt with animal tail and tasselled cord. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

 

 

 



Block 58 

 
Measurements: 23.5 x 17 x 16.4 cm 

Description: broken torus with part of adjoining wall, heavily eroded 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Presumably vertical torus of pylon towers around gate A. 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 58 is discussed of probably depicting the arm of a re-used statue of Arensnuphis or 

Sebiumeker, see chap. VII.3. 

Ref.: Wildung 2018, 143-151, esp.148, Dok. 54. 

 

Block 60 

 
Measurements: 52 x 26 x 25 cm 

Description: narrow high corner block, torus broken off, lesenes on both sides of corner 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: corner block of one of the vertical pylon edges (pylon W or pylon E) around gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 60 is discussed of probably depicting the arm of a re-used statue of Arensnuphis or 

Sebiumeker, see chap. VII.3. 

Ref.: Wildung 2018, 143-151, esp.149, Dok. 55. 

 

Block 63 

 
Measurements: 39 x 50 x 50 cm 

Description: nearly rectangular block of harder sandstone 

Description relief: sunken relief; at right side 2 curved lines, above it a striped wig and lines of the eye 

of a falcon 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 63 shows part of the hull of the scimitar decorated with a falcon head. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 8 

 

Block 65 

 
Measurements: 29 x 29.2 x 23.7 cm 

Description: small eroded block 



Description relief: sunken relief; uraeus crowned with sun-disk oriented to the left, leaning against a 

feather 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 65 belongs to the left side of the god’s hemhem-crown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 66  

     
Measurements: 42 x 32 x 35 cm  

Description: relief block decorated on 2 sides; upper side and upper right edge broken off 

Description relief: Front side: sunken relief; on the right a column with Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented 

to the right. 

Back side: breast and beginning of arm of a statue, suspenders and rim of bodice, armlet, pectoral and 

necklace 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: The front face of block 66 depicts part of the inscription of the deity on pylon W. 

Re-used block originally belonging to a statue of Arensnuphis or Sebiumeker (see chap. VII.3, fig. 

106). See also Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: Breyer 2012, 146 f.; Kuckertz & Lohwasser 2016, 122 f., fig. 67; Wildung 2018, 143-151, 

esp.144, Dok. 50. 

 

Block 67 

 
Measurements: 17.3 x 30.3 x 32.3 cm 

Description: fragment of star frieze, on left and above broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 3 stars, incised line below 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 68 

   
sides a, b, c 

Measurements: 36 x 43 x 37 cm 

Description: irregular block decorated on 3 sides (a-c), heavily eroded and revised block of a figure 

Description relief: a) relief type unclear; scale-pattern and stripes of a girdle (?) 

b) rounded flap of a skirt, 2 areas of oblique stripes with looped ends, running in different directions 

c) oblique skirt stripes (?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  



Comment: Block 68 is a re-used figural block presumably of a striding statue of Sebiumeker, see 

detailed in chap. VII.3. It once showed the area of hip and thigh of the forward leg. 

Side a probably depicts the side used in the decoration of Naga 200 showing part of the god’s vest and 

girdle. 

Ref.: Wildung 2018, 143-151, esp.146, Dok. 52. 

 

Block 69 

 
Measurements: 16 x 14 x 15 cm 

Description: small block rest, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of 2 sun-disks, one complete on a floral feature, one incomplete 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 69 belongs to the upper part of the hemhem-crown, topped by 3 sun-disks. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 71 

 
Measurements: 22 x 37 x 33 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left 2 cartouches on neb/nub-signs, the right one with the name 

of Amanakhareqerema in Meroitic hieroglyphs; at the right a part of a bird looking right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 71 from about the centre of the frieze depicts the middle cartouches of a sequence. 

See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 73 

 
Measurements: 28 x 60 x 40 cm 

Description: long block with star frieze and horizontal torus, rounded at the back (column drum?), 

eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 complete and 2 incomplete stars, an incised line below 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment 1: Block 73 probably adjoins directly the right of fragment 67.  

Comment 2: re-used column-drum (?) 

Ref.: 

 

Block 77 

 
Measurements: 33 x 32 x 35.4 cm 

Description: short block, upper left corner broken 



Description relief: sunken relief; at lower left a curved relief area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 77 shows part of the sun-disk on the head of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 78 

 
Measurements: 23 x 27 x 24 cm 

Description: nearly quadrangular block, saw line on upper face; lower corners broken, part of surface 

chipped off 

Description relief: sunken relief; back part of foot oriented right, sandal with sole, straps around heel 

and a four-striped connecting element 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 78 shows the front (right) foot of the king. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2005, fig. on p. 38 

 

Block 79/3 

 
Measurements: 17 x 22 cm 

Description: fragment with decoration, broken all around 

Description relief: relief type and motif unclear 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 79/3 is numbered as belonging to cavetto block 79/1 + 79/2. The decoration is 

unclear but does not really fit into the frieze decoration of the cavetto cornice of the pylon towers of 

Naga 200. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 82 

 
Measurements: 29 x 54 x 43 cm 

Description: well preserved rectangular block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a uraeus crowned with sun-disk, a feather-motiv and small 

part of a larger sun-disk; at the lower margin a small triangular relief trace 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 82 shows part of the feather-crown of the king; the triangle is the tip of the flat horns 

on which the feathers are mounted. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 

 

 



Block 83 

 
Measurements: 38 x 39 x 52 cm 

Description: cavetto block, upper part broken off  

Description relief: sunken relief; to the left part of a cartouche, followed by a ram-headed figure with 

broad crown and head of Anuket with rush-crown, tip of feathers held in their hands 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment: Beside a cartouche headed by feathers a ram-headed Amun and Anuket are depicted on 

block 83 which is attributed to the eastern half of the frieze. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: Kuckertz & Lohwasser 2016, 99 f., fig. 52. 

 

Block 84 

 
Measurements: 47.6 x 37.2 x 27 cm 

Description: short block, on upper plane indentation (width 13 cm, depth 2 cm) for block in next upper 

layer, eroded and edges broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; at lower left corner a curved area with stripes; at upper left corner a 

further curved area with crescent-shaped motif besides smoothed relief surface 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 84 depicts part of the striped wig of the deity in the lower left and above a section of 

the crown consisting of full moon and crescent. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 9 

 

Block 85 

 
Measurements: 37 x 57 x 36 cm 

Description: well preserved rectangular block; slightly broken lower right edge 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of scale-patterned vest, girdle and skirt with animal tail of a 

figure oriented left; behind him to the right part of the arm hanging down, traces of armlet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 85 depicts part of the mid-body and arm of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 

 



Block 86 

 
Measurements: 32 x 48 x 39 cm 

Description: irregular long block, heavily eroded, especially on the left side 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of scale-patterned vest, cross-hatched girdle and striped skirt of 

figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 86 depicts part of the front of the mid-body of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 87 

 
Measurements: 28 x 74 x 34 cm 

Description: long rectangular block, slightly eroded with larger parts missing at lower edge and left 

lower corner 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left margin the fingers of a fist of a figure looking right; part of 

an obliquely held bow and bow string, 3 arrow heads as well as stave and blade of a lance 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 87 shows the hand of the god to the left and the weapons held by the king 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2005, fig. on p. 36; Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 8 

 

Block 88 

 
Measurements: 35 x 41 x 36 cm 

Description: short block with projecting star frieze, slightly eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; in the frieze 3 complete stars, incised horizontal line below; on the 

wall at left 4 tips of feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze, winged sun-disk 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 88 shows part of the star frieze in the eastern half and a section of the winged sun-

disk heading the scene. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 89 

  
Measurements: 28 x 30 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block with projecting ledge above (star frieze, relief not preserved), upper 

part and upper corners broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved double line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze, winged sun-disk 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 89 shows the body of the uraeus lying over the winged sun-disk heading the scene. 

Of the star frieze no stars are preserved. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 90 

 
Measurements: 41 x 45 x 36 cm 

Description: short slightly eroded block 

Description relief: sunken relief; fist and lower arm from figure turning left, below 3 heads with 

striped hair, looking in different directions, details of faces (eyes, eye-brows, ears); oblique incised 

line (bow string) below arm 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: The king grasps the hair of a group of prisoners on block 90. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 91 

 
Measurements: 42.5 x 34 x 26.6 cm 

Description: heavily eroded corner block with lesenes at two sides, vertical torus broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; traces of a star on the elevated frieze area on the narrow side of the 

block 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E or W, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 91 belonged to one of the upper corners (pylon E or pylon W) in the area of gate A, 

perhaps to the NW-corner of pylon E. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 93 

 
Measurements: 27 x 34 x 36 cm 

Description: fragment of cavetto block with attached horizontal torus, left side broken off; on upper 

plane incised guiding lines 

Description relief: raised interior relief; obliquely running wing feathers 

Associated with: fragment 233, adjoining to the left 

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 93+233 belongs to the blocks (lower layer) above the architrave of the main entrance 

depicting a winged sun-disk. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 95 

 
Measurements: 33 x 39 x 29 cm 

Description: eroded block, rounded back with plaster adhering (re-used column drum), saw line with 

depression on upper plane; lower right corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; face of lion with open mouth oriented left, details (eye, ear, whiskers, 

folds at eye and nose) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: Wildung 2004c, fig. on p. 8 

 

Block 96 

 
Measurements: 22 x 29.3 x 27 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; mid rib and oblique stripes of feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 96 is part of the king’s feather-crown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 97 

 
Measurements: 11.3 x 26 x 18.7 cm 

Description: small flat fragment, heavily eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 sunken areas of unknown meaning: hieroglyphs?? part of grip?? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 98 

 
Measurements: 42 x 50 x 31 cm 

Description: relief block, slightly rounded at back; left upper and right lower corners as well as edges 

broken; traces of chiseling and smoothing on front plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at right side slightly curved area with multiple horizontal stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 98 shows part of the front of the deity’s skirt. 

Comment 2: Unclear, whether re-used column drum.  Ref.: 



Block 99 

 
Measurements: 24 x 57 x 32 cm 

Description: eroded long block with projecting star frieze; faint saw line (?) and depression on upper 

plane; lower right corner broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; 5 stars, incised horizontal line below 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow west side, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 100 

 
Measurements: 33 x 59 x 32 cm 

Description: long c. rectangular block, eroded, lower left corner broken; saw line on upper plane: 

Description relief: sunken relief; deepened relief area along right margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 100 shows the left side of the lance blade. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 101a 

 side a  side b 

Measurements: 30 x 63 x 64 cm 

Description: heavily eroded cavetto corner block, multiple damages, on upper plane depression for 

dove-tail 

Description relief: sunken relief on two adjoining cavetto areas;  

side a (front): head of small figure with crown and falcon with double-crown looking left;  

side b (side): two vertical lines (of squatting figure? feather-crown?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 101a belongs to the NE-corner of pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 101b = 1673 

    
Measurements: 13 x 18 x 10 cm 

Description: relief fragment, part of side face preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 narrow vertical ledges, between them oblique stripes, on the 

right a further ledge running in a curve to the vertical ledge in the middle 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: wider area in front of gate A 

Comment: Fragment 101b (with further number 1673) seemingly does not belong to block 101a. 

Ref.: 



Block 103 

 
Measurements: 13 x 25 x 7 cm 

Description: two parts of a fragment; broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; part of wing with the tips of large wing feathers, delimited by 

curved ledge, to the left a further narrow feather decor 

Associated with: block 57 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 57+103 shows part of the king’s skirt with animal tail and tasseled cord. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 104 (14 fragments) 

  
Measurements:  

Description: 14 fragments, eroded 

Description relief: raised interior relief; fragments with vertical, oblique and horizontal stripes of the 

striped decoration of a skirt with rounded flap and animal’s tail at the right (104a). 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: The 14 fragments of 104 once belonged to a block depicting the shendjt-kilt of the god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 105 

 side b side a 

Measurements: 39.5 x 62.5 x 70.2 cm 

Description: corner block with cavetto cornice, eroded and heavily damaged, projecting corner broken 

off; on upper plane a short and a longer indentation for dove-tails; several incised guiding lines 

Description relief: sunken relief;  

side a (front): figures oriented right, falcon head with Double-crown, female head with long wig, 

vulture cap and feather-crown with sun-disk and horns (?); 

 side b (side): figures oriented left, ram-head with Atef-crown, female head with crown, falcon head 

with Double-crown 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 105 belongs to the NW-corner of pylon E. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 106 

 
Measurements: 39 x 57 x 51 cm 

Description: longer block, well preserved with damage at upper margin; on upper plane faint saw line 

Description relief: sunken relief; breast of figure oriented left; begin of right arm stretched forward; 

strap and upper rim of vest, two lappets of striped wig, several rows of collar and necklace of cowry 

shells 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 106 depicts the breast and forward stretched arm of the deity. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2005, fig. on p. 38; Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 9 

 

Block 107 

   
Measurements: 34.5 x 37.2 x 67.4 cm 

Description: block with cavetto cornice, minor damages 

Description relief: sunken relief; to the right a narrow part of a cartouche with feathers, followed by 

two small figures oriented right: human Amun with feather-crown, female head with vulture-cap and 

Double-crown, uraeus at their heads, tips of feathers held in hands of both 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 107 belongs to the cavetto cornice at about the middle of pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 108 

 
Measurements: 27 x 34 x 57 cm 

Description: long block and two smaller fragments with cavetto cornice, heavily eroded, upper part of 

cavetto broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; two pairs of feathers with sun-disk which are crowning cartouches, 

part of cartouche frame on the left side 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 108 belongs to the cavetto cornice at about the western half of pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 109 

 
Measurements: 35 x 40.2 x 26.3 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in two parts; upper left corner and right side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved and rounded relief ledge at the upper right corner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon East, god? 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, near gate A 

Comment: The identification of the relief on block 109 is not assured. It is here interpreted as the body 

of a uraeus which was attached at the double moon of the ram-headed deity; see the discussion of the 

deity on pylon East, chap. IV.1.1.1.b with fig. 34. 

 

Block 110 

   
Measurements: 9 x 18 x 9 cm 

Description: small fragment, eroded, upper plane preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 vertical column lines delimiting Meroitic hieroglyphs: 

neb+squatting maat-figure (?), reading presumably Nebmaat[re]; to the right a further vertical line of 

cartouche frame 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, near gate A 

Comment: Fragment 110 belongs to one of the cartouches in the cavetto frieze, presumably in the 

western part of pylon E. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 111 

 
Measurements: 29.6 x 42.6 x 42.6 cm 

Description: flat quadrangular block, damaged on left and lower plane, right upper corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; shoulder and upper arm stretched horizontally of figure looking left, 

striped armband and part of usekh-collar 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 111 depicts part of the outstretched arm of the deity. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 9 

 

Block 114 

 
Measurements: 31 x 53 x 29.6 cm 

Description: eroded rectangular block, left lower corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left triangular a sunken relief area, above it at the margin the 

beginning of a rounded area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 



Findspot:  

Comment: On block 114 the front of the blade of the axe-mace is depicted with a small part of the 

rounded mace. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 115 

 
Measurements: 43 x 49 x 35 cm 

Description: high relief block, eroded and damaged, parts broken off, back rounded with patches of 

plaster (re-used column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of lower leg of a figure oriented right; left of it the animal’s tail 

with beginning of thick lower part; curved line running from leg to the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: On block 115 the back leg of the king with the bull’s tail of the regalia is visible. The 

curved line presumably belongs to the tail of the lion accompanying the king. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 117 

 
Measurements: 37 x 50 x 30 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, corners and edges broken, back part rounded (column drum), several 

incised guiding lines (of column construction) on lower plane  

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left margin a deep oblique relief area with striped decoration of 

an anklet; 2 circular blossom like motifs above an oblique area;  

graffito: incised W or cone with two lines spreading at the sides 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 117 shows part of the front foot and lower limb with anklet, as well as decorations 

of the sandal (uraeus and circular attachment). 

Comment 2: re-used column-drum; guiding lines denote the drum’s original upper plane. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 118 

   
Measurements: 13.5 x 27 x 15.4 cm 

Description: small fragment, eroded; saw line (?) on lower (sic!) plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; two sets of curved stripy areas above a horizontal ledge 

Associated with: block 119 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 118+119 shows part of the hemhem-crown resting on flat ram’s horns. 

Inexplicable remains the sawing line (?) on the lower plane of the block. 

Ref.: 



Block 119 

 
Measurements: 26.2 x 37.6 x 23.4 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, corners and edges damaged 

Description relief: raised interior relief; two oval elements with circular relief lines; to the right 

beginning of a further oval; at left faint traces of feather decor 

Associated with: fragment 118 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 118+119 shows part of the hemhem-crown resting on flat ram’s horns. 

Unexplicable remains the sawing line (?) on the lower plane of the block. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 120 

 
Measurements: 48 x 43 x 29 cm 

Description: high relief block, back rounded (column drum); corners broken off, several damages 

Description relief: raised interior relief; middle part of apron with band depicting different rosettes 

alternating with uraeus friezes; at each side 2 bands; on the left a tassel upon feather decoration 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon O, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 120 depicts the front of the kings skirt with decorative apron. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 121 

 
Measurements: 40 x 47.6 x 20.4 cm 

Description: large eroded block, back rounded (column drum), damages at edges and corners; saw line 

with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left an oblique sunken area (leg); at right the back part with tail and 

jambs of a lion marching right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 121 shows the back leg of the striding king with the lion at his side. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 122 

 



Measurements: 33 x 32 x 36 cm 

Description: fragment of an eroded short block with projecting star frieze; faint saw line on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 complete and 1 incomplete star; on the wall part of the horizontally 

stretched wing of the winged sun-disk  

Associated with: fragment 140 

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze, winged sun 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 122+140 belongs to the upper part of the eastern pylon near the NE-corner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 123 

 
Measurements: 36 x 44 x 42 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, edges and corners damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; back part of a figure looking right; wing and feathers of the falcon 

jacket; on lower left beginning of ceremonial tail 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 123 depicts part of the king’s verstment. 

Ref.: Wildung 2004d, fig. on p. 14 

 

Block 124 

 
Measurements: 35.7 x 55.7 x 31.6 cm 

Description: long rectangular block with projecting star frieze, only slightly damaged; small rests of 

plaster (?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 complete stars above horizontal incised line, 1 incomplete star at 

left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 125 

 
Measurements: 36.4 x 61.3 x 38 cm 

Description: long rectangular block with projecting star frieze, only slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; five nearly complete stars above horizontal incised line; at lower 

margin 2 triangular relief traces 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze, inscription king 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre 

Comment: The triangular traces at the lower margin of block 125 belong to the title of the king (tips of 

antennae and wing of the bee)   Ref.: 



Block 126 

 
Measurements: 28.2 x 60 x 33.2 cm 

Description: long relief block; left surface splintered off 

Description relief: sunken relief; half of lower and upper arm horizontally stretched out to the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 126 shows part of the deity’s arm stretched out. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 127 

 
Measurements: 32 x 45.5 x 22 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts; on upper side indentation (c. 1-2 cm deep) for 

block in next upper layer 

Description relief: sunken +interior raised relief; part of breast with scale pattern, rectangular pectoral 

with squatting figure (maat-feather on head?) looking left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 127 shows the breast of the god clad in scale-patterned vest and pectoral. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2005, fig. on p. 38 

 

Block 128 

 
Measurements: 42 x 46 x 31 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 4 parts; at left upper side an indentation with saw line for 

upper block layer (c. 2 cm deep) 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely running stripes of a shendjt-kilt, at left lower corner the rim 

of the rounded flap 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 128 shows part of the god’s skirt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 129 

 
Measurements: 37.2 x 41 x 68 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged cavetto block; projecting upper part broken off 



Description relief: sunken relief; to the left feathers above a cartouche, a further feather pair with disk 

of a second cartouche with the name [Nebmaat]re in Egyptian hieroglyphs; a ram-headed Amun with 

feather-crown (?) or large disk (?) and the feather held in hand of the next figure (goddess) 

Associated with: fragment 259 

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 129+256 belongs to the cavetto frieze near the western corner. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 130 

 sides (upto down) b - a 

Measurements: 25.7 x 34.6 x 34.6 cm 

Description: eroded corner block and two further fragments, damaged and in parts (back and left of 

long side) broken off; decorated on two adjoining sides 

Description relief: sunken relief;  

short side a (front): falcon on box and squatting figure on neb/nub-sign looking right;  

long side b (side): falcon on box with concentric stripes and squatting figure on neb/nub-sign looking 

left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 130 belongs to the NE-corner of pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 131 

 
Measurements: 19 x 34 x 22 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, right side broken off 

Description relief: raised relief; 4 complete stars; at left margin an undecorated zone (c. 4 cm long) 

Associated with: block 55, adjoining right 

Attribution: gate A, western reveal 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 131+55 forms a block comparable to block 6 of the eastern reveal. The star frieze 

seems to be unfinished. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 132 

 
Measurements: 46 x 42 x 29.3 cm 

Description: high relief block, lower plane left and upper right corner broken off; back side rounded 

with plaster adhering (column drum); on upper plane indentation (4.5-5 cm deep, 18 cm long) for 

block in upper layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; on left a lower leg with part of anklet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 



Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 132 shows part of the deity’s back leg. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 134 

 
Measurements: 37.6 x 42.2 x 37.2 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; in lower left corner a circular sunken area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 134 shows the sun-disk with which the falcon of the hull of the scimitar is decorated. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 8 

 

Block 135 

 
Measurements: 11.5 x 31 x 18.7 cm 

Description: fragment, upper plane preserved, other sides broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; wrist with armlet decorated with differently running stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 135 shows the wrist of the king’s arm held up behind and grasping the axe-mace. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 136 

 
Measurements: 25.2 x 27.5 x 17.7 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in two parts, left upper and right lower corners broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a figure holding something, squatting on neb/nub-sign; on 

the right cartouche on basket with diamond pattern, containing the name[Amni]-khareqerem in 

Meroitic hieroglyphs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, area of NE-corner 

Comment: Block 136 belongs to the frieze near the NE-corner of pylon E. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: Wildung 2004d, fig. on p. 12-13 

 

Block 138 

 
Measurements: 26 x 27 x 28 cm 

Description: c. rectangular relief block, eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely running sunken relief area near one margin (arm? leg?) 



Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, near NE-corner 

Comment: Block 138 may belong to the back arm of the king held up; the attribution however is not 

definitely established. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 139 

 
Measurements: 19.3 x 27.5 x 19.6 cm 

Description: small rectangular relief block, left side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; oblique rounded relief feature (c. 5 cm broad) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 139 shows part of the axe-mace’s handle. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 140 

 
Measurements: 17.3 x 12 x 17.7 cm 

Description: small fragment with projecting star frieze; part of original upper and right plane preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; star above incised horizontal line 

Associated with: block 122 

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 122+140 belongs to the star frieze of the eastern pylon near the NE-corner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 141 

 
Measurements: 7.8 x 12.2 x 14 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); 4 slightly radially oriented ledges 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king? 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 141 probably belongs to the breast area of the king’s falcon jacket, cf. block 614. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 142 

 
Measurements: 38 x 45 x 37 cm 

Description: rectangular relief block with projecting star frieze, upper right corner and right part of 

back broken off; faint saw line on upper plane 



Description relief: sunken relief; 3 complete and 1 incomplete star; on wall face 2 columns with 

Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented left: 1. [...]khs … 2.[Tolk]tete … 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god, star frieze, inscription 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 142 bears part of the inscription of the god directly below the star frieze. See Rilly, 

chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 143 

   
Measurements: 18 x 22.7 x 18.3 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, edges damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; two parallel incised lines along the lower margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment: The size of the block and its smoothed surface may indicate that it belongs to the layer of 

small blocks directly above the 3-banded base-zone of the pylon upon which the large figures are 

standing. The horizontal incised line may denote the upper band of the base-zone (cf. blocks 78, 182, 

613, 615, 818). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 144 

 
Measurements: 12.6 x 16.7 x 15.5 cm 

Description: fragment of flat plate with rounded side, unclear whether relief 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); besides an incised line along the rounded corner a small 

rectangular depression 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 146 

 
Measurements: 13.4 x 26.7 x 16.8 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; several rectangular fields of different size 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre arera 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

 

 

 



Block 147 

  
Measurements: 35 x 32 x 32 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, corners broken 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); in middle of block a triangular sunken area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre arera 

Comment: With reserves block 147 may have belonged to the prisoners’ group although it cannot be 

properly attributed there.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 148 

   
Measurements: 28.5 x 15.5 x 15 cm 

Description: fragment with a concave and a convex side on which white plaster adheres (5-7 mm 

thick) 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre arera 

Comment: Fragment 148 is discussed of once belonging to a statue attached at the front of a temple, 

see chap. VII.3. It presumably was used in the pylon fill. 

Ref.: Wildung 2018, 143-151, esp.150, Dok. 56. 

 

Block 150 

  
Measurements: 23 x 37.8 x 20.7 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, right upper corner broken off; saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right a trace of a cartouche frame on neb/nub-sign with 

diamond pattern, on the left a squatting figure looking right on neb/nub, further neb/nub following 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow east side; frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: 

Ref.: 

 

Block 152 

 
Measurements: 26 x 60.4 x 35 cm 

Description: long rectangular relief block with horizontal torus at lower margin, lower corners broken; 

at the left a receding area (9 cm wide); incised guiding lines on the smoothed lower plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; rectangular pattern with elevated ledges (feather décor), on the right 

the curved border of a wing with tips of wing feathers 



Associated with:  

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 152 is the left corner block (lower layer) of the the blocks above the architrave of the 

main entrance depicting a winged sun-disk. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 153 

 
Measurements: 26 x 37.4 x 36.5 cm 

Description: rectangular relief block with horizontal torus at lower margin, upper plane broken; 

incised guiding line on the smoothed lower plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above the torus short elevated vertical ledges (feather décor), above it 

on the right the curved rim of a wing with tips of wing feathers 

Associated with: fragment 726 

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 153+726 belongs to the blocks (lower layer) above the (now lost) architrave of the 

main entrance depicting a winged sun-disk. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 154 

 
Measurements: 26 x 38.4 x 32.7 cm 

Description: rectangular relief block with horizontal torus at lower margin, small plaster fragments (?); 

left upper corner broken off; incised guiding lines on the smoothed lower plane and on the right side 

Description relief: sunken relief; above torus short elevated vertical ledges (feather décor), slightly 

oblique wing feathers above it; on them part of the bulging sun-disk, to its left the lower part of rearing 

snake 

Associated with:  

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 154 belongs to the blocks (lower layer) above the architrave of the main entrance 

depicting a winged sun-disk. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 155 

   
Measurements: 9.3 x 23 x 21.7 cm 

Description: flat eroded fragment 

Description relief: raised relief (?); a bovid (?) or king with pointed apron (?). 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: area in front of gate A 

Comment: Fragment 155 is discussed in chap. VII.4 with fig. 114. 

Ref.: 



Block 157 

 
Measurements: 43.4 x 42 x 30.6 cm 

Description: large relief block, eroded, broken in two parts, upper right corner broken off; rounded 

back (column drum), on upper plane incised guiding lines (for column construction); also saw line 

with depression (?); on front: unclear whether secondary inscription or merely scratches 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved relief line on the left, curved sunken area on the right, conical 

sunken area near upper margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 157 shows the contour of the deity’s legs and the tab of his shendjt-kilt. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 159 

 
Measurements: 26 x 35 x 27 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, upper plane broken; back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; relief depression along the right margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 159 shows on the right a part of the ceremonial tail. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 160 

 
Measurements: 38 x 44 x 38 cm 

Description: rectangular relief block, eroded and slightly damaged and part of surface broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a circular feature at right side 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 160 shows part of the sun-disk decorating the falcon head of the scabbard hull. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 8 

 

Block 161 

   
Measurements: 27 x 37 x 27 cm 

Description: eroded block with inscription, edges damaged, half of lower plane and right edge broken, 

inscription in parts chipped off; faint saw line with depression on upper plane 



Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 3 columns with Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented right; in 

middle column cartouche of Amanakhareqerema 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 161 shows part of the deity’s inscription. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 162 

  
Measurements: 29 x 33 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, surface in parts chipped off 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 of the plant bundles of a hemhem-crown, to the left an ostrich 

feather 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 162 depicts part of the god’s hemhem-crown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 163 

 
Measurements: 27.4 x 61 x 37.6 cm 

Description: longer relief block, edges damaged; back rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; an oblique sunken area at one side (orientation unclear) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god? 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment1: The relief on block 163 is unclear; it may denote part of a leg or of a body contour. As the 

ascription to pylon W is doughtful, the block may have been removed from pylon E and may depict 

part of the god’s legs. 

Comment 2: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 164 

 
Measurements: 36 x 53.6 x 38.4 cm 

Description: large relief block, eroded; back rounded with plaster adhering (column drum); saw line 

and depression on upper face 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left three fingers of dropping hand holding an emblem; to the 

right 3 slightly oblique staggered relief parts 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 164 shows the god’s hand hanging in front and grasping an ankh as well as a part 

of the elevated arms of the prisoners’ group. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 



Block 165 

 
Measurements: 27 x 50 x 41 cm 

Description: large block, back side rounded with plaster adhering (column drum) 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 167 

 
Measurements: 52 x 46.6 x 37.4 cm 

Description: high relief block (167a) with fragment (167b); back side rounded (column drum); front 

side damaged and partly splintered off; on fragment 167b crosswise guiding lines (of original column 

drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left 4 obliquely running narrow relief areas 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 167 shows the contours of legs and backs of five staggered prisoners running to the 

right. They belong to the left group of the prisoners. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 168 

  
Measurements: 50.5 x 41 x 34 cm 

Description: high relief block, surface eroded, oblique area of eroded stone vein; back rounded 

(column drum); on upper plane indentation (c. 3 cm deep, 27 cm long) for block in upper layer; saw 

line and depression on upper face 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left lower corner 4 curved narrow relief areas (staggered legs); in 

the middle: vertically running curved line (leg), left of it further oblique line (leg); along the upper 

margin: wavy line (unknown design) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 168 shows the thighs of the front legs of prisoners running to the right (left group). 

On the right side the legs of the right group (oriented to the left). Unknown remains the meaning of the 

upper part which continues on blocks 167. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 



Block 170 

 
Measurements: 45 x 45 x 27 cm 

Description: high relief block, eroded and damaged; back rounded (column drum); on upper plane 

indentation (c. 3 cm deep, 30 cm long) for next block layer, therein saw line and depression plus 

further saw line/incised line left of it 

Description relief: sunken relief; snout, mane and front paw of a lion oriented left; catching five 

staggered prisoners 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, lion, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 172 

172b    172a 

Measurements: a: 26 x 45 x 32 cm; b: 31 x 48 x 34 cm 

Description: relief block broken in two parts (172a, b) and eroded and damaged differently, upper right 

corner and left edge broken; back rounded (column drum); on upper plane (172b) saw line and 

depression 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 172a (lower half): near left edge angular raised area (leg of 

lion); 172b (upper half): to the left part of mane, on right side thigh and garment of a standing figure 

oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 172 shows part of the front of the king and of the mane and leg of the lion running 

at his side. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum  

Ref.: 

 

Block 173 

 
Measurements: 34 x 70 x 28 cm 

Description: heavily eroded long relief block, left and right side and upper right corner broken off 

Description relief: interior raised relief; oblique line and some raised areas to the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 173 presumably shows the front of the king’s skirt and some tiops of the lion’s 

mane. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 174 

 
Measurements: 24 x 26 x 37 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line and depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of two figures holding a feather and squatting on differently 

designed neb/nub-signs, oriented to the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 174 belongs to the western half of the frieze at pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 175 

 
Measurements: 25 x 33 x 24 cm 

Description: relief block, broken in two parts and much eroded; upper plane broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part of a falcon looking left on decorated box; to the right 

traces of neb/nub-sign with a squatting figure 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 175 belongs to the eastern half of the frieze of pylon E. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 176 

 
Measurements: 10.5 x 29.6 x 16.8 cm 

Description: small fragment, rounded at back 

Description relief: sunken relief; two oblique lines in middle besides a chequered pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 176 presumably shows part of a falcon (wing and breast- or leg- feathers?) 

looking left. It presumably belongs to the frieze in the eastern half of pylon E. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 177 

 
Measurements: 26 x 30 x 27 cm 

Description: rectangular relief block, eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; to the right 2 cartouches on neb/nub, the right with Meroitic 

hieroglyphs oriented left: [Amanakhare]qerem, the left cartouche with Egyptian hieroglyphs: 

Neb[maatre]; at left margin traces of a squatting figure on neb/nub. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 177 belongs to the western half of the frieze of pylon W. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 



Block 178 

 
Measurements: 17.4 x 34.5 x 29.4 cm 

Description: flat relief block, heavily eroded, patch of plaster at back (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 5 sickle-shaped depressions along lower edge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 178 presumably shows some tips of the lion’s mane. 

Comment 2: unclear whether re-used column drum. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 179 

 
Measurements: 25.7 x 36.7 x 28.6 cm 

Description: part of relief block, damaged, upper plane and edges broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left rounded area with oblique stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 179 the upper part of the right ostrich feather of the king’s crown is visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 181 

 
Measurements: 32 x 50 x 27 cm 

Description: rectangular relief block, eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely running ceremonial tail with hatched pattern; to the right a 

smoothed area with musculature; small part of skirt border 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 181 shows part of the back leg of the striding king and traces of skirt and ceremonial 

tail.. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 182 

 
Measurements: 25 x 24 x 24 cm 

Description: small eroded relief block, at upper plane small indentation for next upper block layer with 

saw line therein 

Description relief: sunken relief; upon a basezone the foot of a felid oriented to the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 182 depicts one of the lion’s front legs.  Ref.: 



Block 183 

 
Measurements: 27 x 20 x 15 cm 

Description: fragment, lower right edge (broken in two parts) of a relief block, eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; en face head of a felid (lion, panther), frieze of uraei above 

Associated with: fragments 523, 804, 820 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 183+523+804+820 shows part of the king’s apron with the feline head shown en 

face at its lower end. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 184 

 
Measurements: 33 x 62 x 40 cm 

Description: roughly rectangular relief block, heavily eroded and damaged; saw line with depression 

on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; feather pattern and oblique and vertical stripes (patterns of skirt, 

girdle and falcon jacket) to the right of an oblique contour line (back line, with ceremonial tail) 

Associated with: fragment 235, possibly also fragment 770 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 184+235 (+770?) shows the mid-body of the king wearing falcon jacket and falcon-

skirt. 

Fragment 770 either belongs to this ensemble or is part of a narrow separate block to be positioned to 

the right (between 184+235 and 622). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 185 

 
Measurements: 25.2 x 37.7 x 38 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, upper corners and left side broken off; surface with 

multiple holes 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right a figure squatting on neb/nub-sign with diamond pattern, 

followed by falcon (breast only) on box with concentric pattern, both looking right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 185 belongs to the frieze in the eastern half of pylon E. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 186 

 
 



Measurements: 38 x 38 x 36 cm 

Description: short eroded relief block, indentation on upper plane (11-12 cm long, c. 6 cm deep) for 

next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of obliquely held arm with armlet, musculature indicated 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 185 shows the upper arm with armlet of the king’s uplifted arm. 

Ref.: Török 2014, 629, pl. 11 

 

Block 187 

 
Measurements: 31 x 60 x 24 cm 

Description: c. rectangular relief block, damaged, lower left part broken off (fragment 192); saw line 

with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; neck and shoulder of a figure oriented right; several jewellery items 

(necklace, collar, spherical beads, ear-rings); beginning of crown; feather decoration (of falcon jacket) 

Associated with: fragment 192 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 187+192 shows part of the king’s upper body wearing falcon jacket and 

differentjewellery. 

Ref.: Wildung 2004c, fig. on p. 4; Wildung & Kroeper 2006, 15,  pl. 28; Wildung & Kroeper 2010, 

fig. on p. 13 

 

Block 188 

 
Measurements: 25 x 46 x 31 cm 

Description: rectangular relief block, damaged, heavely eroded in upper part 

Description relief: sunken relief; on left the lower part of a cartouche with Neb[maatre] in Egyptian 

hieroglyphs; to the right 2 squatting figures looking left, all three on neb/nub-signs with different 

patterns 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 188 belongs to the frieze near the NE-corner of pylon E. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 189 

 
Measurements: 23 x 39 x 36 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, edges damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 slightly curving relief lines, oblique relief band between them 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon O, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 189 presumably is part of the Double-crown of the king. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 190 

 
Measurements: 23.6 x 41 x 23.7 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, right upper corner broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left part of a bird on box with concentric pattern; on the right 

presumably 2 cartouches on broad neb/nub-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 190 belongs to the frieze in the centre of pylon E. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 191 

 
Measurements: 33.6 x 41.6 x 42.5 cm 

Description: large rectangular relief block, slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; below part of shoulder and upper arm with decorated armlet; above 

two fluttering bands 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 190 shows part of the uplifted arm of the king and the fluttering crown bands. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 192 

  
Measurements: 7.7 x 30 x 25.7 cm 

Description: flat fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; two relief structures becoming smaller at the upper area (tips 

of feathers of falcon jacket) 

Associated with: block 187 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 187+192 shows part of the king’s upper body wearing falcon jacket and different 

jewellery. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 193 

 
Measurements: 28 x 31.7 x 23.4 cm 

Description: short eroded relief block, left side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; rounded knob on the right beside a rectilinear field 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 193 shows the upper part of the Double-crown (knob of White-crown, upper part of 

Red-crown) oriented to the right. 

Ref.: 



Block 195 

 
Measurements: 40.6 x 49.3 x 21.5 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, left lower and right upper corner broken; back part rounded 

with plaster adhering (column drum), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; contours of two animal legs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 195 shows the hind legs of the lion striding with the king to the right. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 196 

 
Measurements: 22 x 23 x 26 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block; saw line on upper (?) plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; in middle feather like pattern (with dropping lines) with one middle 

rib 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre area 

Comment: The idea that on fragment 196 a pair of ostrich feathers decorating a cartouche in the 

cavetto cornice frieze is shown cannot be maintained as the feathers upon the cartouches show double 

ribs. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 197 

   
Measurements: 21 x 37 x 20 cm 

Description: relief block, heavily eroded surface, left lower and right upper corner broken; back part 

rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the lower parts of 2 cartouches: in left cartouche the lower 

part of name Amanakhareqerema in Meroitic hieroglyphs, in the right cartouche Neb[maatre] in 

Egyptian hieroglyphs; at the right side a part of a figure looking left, squatting on neb/nub-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 197 belongs to the eastern half of the frieze at pylon E. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum (?) 

Ref.: 

 

Block 198 

 
Measurements: 35 x 26 x 29 cm 



Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged; back partly rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: raised interior relief; above a bent elbow; to the right a nearly vertical line (contour 

of body) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 198 shows part of the middle figure of the prisoners’ group with the bent arm 

grasping a rope lying around the neck. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum (?) 

Ref.: 

 

Block 199 

 
Measurements: 35 x 50 x 37 cm 

Description: relief block, edges damaged, upper left and lower right corners broken; back side rounded 

(column drum) 

Description relief: raised interior relief; body as well as snout and mane of lion; oblique lion leg with 

musculature  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 199 depicts part of the lion attacking the prisoners. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 200 

 
Measurements: 40 x 56 x 56 cm 

Description: c. rectangular relief block, heavily eroded an damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of cartouche (?) in right half with neb-sign (name Neb[maatre]?), 

below it 3 short vertical lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 200 shows part of the king’s inscription. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 201 

 
Measurements: 41 x 43 x 34 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular, well preserved relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a leg with knee of the king, on the right body of the lion 

with mane tips 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king, lion 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 201 shows part of the king’s front leg as well as part of the lion. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 202 

 
Measurements: 36.7 x 51 x 24.6 cm 

Description: rectangular relief block, upper left and lower corners broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right an area with scale pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 202 shows part of the scale-patterned vest of the deity oriented left. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 203 

 
Measurements: 41.5 x 75.7 x 42 cm  

Description: long rectangular relief block, on upper right an indentation (c. 3 cm deep, 9 cm long) for 

next upper block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; below 5 heads of prisoners with stringy hair, looking left; to their left 

parts of 5 elevated arms, 2 with outstretched fingers, some partly clenched with one finger pointing; on 

upper half part of large arm and elbow 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 203 shows part of the king’s arm grasping a group of prisoners, holding arms 

uplifted. 

Ref.: Wildung 2004c, fig. on p. 4-5 

 

Block 204 

 
Measurements: 26 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, corners and edges damaged 

Description relief: raised relief; at the right side a curved ledge, large pinion feathers departing from it 

pointing to the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 204 belongs to the left side of the blocks (upper layer) above the architrave of the 

main entrance depicting a winged sun-disk. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 205 

 
Measurements: 29.2 x 60 x 38.3 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, parts broken off, eroded surface 

Description relief: raised relief; on the right a part of bulbous sun-disk with body of snake to its left; 

pattern of vertical and oblique feathers on the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 205 shows part of the winged sun-disk framed by uraei and 

belongs to the blocks (upper layer) above the architrave of the main entrance. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 206 

 
Measurements: 19 x 22.8 x 22 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken in two parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; at one side smoothed area (red colour) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: The fragments presumably show either part of the god’s backward arm or part of one of his 

legs. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 207 

    
Measurements: 26.2 x 43.6 x 47 cm 

Description: flat quadrangular corner block with elevated star frieze and horizontal torus, broken in 

two parts, vertical torus partly broken off; guiding lines on upper plane  

Description relief: sunken relief; on front face: 2 stars; on side face: 1 star, framed by incised lines; 

undecorated field near corner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 207 belongs to the NE corner of the pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 208 

 
Measurements: 12 x 19 x 19 cm 

Description: small fragment of relief block 

Description relief: unclear; parts of three rounded features (palm leafs of cavetto?), red colour in 

sunken area 



Associated with: perhaps block 237 

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre area 

Comment: Block 237+208 presumably is part of a cavetto block, but not of the temple house Naga 

200. It perhaps belonged to the kiosk Naga 250. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 209 

 
Measurements: 17 x 28 x 10 cm 

Description: small fragment with patch of plaster at side, front smoothed 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre area 

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 210 

 
Measurements: 37.2 x 71.5 x 22.7 cm 

Description: large eroded relief block, left side and right corners broken off; saw line with depression 

on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; frontal upper body; the bent arm grasping a cord hanging 

around the neck, other arm elevated; on the left a fist holding a rope? or weapon? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, prisoners  

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 210 shows the middle figure of the prisoners’ group and part of a further prisoner to 

the left. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2005, fig. on p. 35 

 

Block 211 

 
Measurements: 18 x 13 x 15.8 cm 

Description: small fragment, part of original side or plane preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; 6 curved relief lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 211 shows part of the god’s wig. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 9 

 

Block 213 

 
Measurements: 12.6 x 20 x 11.7 cm 

Description: small fragment of relief block, part of original side or plane preserved 



Description relief: sunken relief; two deepened curved areas, smoothed, one with green, the other with 

red colour, yellow on ledge between them (palm leafs of a cavetto cornice?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: in front of gate A 

Comment: Fragments 213, 214, 716, 802 depicting presumably palm leafs of a cavetto cornice, may 

either belong to the decoration above gate A, to kiosk 251 or were used as fill for the pylon towers. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 214 

 
Measurements: 17 x 19 x 10 cm 

Description: small fragment of relief block, part of original side or plane preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a raised ledge two deepened curved areas, smoothed with 

green colour, yellow colour on ledges surrounding them 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: in front of gate A 

Comment: Fragments 213, 214, 716, 802 depicting presumably palm leafs of a cavetto cornice, may 

either belong to the decoration above gate A, to kiosk 251 or were used as fill for the pylon towers. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 215 

 
Measurements: 26.4 x 59.7 x 34.6 cm 

Description: heavily damaged block with horizontal torus at lower side; on right receded area 

Description relief: raised relief; on left side the rounded rim of a wing with tips of wing feathers, 

chequered feather pattern on the right 

Associated with: fragments 645 (torus) and 723 (feathers) 

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 215+645+723 is the block (lower layer) at the right corner of the winged sun-disk 

positioned above the (now lost) architrave. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 216 

 
Measurements: 27.5 x 41.6 x 24.4 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in two parts, left side, upper plane and right lower 

corner broken off; back rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; back contour of figure oriented right, wearing scale patterned vest 

Associated with: block 794 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 216+794, attaining a height of c. 41-42 cm, shows part of the deity’s upper body. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 



Block 217 

 
Measurements: 34.5 x 42.5 x 28 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged, back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical and slightly oblique stripes (of skirt) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 217 shows part of the god’s shendjt-kilt. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 218 

 
Measurements: 28.4 x 36.2 x 26.6 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, upper right and lower left corners broken; deep notch at upper margin 

Description relief: raised interior relief; plain band of jewellery on breast, below the upper rim of scale 

patterned vest 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 218 depicts part of the deity’s breast. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 219 

 
Measurements: 42 x 45.5 x 38.4 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block with many parts broken off, rounded back with plaster 

adhering (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; contour line running from upper left to down right  

Associated with: fragment 648 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 219+648 show the god’s front leg with anklet. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 220 

 



Measurements: 34.8 x 44.3 x 34 cm 

Description: slightly damaged relief block, left lower corner broken; back side rounded with holes 

hacked in (column drum); saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right 2 fingers of a hand holding an ankh; on the left horizontal 

stripes and rounded flap of skirt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: On block 220 is depicted part of the god’s skirt and his hand held in front of him which 

grasps an ankh-sign. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 221 

    
Measurements: 38 x 46.2 x 32.2 cm 

Description: heavily damaged and eroded relief block, back rounded with small plaster rest (column 

drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left an angular contour with projecting rectangle; on the right 

an oblique relief contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 221 shows on the left the god’s mid-body with projecting girdle and on the right 

part of the arm held in front. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 222 

 
Measurements: 36.8 x 35.7 x 26.6 cm 

Description: relief block, only slight damages; back rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower faces of four staggered figures looking left, two arms lifted up, 

breast contours 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 222 is part of the left group of prisoners. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: Wildung 2004c, fig. on p. 8; Kroeper 2011, 98, pl. 18 

 

Block 223 

 
Measurements: 25.6 x 32.6 x 28.7 cm 



Description: eroded relief block; saw line on upper plane; corners and relief partly broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 bands of base at upper part; below the head contour of figure 

looking left, hole in eye region; at left margin a rectangular feature (top of sema-sign) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 223 below the baselines depicts the head of prisoner 8 and a tiny part of the sema-

sign to which prisoner 7 is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 224 

 
Measurements: 46.8 x 56.3 x 35 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 obliquely running relief lines, joined by a nearly horizontal line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 224 shows the belly and one hind leg (right) of the lion; on the right the contour of 

the king’s leg. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 225 

   
Measurements: 22.7 x 33.3 x 29.2 cm 

Description: eroded relief block; secondary incision on the front (M-shape? triangles?)  

Description relief: sunken relief; at left upper corner an oblique relief line, at lower edge a horizontal 

elevation (?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 225 presumably shows part of the lower leg of one of the lion’s hind legs as well as 

the upper band of the base-zone. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 226 

   
Measurements: 22 x 18.5 x 20 cm 

Description: small eroded relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; paw with claws of a lion walking left, above the upper band of the 

base-zone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 226 depicts part of the lion’s legs. 

Ref.: 



Block 227 

  
Measurements: 21.2 x 22.7 x 31.3 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, saw line with depression on minimally preserved upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; above chin and neck of a figure oriented to the left; left of the 

neck a raised ledge (rope) 

Associated with: block 245 

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 227+245 shows the frontally depicted middle figure of the prisoners’ group who 

grasps a rope hanging around his neck (cf. block 210 of Pylon E). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 228 

 
Measurements: 36.5 x 49.4 x 39 cm 

Description: c. rectangular eroded relief block, upper right corner broken  

Description relief: sunken relief; part of upper body with scale pattern, figure oriented left, arm raised 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 228 depicts part of the king’s upper body and the beginning of the arm raised to slay 

the prisoners. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 229 

 
Measurements: 25 x 45 cm 

Description: block with rounded back (column drum?), front smoothed, edges damaged 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 230 

 
Measurements: 23 x 41 x 20 cm 

Description: flat relief block, edges and relief partly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper part of the right bundle of a hemhem-crown topped by a sun-

disk, tip of ostrich feather on the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  



Comment: Block 230 depicts part of the deity’s hemhem-crown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 231 

 
Measurements: 22.8 x 31.3 x 20.8 cm 

Description: heavily damaged and eroded relief block, two fragments 

Description relief: raised interior relief; middle part with two bundles of a hemhem-crown; to the right 

a feather 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 231 depicts part of the deity’s hemhem-crown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 232 

 
Measurements: 24 x 25 x 27 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular block, front face well smoothed 

Description relief: unclear, sunken relief (?); incised vertical line along a margin, 1.5-2 cm away from 

it 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of western jamb of gate A 

Comment: Block 232 may perhaps belong to the reveals of the entrance gate A (?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 233 

 
Measurements: 20 x 31 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged cavetto block, right side and torus broken  

Description relief: raised relief; in lower zone short vertical ledges, above them wing feather décor 

with traces of yellow colour; elevated curved feature in the middle (body of snake) 

Associated with: fragment 93, adjoining to the right 

Attribution: Gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 93+233 belongs to the blocks (lower layer) above the architrave of the main entrance 

depicting a winged sun-disk. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 234 

 
Measurements: 33 x 35.4 x 32.7 cm 

Description: short rectangular relief block with projecting star frieze; frieze partly broken off 



Description relief: sunken relief; preserved 2 stars above incised line; on wall face below 2 parts of 

feather décor of the winged sun-disk 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, star frieze, winged sun-disk 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 234 below the star frieze depicts part of the winged sun-disk hovering over the 

scene. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 235 

 
Measurements: 13.8 x 30.2 x 9 cm 

Description: fragment (2 parts) of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; on the right part of a rosette, bordered above by an oblique 

ledge, on the left several vertical relief bands 

Associated with: block 184, possibly also fragment 770 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 184+235 (+770?) shows the mid-body of the king wearing falcon jacket and falcon-

skirt. 

Fragment 770 either belongs to this ensemble or is part of a narrow separate block to be positioned to 

the right (between 184+235 and 622). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 236 

 
Measurements: 18 x 26.6 x 22.5 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block; upper plane and left side broken off, relief partly broken away 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 slightly curved and rounded relief ledges 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 236 shows part of the striated wig of the deity. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 9 

 

 

Block 237 

 
Measurements: 14 x 28 x 32 cm 

Description: fragment of flat relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); parts of 3 rounded features (palm leafs of cavetto?), red colour in 

sunken area 

Associated with: fragment 208 

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of pylon E, centre area 

Comment: Block 237+208 presumably is part of a cavetto block, but not of the temple house Naga 

200. It perhaps belonged to the kiosk Naga 250. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 238 

 
Measurements: 16 x 35 x 33 cm 

Description: 2 fragments of a heavily damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a part of the lower leg with patterned anklet, right of it a 

rosette 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 238 shows part of the king’s front leg; the rosette is decorating his sandal. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 239 

 
Measurements: 15 x 36 x 28 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; oblique contour at the right beside a sunken area broken off 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 239 presumably shows part of the lower leg of the king’s front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 240 

 
Measurements: 32.8 x 55 x 25.4 cm 

Description: c. rectangular relief block, eroded and upper corners damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left part of a skirt with ceremonial tail of figure oriented left; 

on the right a fist grasping a triangular grip holder, arm with patterned bracelet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 240 shows part of the god with an arm hanging behind him and grasping an ankh. 

Ref.: Wildung 2004c, fig. on p. 6 

 

Block 241 

 
Measurements: 32.8 x 56 x 23 cm 

Description: 3 parts of a relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left part of an upper arm with patterned armlet, beginning of 

breast at the left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 241 shows the upper part of the king’s arm holding the prisoners. 

Ref.: 



Block 242 

 
Measurements: 16 x 23.6 x 15.8 cm 

Description: fragment of projecting star frieze, upper plane and right side original 

Description relief: sunken relief; 1 complete and 2 fragmentary stars above horizontal incised line 

Associated with: block 1050+ fragment 253 

Attribution: Pylon E, god, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1050+253+242 with star frieze also shows part of the deity’s inscription. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 243 

 
Measurements: 24.7 x 25.6 x 20 cm 

Description: heavily eroded short relief block, right side with upper right corner broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; conical feature in the centre (sema), rope attached to it, on the left a 

small part of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 243 shows part of a prisoner bound to a sema-sign. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 244 

     
Measurements: 36 x 37 x 36 cm 

Description: short relief block, broken in 3 parts, damaged; back side with high relief in form of knee 

(?) and upper leg 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 columns in Meroitic hieroglyphs: Bede[w]e[te] = “in Meroe” 

(Rilly);  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: The front of block 244 is part of the inscription of the deity. The block is re-used: it once 

belonged to a standing-striding statue (see chap. VII.3). See also Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: Breyer 2012, 146 f.; Wildung 2018, 143-151, esp.147, Dok. 53. 

 

Block 245 

 
Measurements: 15 x 20.7 x 27.4 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, damaged 



Description relief: raised interior relief; V-shaped feature in middle (rope) 

Associated with: fragment 227 

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 227+245 shows the frontally depicted middle figure of the prisoners’ group who 

grasps a rope hanging around his neck (cf. block 210 of Pylon E). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 246 

 
Measurements: 37 x 64 x 38 cm 

Description: long rectangular relief block, on upper right an indentation (c. 6-7 cm long, 3 cm deep) 

for upper block layer; right side of surface on front broken off, damages in relief 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower face, neck and breast of a figure looking right, parts of 

jewellery items (earring, collar, necklace with large spheres) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 246 depicts part of the face, neck and breast of the king. 

Ref.: Wildung 2004c, fig. on p. 4; Wildung & Kroeper 2006, 15,  pl. 28; Wildung & Kroeper 2010, 

fig. on p. 13; Török 2014, 629, pl. 11  

 

Block 247 

 
Measurements: 25.6 x 27 x 24.3 cm 

Description: short eroded relief block; faint (double) saw line on upper face 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 staggered hands hanging down; on the left the body contour (of a 

prisoner) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 247 depicts part of a prisoner with hands bound to a sema-sign. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 251 

 
Measurements: 39.5 x 58.5 x 33 cm 

Description: longer relief block, heavily eroded and damaged, lower corners broken off, part of upper 

edge broken out 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left a part of an inscription, oriented right: njswt bjt nb tAwj 
Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king, inscription 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block251 depicts part of the king’s titles. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 252 

 
Measurements: 39.4 x 41.7 x 37.3 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, right side broken off (fragment 761); back side 

rounded (column drum) with plaster adhering; on upper side indentation for next block layer (c. 15 cm 

long, 4 cm deep) 

Description relief: raised interior relief; on upper half the seam of a skirt with tassels; on the left part 

of a leg, background smoothed 

Associated with: fragment 761 

Attribution: Pylon W, king, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 252+761 shows the lower part of the king’s garment, part of his front leg in front 

of the lion body walking in the background. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 253 

 
Measurements: 28.7 x 25.5 x 15 cm 

Description: upper right corner of a relief block with projecting star frieze, eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 stars above horizontal line 

Associated with: block 1050, fragment 242 

Attribution: Pylon E, god (inscription), star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1050+253+242 with star frieze also shows part of the deity’s inscription. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 254 

 
Measurements: 21.6 x 21.6 x 17 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper part of the ear of a figure oriented right, background smoothed 

(crown) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 254 shows the king’s ear appearing out of the crown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 255 

   
Measurements: 17 x 21 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded fragment of relief block, left side original 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of column with Meroitic hieroglyphs looking left: word divider 

and lion 



Associated with: unclear whether fragments 257 and 502 belong to the same block 

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 255 is part of the inscription of the deity. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 256 

   
Measurements: 25 x 30 x 20 cm 

Description: relief block, broken in 2 parts, left upper edge lost, red colour in hieroglyphs 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 2 columns with Meroitic hieroglyphs: on left the name 

[Tolk]tet[e] 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 256 is part of the inscription of the deity. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 257 

   
Measurements: 23 x 25 x 17 cm 

Description: part of relief block broken in 2 fragments, upper and left side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of 2 columns with Meroitic hieroglyphs looking left; in left 

column a cartouche ([A]mni…) below a word divider 

Associated with: unclear whether fragments 255 and 502 belong to the same block 

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 257 is part of the inscription of the deity. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 258 

  
Measurements: 35 x 29 x 34 cm 

Description: c. rectangular relief block, broken in 2 parts, heavily eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; several triangular traces at lower margin, above several vertical lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, prisoners, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 258 shows below some tips of the lion’s mane above which appear 3 uplifted arms 

of the prisoners’ group. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 259 

   
Measurements: 12.4 x 41.7 x 21 cm 

Description: part of relief block: projecting part of cavetto cornice 



Description relief: sunken relief; in left half traces of the upper ends of double ostrich feathers of 2 

cartouches; on the right the upper of the double falcon feathers of the Amun crown 

Associated with: block 129 

Attribution:  Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 129+256 belongs to the cavetto frieze near the NW-corner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 261 

 
Measurements: 11 x 11 x 19 cm 

Description: part of lion statuette ?: leg on base 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 262 

   
Measurements: 10 x 14 x 13 cm 

Description: small fragment, traces of red-brown colour in sunken area 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); curved raised ledge around sunken area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: The fragment may depict part of a palm leaf of a cavetto cornice.   

Ref.: 

 

Block 263 

   
Measurements: 15 x 17 x 21 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical relief line  

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: The fragment may depict part of a staff or the frame of an inscription or cartouche. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 264 

 
Measurements: 16 x 20 x 9 cm 

Description: 2 fragments (a, b) of a relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; (a) part of a shendjt-kilt with folds and rounded flap; (b) several 

oblique stripes of skirt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 



Comment: Fragment 264 must have belonged to a figure wearing a shendjt-kilt oriented right. On the 

eastern side these are the figures East III, VII and VIII.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 266 

   
Measurements: 46.5 x 43.5 x 35 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, c. rectangular, plaster rest on back side 

(column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved relief line running from upper right to lower left, cutting a 

further line running from left to down right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 266 shows part of the hind legs of the lion. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum  

Ref.: 

 

Block 267 

 
Measurements: 35.4 x 40.6 x 28 cm 

Description: relief block, broken in 2 parts, lower left missing; on upper plane faint saw line with 

depression 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part of heads of 3 prisoners looking right, part of breast and 

arms lifted up 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 267 depicts part of the right group of the prisoners. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 268 

 
Measurements:  

Description: several fragments of a relief block, heavily eroded 

Description relief: raised interior relief; rows of scales 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: The concrete placement of fragments 268, belonging to the king’s scale-patterned dress, 

is unclear. 

Comment 2: Fragments 268 may have belonged to a re-used column drum. 

Ref.: 



Block 269 

 
Measurements: 32 x 49.7 x 29.7 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, left (?) side broken off; back side rounded with patches of 2 

layers of plaster (3-6 mm thick) (column drum) 

Description relief: raised interior relief; scale pattern, near one edge a curved incised line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: The concrete placement of block 269, belonging to the king’s scale-patterned garment, is 

unclear. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 271 

 
Measurements: 28.5 x 50.5 x 23.3 cm 

Description: relief block, corners broken; back side rounded (column drum) with plaster adhering (2 

layers: 0.5 and 3-8 mm thick); short saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; scale pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: The concrete placement of block 271, belonging to the king’s scale-patterned garment, is 

unclear. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 272 

 
Measurements: 28.5 x 56.3 x 27.6 cm 

Description: eroded relief block with several cracks, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left an oblique border of a scale-patterned area; scale rows on 

the left are compressed and are running in a somewhat curved line (bent arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 272 shows part of the slightly bent front arm of the king stretched to the left. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 273 

 



Measurements: 40 x 67 x 32 cm 

Description: long relief block, slightly damaged; on upper plane an indentation (c. 4cm wide, 3 cm 

high) for next block layer  

Description relief: sunken relief; face and neck of a figure oriented left, large eye, bulgy lips, short 

nose; band around chin, trace of crown; stele-like ear jewellery with dropping pearls; at left a 

triangular depression at the lower margin  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 273 depicts the king’s face. The triangular depression is part of the quiver lurking at 

the king’s shoulder. 

Ref.: Wildung 2005, fig. on p. 24 and 25; Wildung 2006d, cover; Wildung & Kroeper 2006, 15,  pl. 

20b; Török 2014, 629, pl. 11; Baud et al. 2010. 71 fig. 71; Pompei 2012, 38, fig. 8 (wrong label); 

Kuckertz 2018, 120, fig. 2 

 

Block 275 

 
Measurements: 41 x 35.7 x 43.2 cm 

Description: c. rectangular relief block, broken in 2 parts, damaged; on upper plane indentation (c. 18-

19 cm wide, 4 cm high) for next upper block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; oblique area with upwardly oriented scales, on the left an arm-band 

with differently oriented stripes  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 275 shows part of the arm lifted up behind the king with which he slays the 

prisoners. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 276 

   
Measurements: 33 x 37 x 41 cm 

Description: relief block of harder sandstone, slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; oblique relief area at right lower edge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 276 presumably shows part of the king’s uplifted arm (lower arm) with which he 

slays the prisoners.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 277 

   
Measurements: 15 x 26 x 22 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of cartouche with hieroglyph nb and further vertical column line 

(?) 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 277 belongs to the inscription of the king: Neb[maatre]. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 278 

   
Measurements: 18 x 48 x 30 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, upper part and right side broken off; back side 

rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the lower arm stretched to the left, hand holding a conical 

striped feature (hair); armlet with differently oriented stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 278 shows the king’s arm holding the prisoners by the hair. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 279 

 
Measurements: 29 x 43.6 x 37.4 cm 

Description: relief block with rounded back side (column drum), upper plane obliquely broken off, 

slight damages  

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left part of 3 heads looking right; on the right 4 hands lifted 

up, with fetters (?); fingers alternately stretched or partly clenched 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 279 depicts part of the right group of prisoners. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: Wildung 2005, fig. on p. 22 

 

 

Block 280 

 
Measurements: 28 x 38 x 32 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts; back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: unclear, traces of decoration notated 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 281 

 281b 

281a 

Measurements: 21.3 x 37.2 x 51.8 cm 

Description: 2 parts (a, b) of a cavetto block, heavily eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; (a) upper part of 2 cartouches, in left: [Nebmaat]-Re; right: only 

upper left part of frame; at the left margin the back of a falcon oriented left; (b) upper parts of ostrich 

feathers of 2 cartouches, on the left 2 feathers, at right only 1 feather preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, cavetto cornice frieze, upper layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 281 belongs to the frieze in the centre of pylon W. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 283 

 
Measurements: 20 x 55 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block, broken in minimum 5 fragments; back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; along lower or upper margin a sunken relief line; 2 lines on a 

smoothed fragment  

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: re-used column drum  

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 284 

 
Measurements: 42 x 40 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged at the sides; on upper plane an indentation (c. 18cm wide, 

5cm high) for next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left a leg and foot of a figure oriented right with further leg 

contour; at right the front contour of a leg and foot oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 284 shows the legs of a prisoner of each of the 2 groups running in different 

directions. It belongs to the right side of the prisoners. The corresponding counterpart of the left side is 

the adjoining block 296. See the discussion in chap. III.2.1 (Pylon W).  

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 285 

 
Measurements: 25.2 x 27.5 x 20.8 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; conical feature with spreading lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 285 the upright sticking hair of the prisoners is visible, held together by the 

king’s hand. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 286 

   
Measurements: 9.5 x 10 x 8.5 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 narrow nearly vertical ledges (designating a rope? or a 

weapon?) 

Associated with: probably block 298, fragment 287 

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 298+286+287 shows the bodies of several prisoners (right group) holding their 

neighbour’s body together with a rope or weapon in the hand. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 287 

   
Measurements: 8 x 9 x 9 cm 

Description: small fragment (corner) of relief block,  

Description relief: raised interior relief; narrow vertical ledge, dividing in two at the upper end (rope? 

or weapon?) 

Associated with: probably block 298, fragment 286 

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 298+286+287 shows the bodies of several prisoners (right group) holding their 

neighbour’s body together with a rope or weapon in the hand. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 288 

 
Measurements: 36.2 x 59 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, 2 parts, left side largely broken off; back side rounded 

(column drum); on upper plane indentation (c. 25 cm wide, 4-5 cm high) for next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left an obliquely hanging lotus blossom 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 288 shows the upper part of the quiver decoration in form of a lotus blossom. 



Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 290 

 
Measurements: 41 x 37 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, with multiple cracks, left upper and right lower corner 

broken; back side rounded with patches of plaster (column drum), on upper plane indentation for next 

block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; above the seam of a skirt with décor-band and multiple tassels; on 

lower right a part of striding leg beside smoothed background (lion) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 290 shows the lower part with tassels of the king’s scale-patterned dress and his 

back leg, all in front of the lion’s body. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 291 

 a b 

Measurements: 23 x 45 x 28 cm 

Description: 2 fragments of eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: raised interior relief; scale pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 291 is part of the king’s scale-patterned dress. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 292 

 
Measurements: 25 x 33.6 x 17.6 cm 

Description: slightly damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; incised horizontal line, above it the lower part (volutes) of a sema-

sign; at right edge a slightly curved contour of a prisoner’s body 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Block 292 is to be attributed to the narrow east side of pylon E as no other place suits this 

block (see chap. III.2.2 and IV.1.1.5). 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 293 

 
Measurements: 15 x 36.6 x 39.3 cm 

Description: flat fragment of a relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; near a side margin (orientation unclear) a vertical sunken line and a 

curved raised ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 294 

 
Measurements: 34 x 38.8 x 30.3 cm 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block, back side rounded with rest of plaster (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; middle part and loops of an ankh-sign; vertical line along the left 

margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 294 shows the ankh held behind the god and the contour of his skirt. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 296 

   
Measurements: 41.4 x 47.6 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, 2 larger parts and 5 smaller fragments  

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the contour of leg and foot oriented left; at left lower 

edge part of the contour of a foot oriented right; at upper area several vertical lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 296 shows part of the left side of the prisoners, running in different directions. The 

corresponding counterpart of the right side is the adjoining block 284. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 298 

 
Measurements: 35 x 40 x 31 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, corners damaged 



Description relief: raised interior relief; at the right 2 nearly vertical relief lines (contours of prisoners); 

2 clenched fists oriented right and holding something (weapon? rope?); at the left part of a bent arm 

(of middle figure) pointing to the left  

Associated with: probably fragments 286 and 287 

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 298+286+287 shows the bodies of several prisoners (right group) holding their 

neighbour’s body together with a rope or a weapon in the hand. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 300 

 
Measurements: 22.4 x 64.5 x 31.6 cm 

Description: long narrow relief block, damaged; back side rounded (column drum), on lower plane 

guiding line (for column emplacement) 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right a part of upper arm with bracelet and of feathered garment 

of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 300 depicts part of the dress and of the back arm of the goddess. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 301 

   
Measurements: 27.6 x 57 x 46.4 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged with broken upper right corner 

Description relief: sunken relief; nearly half of circular feature 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 301 shows part of the sun disk on top of the deity’s head. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 302 

    
Measurements: 6 x 40 x 44 cm 

Description: very flat fragment of a quadrangular block 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); 3 obliquely running lines (see sketch) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East VI-VII 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 



Block 303 

    
Measurements: 37 x 71 x 71 cm 

Description: Corner block of cavetto cornice, heavily eroded, cracks and damages 

Description relief: sunken relief; palm leaf  decoration only in lower part preserved 

Associated with: 

Attribution: SE-corner, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Corner block 303 of the SE-corner of the temple has been documented by the Butana 

expedition in 1958 (block E5 SO, Neg. BE 26/6); see chap. XIV. Appendix:  

Blocks and photos of Naga 200 of the Butana expedition 1958. 

Ref.:  

 

Block 304 

 
Measurements: 34.7 x 51.2 x 14 cm 

Description: flat fragment from the front of a relief block, back side completely eroded; at upper right 

an indentation for next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the upper body of figure oriented left, arms lifted halfway, 

figure wearing the falcon jacket, necklace with pearls, cord with ram amulets 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 304 depicts the upper body of the king with hands rased in greeting/adoring gesture. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 305 

   
Measurements: 20 x 74 x 34 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block, part of cavetto cornice, heavily eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; palm leaf decoration in cavetto, only lower part preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II-III 

Comment: see comment on block 307 

Ref.: 

 

Block 307 

  
Measurements: 34 x 48 x 75 cm 

Description: heavily eroded cavetto cornice block, left upper edge broken off 



Description relief: relief not preserved 

Associated with: perhaps fragment 324 

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II-III 

Comment: Fragment 324 may either belong to block 307 (it’s left upper edge) or to block 305 which 

both are heavily eroded. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 309 

 
Measurements: 33.5 x 37 x 69 cm 

Description: well preserved cavetto block, slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; in cavetto palm leaf decoration 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 310 

 
Measurements: 27 x 43 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the upper left arm with armlet of a figure oriented left, arm 

obliquely held in front of the body, body contour; at the left traces of jewellery (cord with ram 

amulets), at the right 2 band hanging down 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 310 depicts the upper body and the left arm of the king held obliquely, as well as the 

crown bands hanging over the shoulder. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 315 

 
Measurements: 17 x 22 x 21 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block  

Description relief: presumably raised interior relief (sketch only); feather decoration (?), curved line of 

wing (?), leg and claws of a falcon (?) horizontal line (seam of kilt?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 315 most probably shows part of the decoration (falcon upon feather pattern) of the 

king’s kilt.   Ref.: 



Block 316 

 
Measurements: 21 x 42 x 32 cm 

Description: rectangular relief block, heavily eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; faint traces of raised ledges (between palm leaf decoration) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East IV-V 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 317 

 
Measurements: 26 x 34 x 19 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, 2 fragments 

Description relief: raised interior relief; obliquely running stripes, turning in right angle near the right 

margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 317 shows part of the shendjt-kilt of Amun oriented right. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 318 

 
Measurements: 34 x 50 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, upper left side broken; back side rounded with plaster adhering 

(column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of skirt with projecting front of a figure oriented left, back 

contour wioth ceremonial tail; skirt decorated with falcon, looking left, who is spreading his wing 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East II 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 318 depicts part of the king’s falcon-skirt. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 319 

 
Measurements: 22 x 20.3 x 8.8 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block; left and upper edge original 

Description relief: raised interior relief; along the left margin a vertically running row of tassels; on the 

right 6 vertical lines of pearls; at the lower corner 2 horizontal ledges 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Outer east wall, king East II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 319 shows part of the decorative panel lying upon the king’s skirt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 320 

 
Measurements: 21 x 30.4 x 25.2 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block with projecting star frieze, broken on three sides 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 complete and 2 incomplete stars; on left side part of a column with 

Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented right: pw[rite] 
Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 320 is part of the inscription of Amun, positioned directly below the star frieze. 

See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 321 

 
Measurements: 28.6 x 29.5 x 18.6 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, right side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the head of a figure oriented left; one eye preserved; wearing 

patterned cap or wig and diadem-band, projecting uraeus with sun-disk 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 321 depicts part of the king’s head. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 324 

 
Measurements: 12 x 19 x 11 cm 

Description: left upper corner of cavetto cornice block 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 palm leaf elements of cavetto decoration 

Associated with: perhaps block 307 

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East III-IV 

Comment: Fragment 324 may either belong to block 307 (it’s left upper edge) or to block 305 which 

both are heavily eroded. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 325 

   
Measurements: 12.5 x 39.5 x 25.7 cm 

Description: flat block with torus at one edge, damaged; incised guiding line along torus on one plane 

Description relief: ./. 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, horizontal torus 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East III-IV 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 326 

 
Measurements: 9 x 28 x 29 cm 

Description: flat block with torus at one edge, damaged; incised guiding line along torus on one plane 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, horizontal torus 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East IV 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 327 

   
Measurements: 22.4 x 24.6 x 29.8 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; very faint traces of obliquely running depression 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East III 

Comment: Block 327 may show the upper part of the arm of Amun that holds a staff in front. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 328 

   
Measurements: 10.6 x 34.8 x 16 cm 

Description: 2 flat fragments of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of Double-crown of a figure oriented right: upper part of the 

White crown and back of the Red crown 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 328 depicts part of Mut’s crown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 330 

 
Measurements: 44 x 60.4 x 25.8 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum), on upper plane saw line with 

depression 



Description relief: sunken relief; shoulder and arms halfway lifted of figure oriented left wearing a 

scale-patterned garment; right hand holding a pine-cone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 330 depicting the king in adoring/greeting gesture had been documented by the 

Butana expedition in 1958 (Butana-Block E3 O). The relief then was better preserved. Neg.: BE 23/3, 

BE 23/4, BE 26/1, BE 26/2-3. See chap. XIV. Appendix: 

Blocks and photos of Naga 200 of the Butana expedition 1958. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: Hintze 1959b, 183; Hintze 1960a, 377, Tf. Vb; Gamer-Wallert & Zibelius 1983, 42 

 

Block 331 

 
Measurements: 23 x 37 x 15 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts,  

Description relief: sunken relief; part of upper body of a figure oriented left, contour of back with 

upper end of skirt and ceremonial tail; vest decorated with bird grasping something 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 331 shows the king wearing a falcon-jacket. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 332 

 
Measurements: 9 x 28.4 x 6.8 cm 

Description: small flat fragment of relief block 

Description relief: raised relief; on the left 2 high feathers of an Amun-crown; a rectangular field (for 

inscription) follows, then a circular field (sun-disk) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: room 201, upper narrow register 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 332 is discussed of belonging to the narrow upper register in room 201. it 

probably showed several deities walking to the right. Cf. chap. IV.2.1.2 with fig. 51. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 334 

  
Measurements: 17.4 x 40.2 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, minimum 4 fragments; 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 raised ledges of palm leaf pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 335 

   
Measurements: 11 x 10 x 6 cm 



Description: small fragment (2 parts) of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 335 can be attributed to the staff of East III. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 337 

 
Measurements: 25.2 x 34.7 x 39.2 cm 

Description: relief block, damaged and left side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; raised ledges of 5 palm leafs  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 338 

 
Measurements: 20 x 29.8 x 18.7 cm 

Description: relief block, lower right edge damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; at lower left a rounded structure and a curved line departing from it 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 338 shows part of Double-crown of Mut who is oriented right. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 339 

 
Measurements: 23.6 x 26.6 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; middle part of the Double-crown 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 339 depicts part of the goddess’ crown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 340 

 
Measurements: 15.5 x 23.5 x 4.7 cm 

Description: flat fragment (2 parts) of relief block; lower part and right side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; oblique deepened area on the left  



Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 340 shows part of the extended arm of the goddess holding the sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 341 

 
Measurements: 21.5 x 27.4 x 21.2 cm 

Description: eroded and slightly damaged relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane; red 

colour on crown 

Description relief: sunken relief; below part of the head of afigure oriented right; wig with traces of 

vulture cap, upon it part of Double-crown (Red crown) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 341 depicts part of Mut’s head and of her crown upon vulture cap. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 342 

 
Measurements: 24 x 27 x 16 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, upper right corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; along left edge a vertical staff, at the right a vertical depression (arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 342 shows on the left the staff held by Mut East V and to the right the arm hanging 

at the back of the deity East IV. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 343 

   
Measurements: 24.5 x 29.8 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, short saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; rectangular depression at lower left corner; at the right a column with 

Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented right: ... t?k[e] + word divider +  r?... 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 343 contains the 3
rd

 column of the inscription of Mut. The upper edge of the crown is 

also visible in the left lower corner. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 344 

   



Measurements: 36.8 x 50.6 x 24.3 cm 

Description: 3 parts of a heavily eroded block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; nearly horizontal relief line beginning on the uppermost fragment and 

running then in sharp angle obliquely down wards  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East II 

Findspot: 

Comment 1:  Block 344 most probably depicts the horizontal contour of the king’s shoulder and part 

of his back.  

Comment 2: re-used column drum  

Ref.: 

 

Block 345 

  
Measurements: 12 x 13 x 7 cm 

Description: small flat fragment 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right an incised curved line, on the left an angular line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II-III 

Comment: According to C. Rilly the traces do not belong to an inscription. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 346 

 
Measurements: 21.2 x 31.3 x 18.8 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right an oblique deepened area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 346 shows a small part of the back of the goddess’ Double-crown. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum  

Ref.: 

 

Block 347 

 
Measurements: 17 x 23 x 20 cm 

Description: upper part of damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left an oblique sunken area with horizontal stripes 

Associated with: block 393 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Blocks 347+393 shows the front part of the shendjt-kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 349 

 



Measurements: 26 x 26 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily damaged quadrangular relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper arm with elbow of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 349 shows part of the slightly bent arm that holds a staff. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 350 

   
Measurements: 26 x 29 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; narrow vertical relief area along the left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: On the left is shown part of the staff (was) held by the god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 351 

  
Measurements: 27 x 31 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 3 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; at upper left corner a small rounded relief trace 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 351 the thumb of the deity holding a staff is visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 352 

 
Measurements: 13.5 x 27 x 25.5 cm 

Description: part of a plate with torus rounding, left side broken off; on one plane along the torus an 

incised guiding line 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, torus 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 353 

 
Measurements: 26.4 x 31.3 x 19.8 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, upper right corner broken 



Description relief: sunken relief; at left margin an oblique sunken area with faint horizontal lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 353 shows part of the front of the god’s shendjt-kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 354 

   
Measurements: 7 x 11 x 8 cm 

Description: small fragment of relief block, presumably left upper edge 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of wrist with armlet of an arm stretched down to the right 

Associated with: fragment 416 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 354+416 belonged to a block showing the hand of Amun holding a staff in front 

of him. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 355 

   
Measurements: 16 x 13 x 13 cm 

Description: small relief fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; several irregular horizontal features 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II-III 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 357 

 
Measurements: 25 x 36 x 18 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, corners broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; in middle a lunate shaped depression, at the left upper corner the 

lower part of a column with Meroitic hieroglyphs: [b?]Xte 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 357 shows the ear of the was-staff and part of the inscription of the deity. See Rilly, 

chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 358 

   
Measurements: 24 x 19 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; several vertical lines 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 358 presumably shows part of the staff held in the hand of Amun. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 360 

   
Measurements: 18.5 x 34.8 x 8.6 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block, 2 parts, upper and lower plane and corners broken 

Description relief: raised relief; parts of 7 uraei, 2 of them with heads preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, side entrance 

Findspot:  

Comment: The uraeus-frieze block 360 presumably was affixed above the side entrance. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 362a  

 
Measurements: 23 x 30 x 21 cm 

Description: 3 fragments of damaged block, back side rounded (column drum), front smoothed 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II 

Comment 1: NB: 362a does not belong to 362b. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 362b 

   
Measurements: 7 x 20 x 15 cm 

 

Description: flat fragment of relief block, on upper plane short saw line with depression 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); sort of herringbone pattern? (girdle? garment?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II 

Comment: NB: 362a does not belong to 362b. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 363 

   
Measurements: 6 x 28 x 21 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; sunken area with 3 raised stems, at each side a dropping and an 

oblique stem  

Associated with:  



Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II-III 

Comment 1: Fragment 363 may have shown a decoration with papyrus or lotus stems as found on the 

east wall of 201 (see chap. IV.2.1.1). It may have belonged to the decoration of the side entrance and 

the removed to the south. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 364 

 
Measurements: 26 x 31 x 19 cm 

Description: rather thin relief block, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; small relief depression with curved contour at upper left corner  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II-III 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 366 

 
Measurements: 33 x 56 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded block, back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: not preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East III 

Comment: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 367 

 
Measurements: 23 x 26.4 x 24.7 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block; on upper plane saw line with depression 

Description relief: sunken relief; face and beginning of wig of a figure oriented right, large eye, broad 

flat nose, thick lips 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 367 depicts the face and part of the wig of Mut. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 368 

 
Measurements: 17.6 x 20.9 x 9.3 cm 

Description:  heavily eroded relief block, upper side and back broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; fist at upper right holding a vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 368 depicts part of the goddess‘ hand holding a staff. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 369 

 
Measurements: 26.7 x 21.5 x 14 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left an obliquely positioned rectangular depression (hand); at right 

an arm with bracelet hanging down and holding an ankh 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 369 shows on the left the hand of Mut (East V) grasping the staff and on the right the 

back hand of the god East IV holding an ankh-sign. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 370 

  
Measurements: 23.3 x 21 x 19 cm 

Description: part of relief block, 2 fragments; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a vertical feature, c. 1.5 cm wide 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 370 shows the staff held in the hand of Mut. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 371 

 
Measurements: 38 x 49 x 36 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, back side rounded (column drum), on upper plane saw line 

with depression 

Description relief: sunken relief; back part of skirt with ceremonial tail of figure oriented right; to the 

left an ankh-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 



Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 371 shows part of the shendjt-kilt and the ankh held in the back arm of the god 

East IV. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 372 

 
Measurements: 26 x 29 x 19 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum?); on upper plane indentation for 

next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely running stripes of shendjt-kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 372 depicts part of the god’s shendjt-kilt. 

Comment 2: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 373 

 
Measurements: 19 x 32.5 x 29.5 cm 

Description: fragment of damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical line along the left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established  

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East VI-VII 

Comment: The traces on fragment 373 may pertain to the column of an inscription. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 374 

 
Measurements: 19 x 26 x 20.8 cm 

Description: lower part of relief block, eroded, broken at left 

Description relief: sunken relief; deepened area in hour-glass shape  

Associated with: fragment 442 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 374+442 shows part of the front leg with knee of the deity East IV. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 375 

 
Measurements: 22.5 x 22.6 x 23.8 cm 

Description: small relief block, eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left a leg with knee, above the tab of a shendjt-kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 375 shows the back leg of the striding deity East IV. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 376 

   
Measurements: 18 x 19 x 10 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; nearly vertical line at left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East IV-V 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 377 

   
Measurements: 8 x 16 x 13 cm 

Description: fragment of eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; deeply cut area near the right margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East IV-V 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 380 

 
Measurements: 24 x 33 x 18 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum?); at upper plan e a 

deep indentation for next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; neck and shoulder of a figure oriented left, wearing a broad collar and 

a twisted band around the neck; traces of an earring and of dropping crown bands  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 380 depicts the neck and part of the breast of the king with diverse jewellery. 

Comment 2: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 381 

   
Measurements: 23 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: c. rectangular relief block, left upper corner and upper plane partially broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; along upper margin a deepened area with pointed end at left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: The trace on block 381 depicts part of the pointed skirt of the king. Ref.: 



Block 383 

 
Measurements: 20.7 x 33.2 x 15.6 cm 

Description: heavily eroded fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely running stripes with loops along the lower margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 383 shows part of the god’s shendjt-kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 384 

 
Measurements: 22.2 x 60.8 x 27.7 cm 

Description: large relief block, eroded and slightly damaged; back side rounded (column drum); faint 

saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of neck and upper body with shoulder, broad collar and necklace 

of elliptical pearls, on the left traces of a triangular suspender of a vest 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VII 

Findspot:  

Comment : Block 384 depicts part of the neck and upper body of the deity wearing diverse jewellery. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 385 

 
Measurements: 32 x 48 x 20 cm 

Description: large eroded relief block, broken in several parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper body of a figure oriented right, at lower margin traces of vest 

held by triangular suspenders; at upper side a part of the lappet of a wig and traces of a broad collar; to 

the right a protruding female breast 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 385 depicts part of Mut’s upper body. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 386 

 
Measurements: 25 x 31 x 12 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right a vertical broad depression with rounded contours 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 386 shows part of the upper arm hanging behind the back of the goddess. Ref.: 



Block 387 

 
Measurements: 20 x 30 x 7 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left the contour of breast and shoulder of a figure oriented left, 

scale pattern, two rectangular vertical features at the right side 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 387 shows part of the king wearing a scale-patterned dress and two crown 

streamers dropping from the head. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 388 

   
Measurements: 24 x 29 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken at several sides, faint saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved line (spiral) with feather- or snake-like feature on the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 388 belongs to the crown of king East VI, presumably a composite crown (cf. 

chap. V.2.1.4). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 389 

 
Measurements: 11.3 x51.7 x 28.2 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 6 palm leafs with raised ledges between 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East VI-VII 

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 390 

 
Measurements: 23.8 x 37.8 x 19.6 cm 

Description: eroded and slightly damaged relief block, on upper plane indentation for next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of projecting kilt of afigure oriented to the left, kilt decorated 

with feather pattern, large uraeus and wing, lion-head at tip of kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 390 depicts part of the pointed kilt of the king. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 391 

   
Measurements: 14 x 18 x 9 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); curved elevated structure, c. 3-3.5 cm broad 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East II-III 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 392 

 
Measurements: 16 x 17 x 13 cm 

Description: small fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; a shallow vertical line (border of column?) along the left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: The fragment probably belongs to the inscription of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 393 

 
Measurements: 10.2 x 23.5 x 18.8 cm 

Description: lower part of damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left side an oblique sunken area with horizontal stripes 

Associated with: 347 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Blocks 347+393 shows the front part of the shendjt-kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 394 

 
Measurements: 13 x 26 x 16 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block with projecting star frieze, right side and lower part broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 complete and 1 incomplete star above incised horizontal line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East VII 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 395 

 
Measurements: 23 x 25.6 x 4.2 cm 

Description: flat fragment (5 pieces) of relief block 



Description relief: raised interior relief; several obliquely running feathers, delimited by a curved rim 

at the lower left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 395 shows part of the goddess’ garment with the wings wrapped around her. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 396 

   
Measurements: 20 x 25 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 vertical column borders; in the left column presumably a cartouche, 

traces of unidetified hieroglyphs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 396 is part of the inscription of the goddess Mut. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 397 

 
Measurements: 23 x 28 x 18 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, left lower corner broken, back side rounded (column drum?), saw line 

with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; back of head of a female oriented right, wearing wig and vulture cap, 

ear visible 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 397 depicts part of the goddess’ head. 

Comment 2: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 401 

 
Measurements: 16 x 33 x 28 cm 

Description: fragment of a heavily eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 palm leafs with elevated ledges  

Associated with: fragments 402-404 

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East V-VI 

Comment: Fragments 401+402+403+404 belonged to a block from the lower layer of the cavetto 

cornice.    Ref.: 



Block fragments 402-404 

402: , 8 x 10.5 x 6 cm 

403: , 3 x 14 x 7 cm 

404: , 4 x 12 x 8 cm 

Pictures: see also block 401 

Measurements:  

Description: 3 fragments of cavetto block 

Description relief: sunken relief; traces of palm leaf decoration with raised ledges  

Associated with: fragment 401 

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East V-VI 

Comment: Fragments 401+402+403+404 belonged to a block from the lower layer of the cavetto 

cornice. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 405 

   
Measurements: 19 x 27 x 23 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, eroded and broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); unclear traces: 3 depressions ( of Hemhem-crown??) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East IV 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 406 

   
Measurements: 8.5 x 15.5 x 16.5 cm 

Description: fragment, upper right edge of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; shendjt-kilt with rounded flap with differently running stripes 

Associated with: block 423 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 423+406 shows part of the shendjt-kilt of figure East IV. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 408 

   
Measurements: 4.5 x 12.5 x 9 cm 

Description: small fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 diffuse sunken lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East IV 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 413 

 
Measurements: 23.3 x 31.4 x 21.3 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block; secondary incision: 2 crosswise incised lines 

Description relief: sunken relief; along the left margin a narrow sunken area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Part of the was-staff of Amun is preserved on block 413. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 414 

 
Measurements: 23 x 46 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum), saw line with 

depression on upper plane; 5-6 rubbed vertical depressions on front; traces of Meroitic cursive 

inscription (see Rilly, chap. XIII). 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 414 depicts part of the god’s staff. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 415 

 
Measurements: 24 x 24 x 24 cm 

Description: 2 parts of a heavily eroded quadrangular relief block, 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 415 depicts part of the god’s staff. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 416 

 
Measurements: 17 x 22 x 15 cm 

Description: lower part of eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; near right margin a vertical staff 

Associated with: fragment 354 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 354+416 belonged to a block showing the hand of Amun holding a staff in front 

of him.    Ref.: 



Block 417 

 
Measurements: 24 x 42 x 29 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left an area with faint oblique and horizontal stripes and seam 

border 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 417 shows the front part of the shendjt-kilt with seam and below it part of the god’s 

front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 418 

 
Measurements: 23 x 22 x 20 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, right side broken off, left side splintered; saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; knee and lower leg of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 418 shows part of the back leg of Amun. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 419 

 
Measurements: 22 x 37 x 23 cm 

Description: c. rectangular eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; knee and lower leg of a figure oriented right, at upper left traces of 

the tab of the shendjt-kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 419 shows part of the front leg of Amun. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 420 

 
Measurements: 24 x 27.7 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the back part of shendjt-kilt with ceremonial tail and leg 

of figure oriented right; on the left an ankh sign 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 420 shows part of the back side of Amun holding an ankh in his back arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 421 

 
Measurements: 24.3 x 27.8 x 26.4 cm 

Description: relief block with partly rounded and smoothed back ( column drum), saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff near right margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 421 depicts part of the staff of figure East IV. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 422 

 
Measurements: 24 x 26.4 x 20.4 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, faint saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left an area with faint horizontal lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 422 shows the front part of the shendjt-kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 423 

 
Measurements: 16 x 27 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, upper part broken off 

Description relief: raised interior relief; differently running stripes of shendjt-kilt, at left the curved 

line of the rounded flap 

Associated with: fragment 406 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 423+406 shows part of the shendjt-kilt of figure East IV. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 424 

 
Measurements: 22.3 x 21.7 x 16.6 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, vertically broken in 2 parts, on upper plane saw line with 

depression 



Description relief: sunken relief; at left a curved contour (shoulder), upon it a slightly curved item 

projecting to the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 424 shows the backward shoulder of the king oriented to the left and part of the 

crown bands. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 425 

 
Measurements: 13 x 36 x 31.4 cm 

Description: flat plate with torus at one edge, on upper plane incised guiding line along torus 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, horizontal torus 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East VI 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 426 

 
Measurements: 27 x 32 x 18 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, back side rounded, horizontally broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 angular contours 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 426 shows part of the king’s upper body on the right and of his bent arm on the left. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 428 

 
Measurements: 22 x 24 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded and slightly damaged relief block, double saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a vertical staff; on the right an oblique kilt area with 

ceremonial tail of figure oriented right  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 428 shows part of the kilt and ceremonial tail of Amun, as well as the staff held by 

the god following him. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 430 

   



Measurements: 14 x 33 x 21 cm 

Description: very fragile relief block, broken in several fragments 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left an area with rounded contours with faint traces of vertical 

lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V (?) 

Findspot: no findspot recorded 

Comment: The block may show part of Mut’s garment with feather pattern. It then belongs to her front 

part. The attribution is not definitely approved. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 431 

   
Measurements: 27.2 x 25.3 x 26.8 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, horizontally broken in 2 parts; faint saw line with depression 

on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); very faint traces, difficult to interpret (see comment) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 431 may show the shoulder line and front of neck (on the right) of a figure oriented 

to the right, perhaps with traces of a wig? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 432 

 
Measurements: 16 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: part of damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right a curved contour, therein horizontal stripes (fist with 

armlet?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: no find spot notated 

Comment: Block 342 may have been found at the eastern side (cf. the preceding numbers) and could 

therefore belong to a figure there, perhaps Amun East III or Mut East V. It would depict the hand and 

wrist of the arm hanging behind the figure’s back. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 434 

 
Measurements: 22 x 39 x 25 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular relief block, heavily eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely demarcated relief area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 434 shows part of the lower leg of Amun’s front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 435 

 
Measurements: 22 x 29 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; thick lower part of ceremonial tail behind thelower leg of a figure 

oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 435 shows the back leg of Amun equipped with the ceremonial tail. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 436 

 
Measurements: 22 x 27 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, upper right corner broken, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff near right margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 436 depicts part of the staff of figure East IV. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 437 

 
Measurements: 22 x 29 x 18 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged; double saw line with depression on upper plane; 

traces of plaster on relief 

Description relief: sunken relief; broader sunken area on the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 437 shows part of the figure’s front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 438 

 
Measurements: 21 x 24 x 17 cm 

Description: relief block, damaged and eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; at right an oblique relief area with red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 438 shows part of the calf of the figure’s front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 439 

 
Measurements: 23 x 35 x 20 cm 

Description: relief block double saw line with depression, on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a small oblique part (front leg) with red colour; on right 

part of a vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god (Amun) East III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 439 depicts part of the leg and of the staff of Amun. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 440 

 
Measurements: 22 x 20 x 15 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, left side broken; on upper plane saw line with depression 

Description relief: sunken relief; conical relief area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 440 shows part of the calf of the figure’s back leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 441 

   
Measurements: 15 x 23 x 20 cm 

Description: part of relief block, eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a vertical staff, relief line at the right only approximately 

vertical 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East IV-V 

Comment: The staff on block 441 may pertain to Mut East V, the relief line at the right perhaps 

denotes the ceremonial tail of East IV. The attribution is only a proposal. 

Ref.:  

 

Block 442 

 
Measurements: 7 x 26 x 15 cm 

Description: flat fragment, upper part of block 374, right side broken off; saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left a narrow oblique sunken area 

Associated with: block 374 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 374+442 shows part of the front leg with knee of the deity East IV. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 443 

 
Measurements: 15 x 22 x 21 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, heavily eroded and broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly conical relief area, running vertically 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 443 presumably shows a portion of the vertical part of a sema sign. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 444 

 
Measurements: 20 x 37 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; in the left half a vertical conical feature, at its right side 2 hands 

pointing down 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 444 shows on the left a part of the sema-sign at which a prisoner (no. 10) is bound.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 446 

   
Measurements: 12 x 16 x 25 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly oblique stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 446 shows part of the front area of the god’s shendjt-kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 447 

  
Measurements: 6 x 28 x 15 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a short oblique contour line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 447 shows on the left part of the shield-like body of a bound prisoner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 449 

   
Measurements: 15 x 19 x 15 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 



Description relief: sunken relief (?); deep vertical trace 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: near NE-corner of pylon E 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 450 

 
Measurements: 45 x 51 x 24 cm 

Description: large block, back side rounded (column drum) with hard stone vein 

Description relief: not preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East VIII-IX 

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 451 

 
Measurements: 45 x 61 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded large block, broken in 2 parts, back side rounded (column drum), front 

completely eroded, with hard stone vein  

Description relief: not preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East VIII-IX 

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 452 

 
Measurements: 26 x 37 x 20 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical relief area near left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 452 shows part of the staff held in the goddess’ hand. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 453 

 
Measurements: 24.5 x 37.6 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block with hard vein 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the contour of the back with ceremonial tail of a figure 

oriented right, wearing a striped kilt and a girdle with patterns of oblique stripes; at the left margin a 

curved area ( of back arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 453 shows the back of the god and part of his backward arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 454 

 
Measurements: 27 x 34 x 17 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left a hand hanging down, at the right part of striped kilt with 

ceremonial tail of figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 454 shows the figure’s backward hand holding an ankh and the shendjt-kilt he is 

wearing. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 455 

 
Measurements: 12 x 26 x 39 cm 

Description: fragment of star frieze (2 parts), back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 stars above horizontal incised line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East VIII-IX 

Comment: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 456 

 
Measurements: 14 x 28 x 31 cm 

Description: flat plate with one side rounded as torus; on the upper plane an incised guiding line along 

the torus 

Description relief:  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, horizontal torus 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East VIII-IX 

Comment:    Ref.: 



Block 457 

 
Measurements: 18.7 x 27.6 x 24 cm 

Description: relief block, lower half broken off (partly fragment 1439) 

Description relief: sunken relief; shendjt-kilt with rounded flap of figure oriented to the right 

Associated with: fragment 1439 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 457+1439 shows the front part of the shendjt-kilt of East VIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 458 

 
Measurements: 19 x 30 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, lower corners broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; striped shendjt-kilt with rounded flap of figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 458 depicts part of the shendjt-kilt of East VIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 459 

 
Measurements: 14 x 31 x 31 cm 

Description: fragment of flat plate with one side as torus; on the upper plane an incised guiding line 

along the torus 

Description relief:  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, horizontal torus 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East IX 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 460 

 
Measurements: 19 x 31 x 20 cm 

Description: rectangular eroded relief block, lower left right side lost, saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of vertical staff near left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 460 depicts part of the goddess’ staff. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 462 

 
Measurements: 28 x 29 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block (2 parts), damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff grasped by hand with armlet of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 462 depicts the goddess’ hand grasping the staff. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 464 

 
Measurements: 26 x 27 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, left upper corner missing 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 3 oblique rows of feather decoration of different kind 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 464 shows part of the wings in which the goddess is wrapped. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 465 

   
Measurements: 17 x 27 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged, left and lower side missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 column lines, in middle column a cartouche with Meroitic 

hieroglyphs oriented right with the name Amanakhareqerema, faint traces in left column 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 465 shows part of the inscription of the goddess with cartouche of 

Amanakhareqerema. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 467 

 
Measurements: 21 x 35 x 16 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, slight damages 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of striped shendjt-kilt with ceremonial tail on the right of a figure 

oriented right; on the left an ankh sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 467 shows the deity’s kilt and the ankh held behind the figure. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 468 

 
Measurements: 17 x 26 x24 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, lower part missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff near right margin, slightly oblique deepened area above 

(part of hand) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 468 shows a small part of the hand grasping the staff. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 469 

 
Measurements: 22 x 29 x 22 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, indentation for next block layer on upper side 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 469 depicts part of the deity’s staff. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 470 

 
Measurements: 25 x 30 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged, lower part halfway missing, on upper plane saw line with 

depression 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of upper body of a figure oriented left, wearing a scale-patterned 

dress and ceremonial tail; at the right margin a vertical relief depression (crown band) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 470 shows part of the king’s back and a rest of a crown band hanging down. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 471 

 
Measurements: 25 x 37 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, on upper plane indentation for next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the decorated pointed skirt with feather and wing decoration, 

delimited on the left by 4 stripes (denoting i.a. the body of a snake) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 471 shows part of the king’s falcon-kilt; cf. chap. V.1.1.2.a. 

Ref.: 



Block 472 

 
Measurements: 28 x 26 x 26 cm 

Description: relief block, eroded and slightly damaged, double saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; trapezoid area with scale pattern, delimited by borders on the left, 

lower (girdle?) and right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: On Block 472 part of the upper body of the king is visible, clad in scale-patterned dress. 

Unknown remains the vertical ledge on the right side.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 473 

 
Measurements: 24 x 28 x 34 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; elevated oblique area on upper left with faint scale-pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 473 shows the slightly bent and elevated left arm of the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 474 

 
Measurements: 24 x 29.5 x 24.3 cm 

Description: relief block, lower left side eroded, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left margin a vertical rectangular area with middle line, at right 

margin a slightly curved depression 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: On the left of block 474 the crown bands of the king are depicted; on the right a small part 

of Mut’s back arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 475 

 
Measurements: 22 x 28 x 18 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, faint saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely oriented wing feathers, slightly curved body contour at the 

left side 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess Mut East V 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 475 depicts part of a wing wrapped around the body of Mut. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 476 

 
Measurements: 24 x 37.3 x 17.7 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; pointed kilt of figure oriented left, kilt decorated by uraeus and falcon 

and lion-head at the tip 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block476 depicts the tip of the king’s falcon-kilt with projecting lion-head. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 477 

 
Measurements: 22.6  x 28.4 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block; saw line with depression on upper plane; double saw line 

with depression on lower plane as well (NB!) 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical seam with tassels and loops on the left, pearl-like vertical 

rows on the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 477 shows part of the front of the king’s dress with the decorative apron with a row 

of pearl-strings (cf. chap. V.1.1.2.b)  

The saw line and hole of an adjusting rod on both upper and lower plane of the block are unusual. The 

block may have been integrated into the masonry, then removed and changed at 180° degrees. The 

other possibility is to regard block 744 as re-used, but to that no further hints appear at the block itself. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 478 

 
Measurements: 25 x 25 x 25 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; falcon with one wing outstretched upon feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 478 shows part of the decoration of the king’s pointed kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 479 

 



Measurements: 24.2 x 26.2 x 18.4 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; large wing feathers bordered by a ledge upon smaller feather 

pattern, above the tips of further feathers, at the right a triangular feature (tail of falcon) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 479 belongs to the decoration of the pointed kilt depicting i.a. a falcon with 

outstretched wings. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 480 

 
Measurements: 22 x 19 x 12 cm 

Description: eroded fragment of relief block, left side broken off 

Description relief: raised interior relief; scale patterned raised area at the left; on the right a sunken 

area (splintered surface?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, king East VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 5840 shows part of the king’s scale patterned dress.  

The positioning of the block, however, is difficult: When showing the back contour of the dress the 

ceremonial tail would be lacking. When oriented otherwise the sunken/splintered area to the left then 

is inexplicable. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 481 

 
Measurements: 26 x 40 x 23 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block; faint saw line with depression on upper plane; traces of red 

colour on ankh 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of hand holding an ankh-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: The back arm of the goddess holding an ankh is depicted on block 481. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 483 

 
Measurements: 19.3 x 35 x 27.6 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left an area with oblique stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 483 shows part of the shendjt-kilt of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 484 

 
Measurements: 26 x 29 x 26 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, left side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a bent arm of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 484 shows part of the figure’s front arm holding a staff. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 485 

 
Measurements: 23.3 x 33.2 x 17 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block; saw line with depression on upper plane; traces 

of red colour on skin and kilt 

Description relief: sunken relief; part (with knee) of the striding legs of a figure oriented right, above 

conical tab of the shendjt-kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 485 depicts part of the legs and of the kilt of East VIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 486 

 
Measurements: 19.4 x 32 x 18 cm 

Description: eroded and slightly damaged relief block, traces of red colour on ankh and kilt 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right a part of the back leg, skirt and ceremonial tail of figure 

oriented right, behind him an ankh-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 486 shows part of the figure’s kilt and of the ankh held in the back arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 487 

 
Measurements: 21.4 x 34 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff at left; at the right a part of leg and ceremonial tail of a 

figure oriented right  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Behind the leg of East VII the staff of East IX is depicted. 

Ref.: 



Block 488 

   
Measurements: 23 x 32 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, insect holes 

Description relief: sunken relief; small sunken area at lower left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 488 a very small portion of the front leg is visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 490 

 
Measurements: 27 x 35 x 27 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 490 depicts part of the goddess’ staff. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 493 

 
Measurements: 21 x 22 x 26 cm 

Description: damaged relief block; secondary incised picture on front 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left margin the tips of wing feathers in 2 stages; 

graffito: upper half of a bow (?) or reed (?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 493 a small part of the wing is visible in which the goddess is wrapped. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 494 

 
Measurements: 19 x 29 x 22 cm 

Description: slightly eroded relief block, broken at right side 

Description relief: sunken relief; contour of body with feather pattern and oblique wing pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 494 shows part of the front of the dress with wings encircling the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 495 

 
Measurements: 20 x 28 x 24 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; feather pattern and 2 oblique parts of wings 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 49 shows the middle part of the dress with wings encircling the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 500 

 
Measurements: 44 x 39 x 28 cm 

Description: well preserved high relief block, back side rounded (column drum); on lower plane 

incised guiding line (for column) 

Description relief: sunken relief; knee and part of lower leg of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 500 shows part of the god’s front leg. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 502 

   
Measurements: 8 x 14 x 7 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical relief line and indistinct traces at the side of it 

Associated with: block 257, but unclear is whether fragments 255 and 257 belong to the same block. 

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment: The vertical line on fragment 502 may belong to the dividing lines between columns of an 

inscription. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 504 

   
Measurements: 10 x 14.5 x 6 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); traces of striped decoration of kilt? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 505 

   
Measurements: 14 x 20 x 8 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper part of palm leaf decoration with raised ledges  

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment: The findspot may indicate that the fragment was either used for the pylon filling or perhaps 

belonged to the kiosk Naga 251. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 506 

   
Measurements: 8.5 x 8 x 15 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; triangular raised feature besides a raised ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment: 

Ref.: 

 

Block 507 

   
Measurements: 17 x 12 x 10 cm 

Description: part of a relief block with preserved edge 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 lines grossing each other (X) in sharp angle (graffito?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 508 

   
Measurements: 10 x 5 x 4.5 cm 

Description: small fragment with preserved edge 

Description relief: relief (?); sunken area at one margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 509 

   
Measurements: 17.5 x 6 x 6 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 



Description relief: raised interior relief; 3 slightly elevated ledges (hair?), delimited below by an 

oblique line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment: The strands on fragment 509 resemble those of the wig of the deity on pylon E. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 510 

   
Measurements: 5 x 16 x 13 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 rows of scales 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 510 with scale pattern can either have belonged to the god on the narrow east 

side of pylon E or to the god on the front of pylon E where large parts are missing. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 511 

   
Measurements: 7.5 x 15 x 12 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around, eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; unclear traces, i.a. slightly vertical feature with red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 512 

   
Measurements: 7.5 x 9 x 5 cm 

Description: small eroded fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; tips of 2 wing feathers, curved line below 

Associated with: block 619 + fragments 533, 624 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 619+512+533+624 shows the lower part of the king’s kilt decorated with wing 

pattern as well as part of the front leg of the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 513 

  
Measurements: 8 x 23 x 18 cm 

Description: small eroded fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; rounded relief structure delimited by a border of 2 stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 



Block 514 

   
Measurements: 5 x 6 x 2.5 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); slightly curved raised ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment: The ledge on fragment 514 may denote the border of a wing feather and may thus belong to 

the kilt of the king on pylon E. 

Ref.: 

Block 515 

   
Measurements: 8 x 17 x 6 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; pattern of differently oriented stripes of armlet or anklet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 515 may have belonged either to the deity on the narrow east side of the pylon or 

more probably to the deity on the front. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 516 

   
Measurements: 5 x 11.5 x 5 cm 

Description relief: sunken relief; straight line along a margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 517 

   
Measurements: 12 x 9 x 7 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; unclear relief traces 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 518 

   
Measurements: 8 x 15 x 9 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; rectangular deepened area with crosshatching inside, bordered on 2 

sides by a small ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment:    Ref.: 



Block 519 

   
Measurements: 4 x 7.5 x 2 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; part of a raised band with crosshatching and plane or striped 

bands 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part to centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 521 

   
Measurements: 7 x 9 x 9 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 4 raised relief structures divided by incised lines (hair?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part to centre 

Comment: Like fragments 509 and 526 also fragment 521 belongs presumably to the wig of the deity 

on pylon E 

Ref.: 

 

Block 523 

   
Measurements: 9 x 18 x 12 cm 

Description: small fragment, upper border original, all other sides broken 

Description relief: raised interior relief; upper half of a rosette (12 petals) decorating the apron 

(lowermost rosette) 

Associated with: fragments 183, 804 and 820 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 183+523+804+820 shows part of the king’s apron with the feline head shown en 

face at its lower end. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 524 

   
Measurements: 8.5 x 16 x 9 cm 

Description: corner of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); curved outline of a relief area, now broken off 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part to centre 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 525 

  
Measurements: 12 x 14 x 9 cm 

Description: small fragment, block corner? 

Description relief: raised interior relief; part of 4 vertical raised stripes (hair?) 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment: Like the fragments 509 and 521 also 525 seems to belong to the wig of the deity on pylon 

E. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 526 

   
Measurements: 12 x 17 x 15 cm 

Description: part of relief block, one edge preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; radially oriented long feathers departing from a small striped 

area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part to centre 

Comment: If really depicting a feather-motif, the fragment may either belong to the winged sun-disk 

on pylon E, to be positioned below block 40, or to the decoration of the king’s kilt on pylon E. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 530 

   
Measurements: 11 x 11 x 9 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: raised relief (?); protruding part with feather like feature with middle rib and 

oblique stripes at both sides 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, western part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 531 

   
Measurements: 14.5 x 10.5 x 13 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, right side broken off 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); oblique band with scale-like pattern (small feathers), at the 

right margin part of a rounded feature, further traces at the upper edge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 531 presumably shows part of the king’s breast with the feather-décor of the falcon 

jacket and perhaps one of the large pearls of the long necklace with Amun-figure. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 532 

   
Measurements: 7.5 x 9.5 x 9 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); half of an elliptical raised area, bordered by a ledge; at 

right a raised area with some horizontal lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 



Findspot: in front of pylon E, western part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 533 

  
Measurements: 4.5 x 13.5 x 8 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; bordering ledges of wing feathers 

Associated with: block 619 + fragments 512, 624 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 619+512+533+624 shows the lower part of the king’s kilt decorated with wing 

pattern as well as part of the front leg of the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 534 

    
Measurements: 11 x 13 x 10 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 elevated round structures decorated with stripes (the upper part of a 

tassel, belonging to the tasseled cord) 

Associated with: block 620+621+803 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 620+621+534+803 shows part of the king’s kilt decorated with wings and the 

tasseled cord hanging at the king’s front. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 536 

   
Measurements: 5 x 5 x 3.5 cm 

Description: small fragment of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; elevated strand bordering 3 sides 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, western part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 537 

   
Measurements: 9 x 5 x 6 cm 

Description: small relief fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 3 vertical ledges, between them horizontal features 

Associated with: perhaps fragment 538 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 537 reminds the feathers hanging down at the leg of a falcon. It thus may belong 

to the king’s falcon jacket (cf. block 125). 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 538 

   
Measurements: 4 x 6 x 4 cm 

Description: small relief fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; vertical ledge and some horizontal lines 

Associated with: perhaps fragment 537 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 538 reminds the feathers hanging down at the leg of a falcon. It thus may belong 

to the king’s falcon jacket (cf. block 125). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 539 

 
Measurements: 23.6 x 21.2 x 29.7 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, lower corners broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 2 figures oriented right squatting on neb/nub-signs  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, cavetto cornice frieze, lower layer 

Findspot: 

Comment: Block 539 belongs to the middle part of the frieze of pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 543 

 
Measurements: 22 x 23 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; faint horizontal line along the lower margin; faintly incised graffito 

on the right exhibiting a stick with 2 triangles (‘butterfly’) at the  bottom 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, baselines 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 543 belongs to the low block layer directly above the baselines of the large figures 

and shows a band of the baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 544 

  
Measurements: 21 x 26 x 17 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged; 2 holes in area of the eyes  

Description relief: sunken relief; above 2 horizontal lines of the base-zone, on the right a head of a 

figure oriented left, on the left the upper part of sema-sign with horizontal bar  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 544 below the baselines shows part of the sema to which a prisoner is bound and the 

head of the next prisoner following. 

Ref.: 



Block 545 

 
Measurements: 28 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, double saw line on upper plane, here also indentation for next 

upper block layer; short incised (saw?) line on the lower plane; crescent shaped graffito or rubbed area 

on the prisoner’s body 

Description relief: sunken relief; shield-like body and part of the head of prisoner oriented left, on the 

right the arm bound at the back 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 545 shows part of a prisoner with arms bound at the back. 

The combination of saw line and indentation on the upper plane seems unusual. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 546 

 
Measurements: 24 x 33 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane; hole in area of eyes; 

on front: graffito in the lower right: triangle? or ‘butterfly’-like (cf. block 545) as well as Meroitic 

cursive inscription (see Rilly, chap. XIII). 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands of base lines; below: on the left the head of figure 

oriented left, on the right part of the horizontal bar of a sema-sign  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 546 below the baselines shows the head of a prisoner and a tiny part of the sema-sign 

to which he is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 547 

 
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the shield like body of a prisoner, on the right the arm bound 

at the back. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 547 shows the body of prisoner 4 with fettered arms. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 548 

 
Measurements: 20 x 29 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block, back side rounded (column drum?) 



Description relief: not preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: re-used drum (?) of column with smaller diameter (29-30 cm) 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 549 

 
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 17 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, deep furrow rubbed in surface 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the conical shaft of a sema-sign with rope and slight traces 

of the bound arms; on the right the chin and part of the shield-like body of next prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 549 shows the sema-sign to which prisoner 7 is bound and the body of the next 

following prisoner 8. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 550 

   
Measurements: 25 x 34 x 20 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands of baselines visible, below: faint traces, at the lower 

right a short oblique line (of sema), at the left at the break the contour of a head. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 550 below the baselines shows the sema and a tiny part of the head of prisoner 7. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 551 

 
Measurements: 27 x 57 x 36 cm 

Description: large rectangular relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved outline near the left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 551 shows the shoulder and part of the arm stretched forward of the god who is 

oriented to the right. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 552 

 
Measurements: 30 x 45 x 45 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the upper body clad in a vest with triangular suspenders 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 552 shows part of the back contour of the god wearing a scale patterned vest. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 554 

 
Measurements: 17 x 20 x 14 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, from upper right corner 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands of baselines, below: contour of a head 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 554 depicts part of the head of a prisoner below the baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 556 

 
Measurements: 25 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 bands of baselines above; below: upper part of a sema-sign, on the 

right part of rounded feature 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 556 below the baselines shows the sema-sign to which a prisoner is bound and to the 

right the circular feature at the head of the following prisoner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 557 

 
Measurements: 9 x 24 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around, surface of background partly broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved contour with elevated platelets, drilled holes between them 

Associated with: fragment 558 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 557+558 show part of the head and the modius on which the crown is mounted. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 558 

  
Measurements: 10 x 24 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, part of upper plane with saw line and depression preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; modius below a crown: horizontal bar, decorated with vertical stripes 

(uraei); horns emerging above 

Associated with: fragment 557 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 557+558 show part of the head and the modius on which the crown is mounted. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 559 

 
Measurements: 25 x 22 x 17 cm 

Description: part of relief block, left side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of shield-like body and arms bound at back of a prisonere 

oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 559 depicts part of the body and the fettered arms of a prisoner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 560 

 
Measurements: 27 x 38 x 29 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left 3 slightly spreading rods with a slightly broader one at the 

right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 560 part of the shafts of the lance and of 3 arrows are visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 561 

 
Measurements: 24 x 28 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, double saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 bands of baselines above; below: on the left part of the head of 

prisoner with hair sticking up, on the right part of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 561 below the baselines shows the hair of a prisoner and of the sema-sign to which 

he is fettered.   Ref.: 



Block 562 

 
Measurements: 22 x 51 x 30 cm 

Description: upper part of damaged relief block, left side and upper right corner broken; back side 

rounded (column drum), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left: 3 nearly vertical lines (of staggered prisoners), in the 

middle: longer oblique area (paw of lion), on the right: line delimiting an oblique area (leg of king) 

Associated with: block 596 

Attribution: Pylon W, king, lion, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 562+596 shows besides the front leg of the king (right), the front paw of the lion 

attacking prisoners (middle) and the legs of staggered prisoners (left). 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 563 

 
Measurements: 26 x 30 x 17 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, surface on the left front splintered 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: rest of 2 bands of baselines, below: part of the upper end of a 

sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 563 below the baselines shows the sema-sign to which a prisoner is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 564 

 
Measurements: 34 x 40 x 27 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, back side rounded (column drum), faint saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; middle part of shendjt-kilt with tab, smoothed areas of the legs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 564 shows parts of the god’s kilt and of his legs. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 567 

 
Measurements: 21 x 31 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum?), incised guiding line 

or saw line on upper plane 



Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal ledge along the lower margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, baselines 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, somewhat east of centre  

Comment 1: Block 567 belongs to the small layer above the baselines below the prisoners’ group, 

showing a part of the base. 

Comment 2: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 568 

   
Measurements: 21 x 28 x 17 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged, back side rounded (column drum?), 

Description relief: sunken relief; below: a band of baselines, on the left a forefoot with toes of a figure 

oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 568 belongs to the small layer above the baselines, showing a part of it on which 

part of the front leg of the god is shown. 

Comment 2: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 571 

 
Measurements: 19 x 35.2 x 22 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, heavily damaged, part of lower and right edge preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left part of an obliquely held arm with armlet and scale pattern 

of a figure oriented left; on the right the bulge of the breast 

Associated with: block 1355 

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 571+1355 shows the upper arm of the right, front, arm of the king who is grasping 

the prisoners. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 572 

 
Measurements: 20 x 27 x 24 cm 

Description: part of relief block, broken on the right and below 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right 2 vertical areas with rounded contours 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 572 shows 2 uplifted arms of the prisoners’ group on the right. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 575 

 
Measurements: 28 x 36 x 32 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block, back side rounded with plaster adhering (column drum) 

Description relief: unclear whether relief: sunken area near one corner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated, but probably around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 577 

 
Measurements: 34 x 26 x 29 cm 

Description: relief block, eroded and damaged, on upper plane indentation for next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; in the lower left a sunken area, delimited by oblique contours (knee), 

obliquely running structure in the upper right (tail) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 577 shows the knee of one of the lion’s back legs and part of his tail. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 578 

   
Measurements: 13 x 31 x 32 cm 

Description: part of a block with torus, broken on both ends as well as below; on the upper side a 

guiding line along the torus 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with: perhaps star frieze fragments 580+869 

Attribution: Pylon W, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, near NE-corner of pylon tower 

Comment: The fragments 578+580+869 are probably part of a single block of c. 60 cm width, which 

integrates star frieze and torus. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 580 

 
Measurements: 13 x 31 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily damaged flat part of relief block (2 fragments), broken at upper and lower side 

Description relief: sunken relief; remnants of 3 stars 

Associated with: probably torus 578 + fragment 869 

Attribution: Pylon W, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, near NE-corner of pylon tower 

Comment: The fragments 578+580+869 are probably part of a single block of c. 60 cm width, which 

integrates star frieze and torus.   Ref.: 



Block 582  

 
Measurements: 28 x 22 x 30 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, left side broken; back side partially rounded and smoothed 

(column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the upper margin 2 curved loop-like areas with radial striations 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 582 depicts the lower ends of the attachments at the king’s quiver. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 583 

 
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left the contour of a sema-sign; at right the front contour of a 

shield-like prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: On block 583 the sema is visible at which a prisoner is bound, as well as part of the 

following prisoner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 587 => see block 1670 

 

Block 588 

 
Measurements: 29 x 71 x 38 cm 

Description: long relief block, slightly damaged; faint saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; an arm with armlet stretched to the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 588 exhibits the outstretched right arm of the god. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 8 

 

Block 590b 

  
Measurements: 28 x 45 x 34 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts and some fragments; rounded back side (column 

drum) 



Description relief: sunken relief; at the left an oblique relief contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 590b shows part of the front contour of the deity’s front leg.  

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 591 

 
Measurements: 26 x 27 x 22 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, lower corners broken off; saw line with depression on upper plane, 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands of baselines; below: on the left the contour of a head 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment: Block 591 shows part of the head of a prisoner below the baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 592 

 
Measurements: 26 x 27.8 x 21.8 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged; saw line with faint depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 bands of baselines above; below on the left the upper part of a 

sema-sign, on the right the front contour of a head 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment: Block 592 below the baselines shows the sema at which a prisoner is bound and the head of 

the prisoner following him. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 595 

 
Measurements: 40 x 37 x 32 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block with fragments, back side rounded (column drum), saw line 

with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 nearly vertical narrow features with rounded contours 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 593 shows the leg contours of prisoners of the left group. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 596 

 
Measurements: 25 x 52 x 31 cm 

Description: lower part of damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of the lower leg with anklet; on the left 5 legs with 

feet oriented left  

Associated with: block 562 

Attribution: Pylon W, king, lion, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 562+596 shows besides the front leg of the king (right), the front paw of the lion 

attacking prisoners (middle) and the legs of staggered prisoners (left). 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 597 

 
Measurements: 27 x 39 x 28 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, lower left corner broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; in the middle the body of aprisoner with slightly concave contours, at 

the right part of 2 staggered dropping hands and lower arms,  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 597 is part of the fettered prisoner 4. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 598 

 
Measurements: 25 x 32 x 23 cm 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block, lower right corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of sema-shaft on the left with traces of red colour, chin and body 

of prisoner on the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 598 shows part of the sema-sign at which prisoner 3 is bound and the body of 

prisoner 4. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 599 

 
Measurements: 24 x 30 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; in upper left corner the remnants of 2 bands of baselines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of about the centre of pylon W  



Comment: Block 599 shows part of the baselines for the large figures. The relief of the dado zone is 

destroyed. 

Ref.: 
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Catalogue of Blocks 
Blocks 600 to 1199 

Block 600  

 
Measurements: 34 x 57 x 30 cm 

Description: long rectangular relief block, upper part obliquely broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; chin with mouth and part of nose of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: The face of the god on block 600 shows African features. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 601 

   
Measurements: 15 x 40 x 26 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, heavily eroded, lower part broken off, a faint saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); multiple oblique diffuse lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in southern part of passage of gate A 

Comment: The oblique pattern on block 601 reminds the pattern of wing feathers. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 604 

 
Measurements: 27 x 32 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; in left half the conical shaft of sema-sign, at the left margin small part 

of the body of a prisoner, both with traces of red colour; at right margin a part of a dropping hand 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: 

Comment: On block 604 part of the 9
th
 prisoner (left) and the sema-sign and hand of prisoner 8 are 

depicted. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 605 

   
Measurements: 33 x 48 x 46 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, surface splintered off in parts 

Description relief: raised interior relief; on the right several areas of feather- and wing-pattern (falcon 

jacket); part of necklace with amulet of ram-headed Amun with sun-disk, therein uraeus crowned with 

Isis-crown 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 605 belongs to the breast area, showing the king wearing the falcon jacket and the 

necklace of 3 Amun amulets 

Ref.: 

 

Block 606 

   
Measurements: 16 x 22 x 12 cm 

Description: small fragment, upper plane partly preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part with wing and legs of a bird looking left and standing on a 

striped object (falcon on box with concentric pattern) 

Associated with: block 1083 

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer  

Findspot: in entrance of gate A 

Comment: Corner block 1083+606 can probably be attributed to the back SW-corner of the eastern 

pylon tower (see chap. IV.1.1.6). The findspots (606 in the entrance, 1083 in room 201) speak for 

positioning it in the area of the entrance.  The block shows on one side the falcon on box oriented 

right, and on the other side the falcon on box oriented left to which belongs fragment 606. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 607 

 
Measurements: 25 x 33 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; upon a base line the lower part of the shield like body of a prisoner, 

on the right half the lower part of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 607 shows part of the body of prisoner 9 and the sema-sign at which prisoner 8 is 

bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 608 

 
Measurements: 26 x 31 x 22 cm 



Description: eroded and damaged relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; upon a baseline the lower part of a sema-sign at the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 608 shows above the baseline the sema-sign at which presumably prisoner 8 is 

bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 609 

 
Measurements: 22 x 25 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at lower right corner a sunken area with slightly curved contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: 

Comment: Block 609 shows part of the shoulder of prisoner 8. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 611 

 
Measurements: 26 x 23 x 17 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part of was-staff with gabled end 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 611 the lower end of the god’s was-sceptre is depicted. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 612 

  
Measurements: 26 x 25 x 21 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular eroded relief block, damaged; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands of baselines; below left: the conical hairbush of a 

prisoner, deep hole near right lower corner (for inlay?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 612 below the baselines depicts the head of prisoner 8.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 613 

 



Measurements: 23 x 24 x 18 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal line along lower margin (band of baselines), at left margin 

a deepened area with curved contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern area  

Comment: Block 613 belongs to the narrow block layer above the baselines. The rounded structure 

may be part of one of the lion’s paws. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 614 

 
Measurements: 18 x 24 x 20 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular part of a relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; upon a background of feather decoration on the left a part of 

the necklace of large spheres and disk pearls; on the right part of the necklace with Amun amulet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 614 belongs to the breast area of the king wearing falcon jacket, chain of large 

spheres and cord with 3 ram-head amulets; here the middle one is depicted. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 615 

 
Measurements: 22 x 16 x 19 cm 

Description: small eroded relief block, damaged; various scratches on the front 

Description relief: sunken relief; at upper right corner a sunken area with slightly curved contour; 

horizontal line along the lower margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, slightly east of centre 

Comment: On block 615 with the upper band of the baselines perhaps part of the lion or of the 

prisoner caught by him is visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 616 

 
Measurements: 27 x 21 x 20 cm 

Description: several fragments of relief block, 2 larger ones, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 horizontal bands of baselines, below: the upper part with bar 

of a  -sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  



Comment: Block 616 shows besides the baselines part of prisoner 8. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 617 

   
Measurements: 19 x 35 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, upper part broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely running sunken area in the left half, divided by a narrow 

raised ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 617 shows part of the king’s fluttering crown bands. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 618 

 
Measurements: 25 x 14 x 12 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken at both sides, graffito 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower band of the baselines preserved, upper band broken; at right 

margin a part of the upper bar of a sema-sign; 

graffito: 2 crosswise incised lines in the base band 

Associated with: fragment 627 

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 618+627s show besides the baseline part of the sema-sign to which prisoner 7 is 

bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 619 

   
Measurements: 27 x 53 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, back part rounded (column drum?), upper part lacking 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of striding front leg of a figure oriented right; striped seam of a 

kilt decorated with wing-motif 

Associated with: fragments 512, 533, 624 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 619+512+533+624 shows the lower part of the king’s kilt decorated with wing 

pattern, as well as part of the front leg. 

Comment 2: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 620 

 
Measurements: 23 x 27.4 x 27.3 cm 

Description: 4 fragments of lower part of relief block 



Description relief: sunken and raised interior relief; at the right the contour of the kilt which is 

decorated with a wing with large pinion feathers 

Associated with: blocks/fragments 534, 621, 803 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 620+621+534+803 shows part of the king’s skirt decorated with wings and the 

tasseled cord hanging at the king’s front. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 621 

 
Measurements: 17 x 48 x 33 cm 

Description: upper part of a damaged relief block, left side broken off, saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; front contour of kilt, decorated with wing feathers, at the right 2 

oblique strands (of tasseled cord)  

Associated with: blocks/fragments 534, 620, 803 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 620+621+534+803 shows part of the king’s kilt decorated with wings and the 

tasseled cord hanging at the king’s front. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 622 

 
Measurements: 12 x 26.2 x 19.8 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, right side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left margin a deepened area, becoming broader at the upper end, 

inside vertical and horizontal raised ledges (décor of falcon jacket, cf. block 125); in its upper part in 

raised relief the leg and foot of a small figure oriented right, in its lower part a rectangular projecting 

area (girdle?); near lower left corner a loop-like feature attached to the body contour (loop of tasselled 

cord) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 622 shows the front contour of the king’s upper body wearing the falcon jacket, with 

probable traces of the girdle and the tasseled cord, as well as the feet of the Amun pendant hanging at 

the necklace of large spheres. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 623 

   
Measurements: 11 x 25 x 25 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, part of left side preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; crescent-like sunken area, bending to the left in its upper end 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 623 presumably depicts the tip of the scimitar, donated by the god. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 624 

 
Measurements: 8 x 19 x 19 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; raised ledge with 4 horizontal stripes divided vertically 

(presumably seam of kilt with Leiterband-motif) 

Associated with: block 619 + fragment 512, 533 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 619+512+533+624 shows the lower part of the king’s kilt decorated with wing 

pattern as well as part of the front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 625 

 
Measurements: 23.2 x 28.5 x 20.2 cm 

Description: part of relief block, lower and right side broken off; faint saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a slightly oblique conical relief area (back part of Red 

crown), on the right the bulging part of the White crown, at right margin a raised area with obliquely 

striped decoration (feather)  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 625 shows part of the king’s Double crown, decorated with a feather. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 627 

 
Pictures:  

Measurements: 26 x 8 x 14 cm 

Description: narrow fragment of right side of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands of baselines; below: upper part (bar) and contour of 

sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 618+627 shows besides the baselines a part of the sema-sign to which prisoner 7 is 

bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 628 

 
Measurements: 11 x 18 x 19 cm 

Description: corner of relief block 

Description relief: sunken + raised interior relief (?); sunken area in upper left corner; raised leaflike 

feature in the lower half (orientation unclear) 

Associated with:  



Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment: The traces on fragment 628 are inexplicable. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 629 

 
Measurements: 24 x 34 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block; 2 graffiti on the front 

Description relief: sunken relief; at upper left corner a small part of the body of a prisoner; in middle 

the shaft of  asema-sign; on the right dropping lower arm and hand; 

Graffiti: ankh? (circle with vertical handle and 2 horizontal bars) and rectangle open at the bottom 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 629 shows a tiny part of prisoner 8 and the sema-sign to which prisoner 7 is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 630 

 
Measurements: 27 x 45 x 27 cm 

Description: relief block, broken at lower left side, indentation for next block layer on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; oblique relief contour at the lower left corner (block broken along it), 

in centre 2 oblique bands  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 630 depicts the fluttering crown bands of the king, as well as the contour of his right 

arm lifted up behind him. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 631 

   
Measurements: 18 x 23 x 22 cm 

Description: very worn fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly curved line, running across the fragment 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king? 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, near NE-corner 

Comment: The feature on block 631 is tentatively considered as hand of the king grasping the mace 

rod. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 632 

 
Measurements: 31 x 50 x 24 cm 



Description: heavily damaged relief block; on the rear of the left side an indentation for next block 

following left, guiding line for it on the lower plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of an arm bent in 90°; at upper right corner an oblique sunken 

area (crown band) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 632 depicts part of the right arm uplifted behind the king; trace of the crown bands 

also. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 633 

 
Measurements: 22 x 37 x 22 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damages at edges and in relief 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the body and part of head of a prisoner looking right; in 

front of him the conical shaft of a sema-sign; traces of red colour on both 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 633 shows prisoner 9 and the sema-sign to which prisoner 8 is bound.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 637 

 
Measurements: 38 x 47 x 37 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at upper right corner an angular area with indication of muscles 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 637 depicts the elbow of the right arm uplifted behind the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 641 

 
Measurements: 26 x 33 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block (4 fragments), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left part of the body of a prisoner, in centre 2 dropping hands, at 

the right the shaft of sema-sign; traces of red colour on body parts 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 641 shows part of a prisoner bound to a sema-sign. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 642 

 
Measurements: 26 x 33 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of shield-like body of a prisoner with traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 642 depicts part of the body of a prisoner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 643 

   
Measurements: 25 x 27.8 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; near upper left corner a small area of the body of a prisoner, at its 

right 2 dropping staggered hands, at right margin the contour of sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 643 shows part of a prisoner with the arms bound to a sema-sign. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 644 

 
Measurements: 32 x 42 x 37 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, upper part broken off; back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; broad relief area running slightly oblique 

Associated with: block 743 

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 644+743 shows part of the lower leg of the king’s backward leg.  

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 645 

   
Measurements: 12 x 15 x 24 cm 

Description: fragment of block with small torus; guiding line on lower plane along torus 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with: block 215, fragment 723 (feathers) 

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 215+645+723 is the block (lower layer) at the right corner of the winged sun-disk 

positioned above the (now lost) architrave.   Ref.: 



Block 647 

 
Measurements: 21 x 28 x 18 cm 

Description: relief block, right lower corner broken off; faint saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal band along the lower margin; on the left a part of a 

forefoot with toes of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 647 belongs to the narrow layer above the baselines; here part of the deity’s right, 

back, foot is visible.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 648 

 
Measurements: 20 x 16 x 13 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken in 2 parts, part of column drum 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the lower area an anklet decorated with differently oriented stripes 

Associated with: block 219 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 219+648 shows the god’s front leg with anklet. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 651 

 
Measurements: 24 x 26 x 22 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, back side partly rounded (column drum); saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; large wing feathers crossing over others, on the right the body 

contour with small area of chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 651 shows part of the goddess’ garment with wings encircling her body. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 652 

  
Measurements: 10 x 25 x 17 cm 

Description: part of relief block, lower and right side broken off, back side in parts rounded (column 

drum) 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); 8 slightly radially running lines (feathers?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 



Findspot: in front of east wall, area of East IX 

Comment 1: Block 652 with probable feather decoration may belong to one of the goddesses with 

wings wrapped around the body. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 654 

 
Measurements: 22 x 44 x 24 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, upper part broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a large sun-disk and the body of a snake lying over it 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 654 shows the crown of the goddess consisting of large sun-disk with uraeus lying 

over it. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 656 

 
Measurements: 17 x 30 x 32 cm 

Description: eroded block, back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of east wall, near SE-corner of temple 

Comment: unclear whether re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 657 

 
Measurements: 23 x 26 x 27 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, faint saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right a vertical body contour with feather decoration and wing 

feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 657 shows part of the goddess’ back contour showing the garment with wings 

encircling her. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 659 

 
Measurements: 26 x 25 x 21.8 cm 



Description: eroded and slightly damaged relief block, indentation for next block layer on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; back contour on the left, garment with chequered feather pattern, one 

obliquely running wing with 2 stages of feathers, at bottom left the beginning of wing running in other 

direction 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer  

east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 659 is part of the goddess’ garment.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 660 

 
Measurements: 29 x 29.8 x 22.2 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, slightly damaged; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a body with slightly curved contour, garment with 2 

crossing bands of feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 600 shows the front (hip and thigh) of the goddess. The feather-bands are part of the 

wings encircling her. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 662 

 
Measurements: 36 x 45 x 35 cm 

Description: flat fragment, heavily eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right 5 obliquely running lines (hand?); on the left an oblique 

contour partly broken out (arm?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 662 presumably shows the finger of the hand holding the was-staff and part of the 

contour of the arm. 

Although the fragment has been found lying somewhat more to the south, figure East VII is the only 

option as all other figures are complete. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 663 

 
Measurements: 22.7 x 35.2 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, lower part missing; indentation for the next block layer on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; contour of a leg in the centre; to the left the lower end of the 

ceremonial tail 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 663 depicts the lower leg of the left, back, leg behind which a part of the ceremonial 

tail is preserved. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 664 

 
Measurements: 15.5 x 30.6 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, lower and left side broken off  

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of a striding leg 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 664 shows part of the lower leg of the right, front, leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 665 

   
Measurements: 23 x 29.8 x 19.7 cm 

Description: block fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; deep oblique line at one corner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: According to the findspot the fragment is attributed to East VIII. It may show the contour 

of the arm grasping the was-sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 666 

 
Pictures:  

Measurements: 15 x 14 x 3 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff 

Associated with: fragments 667, 668 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 666+667+668 presumably belong to one block showing the staff of the figure’s 

was-sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 667 

 
Pictures:  

Measurements: 7 x 13 x 6.5 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); end of staff 

Associated with: fragments 666, 668 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  



Comment: Fragments 666+667+668 presumably belong to one block showing the staff of the figure’s 

was-sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 668 

 
Pictures:  

Measurements: 5 x 9 x 10 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); vertical lines (of staff?) 

Associated with: fragments 666, 667 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 666+667+668 presumably belong to one block showing the staff of the figure’s 

was-sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 670 

 
Measurements: 20 x 30.7 x 15 cm 

Description: relief block, back side in parts rounded (column drum), faint saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 670 shows the shaft of the was-sceptre.  

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 674 

 
Measurements: 18 x 21 x 12 cm 

Description: fragment of upper part of relief block (3 parts), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at upper margin 5 tips of feathers above a faint horizontal line, 

smoothed area on the left along the broken leg contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, goddess East IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 674 shows the lower end of the goddess’ dress with feathers of a wing encircling 

her; on the left part of her back leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 675 

 
Measurements: 15 x 16 x 18 cm 

Description: corner of eroded relief block (2 fragments) 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper contour of a head with circular pattern, above it the curve of a 

disk, in its centre a vertical elevated area (quill of feather) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, goddess South I 



Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 675 shows part of the headgear of the winged goddess of large sun-disk with 

maat-feather inside. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 677 

 
Measurements: 45 x 36 x 29 cm 

Description: well preserved block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E 

Findspot:  

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 680 

 
Measurements: 44.4 x 44 x 22 cm 

Description: damaged block, rounded back side (column drum), indentation for next upper block layer 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E 

Findspot:  

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 682 

 
Measurements: 40 x 42 x 41 cm 

Description: eroded corner block with broken torus; saw line with depression on upper plane, further 

an indentation for next upper block layer; colour traces on foot 

Description relief: sunken relief; on one face part of a heel of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 682 belongs to the SE-corner of Pylon E. It shows part of the back foot of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 685 

 



Measurements: 29 x 32.5 x 24 cm 

Description: block with rounded back (column drum), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E 

Findspot:  

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 687 

 
Measurements: 35 x 41.5 x 25.5 cm 

Description: block with rounded back (column drum) 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E 

Findspot:  

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 688 

  
Measurements: 23 x 20 x 14 cm 

Description: part of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal line (baseline?) an oblique contour (of foot?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 688, of which only an insufficient photo (with relief on the partially inaccessible side 

face) and a sketch exist, presumably shows above the baseline one of the feet of the deity (the back 

one?: to be inserted between blocks 682 and 931).  

Ref.: 

 

Block 690 

 
Measurements: 24 x 27 x 17 cm 

Description: 2 fragments of eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; hand of figure oriented right, grasping a staff; at the right the contour 

of a further hand 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, gods East VII, East VIII 

Findspot: in front of figure East I  

Comment: Block 690 shows on the left the hand of East VIII grasping the was-sceptre and on the right 

the back hand of East VII which would hold an ankh. 



Block 690 has not been found directly beneath the figures to whom it belongs, but must be attributed 

here, as all other possible places at the wall were occupied by blocks fallen directly below. Block 690 

must have been dislocated sometime. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 694 

     
Measurements: 40 x 46 x 46 cm 

Description: well preserved corner block with relief on one side, guiding lines on lower (sic!) plane; at 

the face of the pylon’s back side an indentation for a block of the layer beneath (sic!) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a hanging arm with decorated armlet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 694 belongs to the SE-corner of Pylon E. It shows part of the back arm hanging 

behind the body, showing the armlet of the upper arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 700 

 
Measurements: 33 x 57 x 35 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, left side and upper right corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; thumb of clenched hand of a figure oriented right, grasping a striped 

conical structure, out of which a vertical item emerges (shaft of lance) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king, prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 700 shows the left hand grasping the hair of the prisoners together with a lance. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 701 

 
Measurements: 37.6 x 21.3 x 25.9 cm 

Description: right part of a relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of shaft and large blade of a lance with middle rib 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 701 depicts the lance which the king holds together with the hair of the prisoners. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 705 

 
Measurements: 40 x 64 x 36 cm 



Description: heavily damaged c. quadrangular relief block, upper and lower left side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part of an outstretched arm with decorated armlet, holding a 

conical item 

Associated with: fragment 797 

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 705+797 shows the outstretched right arm of the god donating the scimitar. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 706 

 
Measurements: 36 x 52 x 24 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 3 parts, back side rounded (column drum), saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of en face head of a lion oriented right, with ear and mane; at left 

upper corner 2 tassels; curved contour at lower left edge (knee of king) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: On block 706 part of the lion as well as of the king’s knee and of the tasseled cord are 

visible. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum  

Ref.:  

Wildung & Kroeper 2006, 15,  pl. 20a; Török 2014, 629, pl. 11 

 

Block 707 

 
Measurements: 35 x 25.8 x 27.3 cm 

Description: eroded narrow relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of en face head of a lion oriented right with eyes, snout, ear, 

traces of mane  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 707 part of the lion’s head oriented en face is visible. 

Ref.: Wildung 2005, fig. on p. 26; Wildung & Kroeper 2006, 15, pl. 20a; Török 2014, 629, pl. 11 

 

Block 708 

   
Measurements: 38 x 38.4 x 30 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left upper corner 4 fingers of a clenched hand, below it the 

contours of 3 staggered heads of prisoners, hair strands indicated 

Associated with: fragment 796 



Attribution: Pylon E, king, prisoners  

Findspot:  

Comment:  Block 708+796 shows the hand of the king and part of the heads of 3 prisoners of the right 

side of the group which he grasps. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 715 

    
Measurements: 10 x 15 x 20 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block; on one side a narrow smoothed area preserved; on the upper 

plane a depression and an incised line separating the bulging part (no sawing line) 

Description relief: raised relief; rest of 4 ledges being higher on one side than on the other; part of a 

circular (?) elevated bulge surrounded by pearl-like contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, western part  

Comment: The incised line on the upper plane is probably a guidance line for the next block layer 

above. See above chapter VII.4 Re-used blocks diverse with fig. 117. 

 

Block 716 

   
Measurements: 11.5 x 26.8 x 19.2 cm 

Description: fragment of cavetto cornice 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper ends of 4 palm leafs, delimited below by a horizontal line; 

traces of green colour in one of the leafs  

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established. 

Findspot: near gate A 

Comment: Fragments 213, 214, 716, 802 depicting presumably palm leafs of a cavetto cornice, may 

either belong to the decoration above gate A, to kiosk 251 or were used as fill for the pylon towers. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 719 

 
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 19 cm 

Description: fragment of upper part of relief block 

Description relief: sunklen relief; 2 bands of baselines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: near gate A 

Comment: Fragment 719 belongs to the upper layer of the dado frieze showing part of the baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 720 => see block 1689 

 

Block 721 

   
Measurements: 6.5 x 15 x 12 cm 

Description: small relief fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; striped quadrangles of an armlet or anklet 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 721 presumably belongs to the upper arm jewellery of the left arm hanging in 

front of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 723 

   
Measurements: 8.5 x 15.5 x 10.5 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken at three sides 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 5 wing feathers 

Associated with: block 215, 645 

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 215+645+723 is the block (lower layer) at the right corner of the winged sun-disk 

positioned above the (now lost) architrave. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 725 

   
Measurements: 7 x 22 x 10 cm 

Description: flat fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); 5 vertical raised ledges 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 726 

   
Measurements: 6 x 12.5 x 12 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 3 ledges of equal width (feathers) 

Associated with: block 153 

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 153+726 belongs to the blocks (lower layer) above the (now lost) architrave of the 

main entrance depicting a winged sun-disk. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 727 

   
Measurements: 6 x 14 x 13.5 cm 

Description: small fragment 

Description relief: sunken or raised interior relief (?); flat smoothed area besides sunken area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 730 

   



Measurements: 12 x 15 x 6 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); in the middle an elevated ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part to centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 732 

 
Measurements: 19 x 18 x 11 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); smoothed surface and rounded contour at one side 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment: The smoothed surface and the rounded contour speak for attributing fragment 732 to body 

parts of a figure, and indicated by the findspot perhaps of the arm of the god on pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 734 

   
Measurements: 5.5 x 7.5 x 7 cm 

Description: small fragment, one edge original 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); 2 oblique ledges 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 736 

   
Measurements: 6 x 6.5 x 6 cm 

Description: small fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: relief unclear; several faint oblique lines, bordered by an area with dots/circles 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 738 

   
Measurements: 9 x 8 x 7.5 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; in the middle a slightly oblique running girdle decoration 

(differently striped triangles) and below it vertical stripes of a kilt of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part (?) 



Comment: Fragment 738 belongs to a figure (god, king) of smaller dimensions (60-65 cm) which is 

oriented to the right. 

It may have belonged to one of the figures in the upper, smaller, register in room 201 (see the 

discussion in chap. IV.2.1.2). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 740 

 
Measurements: 30 x 45 x 30 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, back side rounded (column drum), on upper plane indentation 

for next block layer; also saw line with depression 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a curved contour with scale pattern; on the upper right part 

of a hanging lotus blossom at which, at its left, a feather- or leaf-like item is attached 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 740 shows the hip region of the king clad in scale-patterned dress. Behind him 

drops the attachments of his quiver. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 741 

 
Measurements: 23 x 31 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily damaged and eroded relief block, upper and right part missing, back side rounded 

(column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left several rows of scales delimited by a deep oblique groove; 

a further more shallow depression runs obliquely to the lower right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 741 shows the hip region of the king clad in scale-patterned dress. The shallow 

oblique feature may denote the tip of his sword (see chap. V.4.1.1.e). 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 742 

 
Measurements: 32 x 51 x 27 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, minor damages; back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a bent arm with elbow of a figure oriented left; on the right a 

small part of the upper body 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow west side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 742 shows the god’s bent arm holding a staff and part of the breast. 



Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 743 

 
Measurements: 21 x 41 x 35 cm 

Description: upper part of relief block, heavily eroded, back side rounded and smoothed in parts 

(column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a relief area delimited by an oblique contour 

Associated with: block 644 

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 644+743 shows part of the lower leg of the king’s backward leg.  

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 744 

 
Measurements: 27 x 34 x 26 cm 

Description: damaged block with plain front, back side rounded and smoothed (column drum) 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in wider area at NW-corner of temple 

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 745 

     
Measurements: 37 x 51 x 43 cm 

Description: corner block (several parts) with relief on one side; on upper plane guiding lines, as well 

as a saw line with depression 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow west side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 745 belongs to the NW-corner of pylon W and shows the staff held by the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 746 

 
Measurements: 26 x 26.8 x 17.8 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseline the lower part of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: near NW-corner 

Comment: Block 746 above a baseline shows the sema to which prisoner 9 is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 747 

 
Measurements: 21.5 x 30.2 x 20.2 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of shield-like body, neck and arm of a fettered prisoner, loop and 

traces of rope on arm  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: near NW-corner 

Comment 1: Block 747 shows part of the body of prisoner 9. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum  

Ref.: 

 

Block 748 

 
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 25 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, right upper and both lower corners broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a baseline on the left part of a shield like body of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: near NW-corner 

Comment: Block 748 shows part of a prisoner above the baseline. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 749 

 
Measurements: 21.8 x 13.6 x 17.8 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block (3 parts), heavily eroded 

Description relief: raised interior relief; above a plain area a row of vertical bands (tassels?) 

Associated with: block 760 

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 760+749 b elongs to the king’s dress, perhaps depicting some tassels (?). Only the 

upper part of the block is preserved. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 750 

 
Measurements: 25.2 x 34.6 x 27.2 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, slightly damaged, triple saw line with depression on upper 

plane 



Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff near left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow west side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 750 shows part of the was-sceptre held in the god’s hand. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 751 

 
Measurements: 18.8 x 16 x 20.6 cm 

Description: lower left corner of relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a relief area broadening to the top, in its middle a 

transverse ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Fragment 751shows part of the sema-sign and the cord with which a prisoner is bound to it. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 752 

 
Measurements: 26 x 26.5 x 26.3 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged, double saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands of the baselines with part of the 3
rd

; below: on the left 

the hair sticking in the air of a prisoner, to the right part of the upper bar of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 752 below the baselines shows part of the head of prisoner 2 and of the sema he is 

bound to. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 753 

 
Measurements: 15.8 x 26.6 x 25.5 cm 

Description: heavily eroded fragment of relief block, upper part and lower right corner broken off  

Description relief: interior raised relief; along the lower margin the slightly curved outline of a horn 

with oblique stripes, above it on the left a rounded structure (lower part of plant bundle), on the right 

of this an area with feather decoration (ostrich feather), further right an oblique structure (uraeus) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 753 is part of the right side of the deity’s hemhem-crown showing parts of the flat 

horn, of the ostrich-feather and the uraeus. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 754 

 
Measurements: 21.3 x 30 x 18 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, lower part and upper left corner broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal line along the lower margin, on the right a rounded 

structure  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 754 shows above the baseline the heel of the god’s front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 755 

 
Measurements: 27.3 x 36.5 x 20.3 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, back side rounded; right side, left lower part and left upper corner 

broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the sunken area of a prisoner’s body, on the left the 

nearly vertical contour of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 755 shows part of the body of prisoner 3 and of the sema to which prisoner 2 is 

bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 757 

 
Measurements: 24 x 31 x 26.7 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal baseline, above on the left part of the body of prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 757 shows part of the body of a prisoner above the baseline. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 758 

 
Measurements: 24.2 x 31.2 x 20.2 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, back side rounded, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal baseline, above it on the left the lower part of a sema-sign, 

on the right part of the body of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 



Comment: Block 758 above the baseline shows part of the body of a prisoner and the lower part of the 

sema, to which the preceding prisoner is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 759 

 
Measurements: 24.2 x 29 x 24.2 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, only slight damages 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal baseline; above on left part of the body of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 759 shows part of the back side of a prisoner above the baseline. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 760 

   
Measurements: 25 x 41 x 35 cm (upper fragment)  

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: raised interior relief; at the right remnants of 2 vertical bands (tassels?) 

Associated with: fragment 749 

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 760+749 b elongs to the king’s dress, perhaps depicting some tassels (?). Only the 

upper part of the block is preserved. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 761 

 
Measurements: 23.6 x 25.4 x 19.2 cm 

Description: small fragment from the right upper corner of a relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; along the upper margin an obliquely striped band, below it a 

row of 11 narrow tassels, smoothed area below it (lion body) 

Associated with: block 252 

Attribution: Pylon W, king, lion 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 252+761 shows the lower part of the king’s garment and part of his front leg in front 

of the lion body walking in the background. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 763 

 
Measurements: 10 x 18 x 18 cm 

Description: heavily eroded fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; nearly vertical deep groove 



Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 766 

 
Measurements: 22 x 36 x 26 cm 

Description: slightly damaged relief block, 2 sepate saw lines on upper plane, one with depression; 

vertical rubbed groove on the right front  

Description relief: sunken relief; in the centre the conical shaft of a sema-sign with rope, on the left 

part of a prisoner’s body, traces of red colour on sema and body 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 766 shows part of the body of prisoner 8 and of the sema to which prisoner 7 is 

bound. 

The two saw lines define the position of block 618+627 in the layer above. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 768 

 
Measurements: 12 x 18 x 19 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left (?) a sunken area with oblique contour, in it traces of red 

colour  

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: no findspot notated  

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 770 

 
Measurements: 13 x 15 x 17 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, part of right margin preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; part of a girdle declining to the right, with striated decoration, 

above 3 vertical raised ledges running over horizontal ones (feathers of falcon jacket); below the girdle 

several vertical and one oblique ledge (decoration of kilt) 

Associated with: possibly block 184+235 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 184+235 (+770?) shows the mid-body of the king wearing falcon jacket and falcon-

kilt. 

Fragment 770 either belongs to this ensemble or is part of a narrow separate block to be positioned to 

the right (between 184+235 and 622). 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 772 

 
Measurements: 25 x 14 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal line on left half 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners (?) 

Findspot: near NE-corner 

Comment: Block 772 possibly belongs to the lowest layer of the dado frieze showing part of the 

baseline. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 774 

 
Measurements: 28 x 31 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands of the 3-banded baselines; below: the contour of a 

head, 2 holes (insect holes? for inlays?) in the eye region 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 774 besides the baselines shows the head of prisoner 9. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 782 

 
Measurements: 29 x 12.5 x 18.7 cm 

Description: right side of relief block, back side rounded with rest of plaster (column drum) 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 8 rows of scales 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 782 shows scales of the king’s dress. The exact positioning of the block is not 

assured. It may have been in the same row as block 271. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 783 

   
Measurements: 6 x 9 x 18 cm 

Description: small fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); an obliquely running raised ledge, with traces of 2 others 

(chequered feather decoration?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: no findspot notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 



Block 784 

   
Measurements: 5 x 13 x 8 cm 

Description: small fragment 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); vertical incised line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: no findspot notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 785 

   
Measurements: 3.5 x 6 x 8.5 cm 

Description: small fragment 

Description relief: sunken relief; deepened vertical area along one margin (staff?) with unclear traces 

to the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: no findspot notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 787 

   
Measurements: 12 x 14 x 17 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, orientation unclear 

Description relief: raised interior relief; several raised ledges, running obliquely in various directions 

with 2 small horizontal features (jewellery? feathers? dress decoration) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: no findspot notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 788 

   
Measurements: 13 x 18 x 17 cm 

Description: left lower corner of eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of the arm of aprisoner with traces of red colour; on 

the left 2 horizontal rope lines with loop  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, near NE-corner (erroneously numbered 799) 

Comment: Fragment 788 presumably depicts the fettering of prisoner 8. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 789 

   
Measurements: 20 x 17 x 21 cm 

Description: part of eroded relief block, right side broken off 



Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the slightly curved contour of a prisoner’s body, on the 

left part of the dropping hands 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: near NE-corner (erroneously numbered 798) 

Comment: Block 789 presumably shows parts of the fettered prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 790 

 
Measurements: 24 x 55 x 30 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular block with 2 oval depressions on the upper side 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of pylon W, near gate A 

Comment: Block 790 seems to be a stone where offerings or liquids were deposited in the depressions, 

see chap. III.1.1; cf. also Kuckertz & Lohwasser 2016, 138 f. 

Ref.: Kuckertz & Lohwasser 2016, 139, fig. 77 

 

Block 791 

 
Measurements: 53 x 40 x 34 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block (2 fragments), upper part obliquely broken; back side rounded 

in parts (column drum), guiding lines for drum on lower plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; decorated ceremonial tail along the contour of the lower leg of a 

figure oriented right  

Associated with: fragment 795 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 791+795 shows part of the deity’s back leg with the ceremonial tail hanging 

behind him. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 793 

   
Measurements: 7 x 16 x 12 cm 

Description: small eroded fragment, orientation unclear 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); raised vertical ledge beside a raised oblique field 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: area of gate A 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 



Block 794 

   
Measurements: 18 x 36 x 27 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 3 pieces, back side rounded (column drum); faint saw 

line on upper plane  

Description relief: sunken relief; scale pattern of a vest, contour of back on the left 

Associated with: block 216 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 216+794, attaining a height of c. 41-42 cm, shows part of the deity’s upper body. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 795 

 
Measurements: 18 x 38 x 34 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, back side rounded in parts (column drum), saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of decorated ceremonial tail along a smoothed area on the right  

Associated with: block 791 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 791+795 shows part of the deity’s back leg with the ceremonial tail hanging 

behind him. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 796 

   
Measurements: 8 x 18 x 22 cm 

Description: small flat fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; eyes and contour of noses of 2 prisoners oriented right 

Associated with: block 708 

Attribution: Pylon E, king, prisoners  

Findspot:  

Comment:  Block 708+796 shows the hand of the king and part of the heads of 3 prisoners of the right 

side of the group which he grasps. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 797 

   
Measurements: 8 x 17 x 14 cm 

Description: small flat fragment of upper part of a relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; on the left part of a striped armlet beside smoothed area on the 

right 

Associated with: block 705 

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 705+797 shows the outstretched right arm of the god donating the scimitar. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 798 

 
Measurements: 24 x 42 x 17 cm 

Description: quadrangular eroded relief block, slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the conical shaft of a sema-sign and a rope with loop 

bound to it; on the right the chin and body of a shield-like prisoner oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part  

Comment:  

Block 798 shows the sema to which a prisoner is fettered and the body of the following prisoner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 799 

 
Measurements: 24 x 30 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, upper right corner broken off; faint saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the neck, shoulder and arm of a prisoner oriented left; on 

the right the contour of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, eastern part  

Comment: Block 799 shows the shoulder and fettered arms of prisoner 3. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 800 

   
Measurements: 14.4 x 18.6 x 19.8 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, heavily eroded 

Description relief: raised interior relief, on the upper right traces of a broad necklace consisting of 

several rowes of pearls, lower row with drop-shaped pearls; on lower left part of a large sphere 

(necklace) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 800 shows parts of the king’s jewellery, i.e. of the usekh-necklace and the 

necklace of large spheres. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 801a 

   
Measurements: 16 x 12 x 12 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, eroded 

Description relief: raised interior relief; several horizontal stripes of different width, one with raised 

triangles 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front pf pylon E, near NE-corner 



Comment: The triangles on fragment 801a remind the apron decoration of the king on pylon E (cf. 

block 120) where it cannot be integrated, however. Being part of the broad necklace of this king seems 

equally not possible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 801b 

    
Pictures:  

Measurements: 21 x 12 x 13 cm 

Description: left side of relief block (2 parts) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the dropping hands and on the right part of the body of a 

prisoner (traces of red colour) oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 801b shows part of prisoner 9. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 802 

 
Measurements: 27 x 62 x 43 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block of cavetto cornice 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 7 palm leafs  

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of gate A 

Comment: Fragments 213, 214, 716, 802 depicting presumably palm leafs of a cavetto cornice, may 

either belong to the decoration above gate A, to kiosk 251 or were used as fill for the pylon towers. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 803 

    
Measurements: 18 x 18 x 22 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a conical structure with vertical stripes (tassel) 

Associated with: blocks/fragments 534, 620, 621 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 620+621+534+803 shows part of the king’s kilt decorated with wings and the 

tasseled cord hanging at the king’s front. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 804 

   
Measurements: 9 x 18 x 11 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, part of side preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 narrow stripes at upper border 



Associated with: fragments 183, 523 and 820 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot: no findspot notated 

Comment: Block 183+523+804+820 shows part of the king’s apron with the feline head shown en 

face at its lower end. Fragment 804 belongs to the left side of 820 and shows part of the seam of the 

kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 805 

 
Measurements: 9 x 16 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in several parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 elevated areas divided by an oblique groove 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, prisoners ? 

Findspot: no findspot notated 

Comment: On block 805 part of the upheld arms of prisoners may be depicted, the concrete position is 

not established. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 806 

   
Measurements: 27 x 29 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, right side and below broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right a part of a smoothed structure with rounded contour 

(arm?) besides a deep V-shaped furrow which points to the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king? 

Findspot: in front of the centre of pylon E 

Comment: Block 806 probably depicts a tiny part of the upper arm of the king which grasps the 

prisoners. The meaning of the V-shaped furrow is unknown (erosion?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 807 

    

  
Measurements: 37 x 72 x 73 cm 

Description: corner block with cavetto cornice, damaged and eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; at one side (pylon front) the upper part of an ostrich feather of a 

hemhem- or feather-crown 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 807 belongs to the NE-corner of pylon E. On the front face part of a crown (hemhem 

or feather-crown) of a squatting deity is visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 809 

 
Measurements: 26 x 28 x 25 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, both sides broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left part of a conical feature 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 809 shows part of the sema-sign to which prisoner 9 is fettered. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 810 

   
Measurements: 30.2 x 35 x 38 cm 

Description: quadrangular relief block, heavily eroded; back side rounded in parts with plaster 

adhering (column drum), 2 layers of plaster (c. 5mm and 0,5mm) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 (or 4) colunms of inscription, in the middle one probably a 

cartouche 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 810 is part of the inscription of the deity. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 812 

 
Measurements: 18 x 29 x 23 cm 

Description: corner of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; along the left margin a vertical staff (?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 812 most probably shows the staff held by the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 815 

   
Measurements: 21 x 33 x 31 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular relief block, heavily eroded, with harder veins in the stone; saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; in the left half a squatting figure without head oriented right 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: no findspot notated 

Comment: As other blocks (806-814, 816-820) were found in front of the eastern half of pylon E, 

block 815 seems to belong there as well although no findspot was notated. It shows one of the deities 

squatting on a neb/nub-sign. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 818 

 
Measurements: 19 x 26 x 16 cm 

Description: relief block; graffito on front 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal line along the lower margin, an obliquely running small 

ledge below a smoothed area with rounded contour 

graffito: a slightly raised vertical line and a W-like incision appear as depicting a plant 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 818 depicts part of the sole and foot of the king’s back foot above the baseline at the 

lower border. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 820 

 
Measurements: 23 x 41 x 25 cm 

Description: lower left part of eroded relief block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of a lion-head en face with mane and ear; on the left 

the smoothed area of the king’s back leg with knee 

Associated with: fragments 183, 523, 804 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 183+523+804+820 shows part of the king’s apron with the feline head en face at 

its lower end. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 821 

 
Measurements: 27 x 37 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum), saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; radially running stripes of a kilt, on the left the decorated ceremonial 

tail 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 821 depicts the back lower part of the god’s shendjt-kilt. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 



Block 822 

 
Measurements: 26 x 31 x 25 cm 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block (2 parts), saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands and part of 3
rd

 of the baselines, below: on the left part 

of the upper end of a sema-sign, to the right a head oriented left with hair sticking up, hole in the eye 

region, a further hole at the head’s back (insect holes? inlays) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: near gate A 

Comment: Block 822 depicts, below the baselines, the head of prisoner 2 and the sema to which 

prisoner 1 is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 824 

   
Measurements: 20 x 26 x 22 cm 

Description: right half of relief block; on the left an indentation for next upper block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands of baselines, below: on the right the upper part of a 

sema-sign, on the left a tiny area of the hair of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 824 depicts, below the baselines, the hair of prisoner 1 and the sema-sign to which 

he is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 825 

 
Measurements: 26 x 31 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, right upper corner broken; double saw line with depression 

on the upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the back contour of a prisoner oriented left with 2 

dropping hands; near right lower corner rest of small vertical contour (sema-sign) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 825 shows parts of prisoner 2 bound to a sema-sign. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 826 

 
Measurements: 27 x 12 x 17 cm 

Description: 2 fragments of the left side of a relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: The fragments 826 show part of the staff (was-sceptre) in the hand of the god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 828 

 
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 23 cm 

Description: quadrangular relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal incised baseline on the left the lower part of a 

sema; on the right part of the body of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment: Block 828 above the baseline depicts part of the sema-sign to which a prisoner is bound 

and part of the body of the prisoner following him. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 829 

 
Measurements: 27 x 32 x 27 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, back side rounded; saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left margin a small rest of the body of a prisoner, at the right 2 

dropping hands; near right margin the contour of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 829 depicts parts of the 3
rd

 prisoner fettered to a sema-sign. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 830 

   
Pictures:  

Measurements: 15 x 27 x 18 cm 

Description: fragment of eroded relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; very unclear traces: on the left a sunken area with several slightly 

oblique lines, on the right an elevated area  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: The traces on fragment 830 are difficult to interpret: On the left perhaps is part of a falcon 

oriented right (?), the raised area would be the background between falcon and a squatting deity (?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 832 

   
Measurements: 10 x 22 x 17 cm 

Description: small eroded fragment of a corner block with relief of star frieze 



Description relief: sunken relief; tips of the lower part of a star above a horizontal incised line, on the 

right a vertical line (delimiting the plain space at the end of the frieze at the narrow east side of pylon E) 

Associated with: fragment 834 

Attribution: Pylon E, NE-corner, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 832+834 probably belonged to the (otherwise not preserved) corner block with 

star frieze of the NE-corner of pylon E. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 834 

     
Measurements: 20 x 21 x 21 cm 

Description: fragment of block with horizontal torus and part of star frieze (relief not preserved) 

below, broken on the left and below 

Description relief: not preserved 

Associated with: fragment 832 

Attribution: Pylon E, NE-corner, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 832+834 probably belonged to the (otherwise not preserved) corner block with 

star frieze of the NE-corner of pylon E. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 835 

  
Measurements: 11 x 25 x 25 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); 2 vertical ledges, an elevated curved structure lying over it; 

the area left of the ledges is smoothed with rounded contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: near NW-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 836 

 
Measurements: 6 x 19 x 9 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); a vertical (?) contour with smoothed area on the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god? 

Findspot:  

Comment: The findspot and the vertical feature might indicate that on fragment 836 the breast of the 

god and a suspender of his vest are probably depicted. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 839 

   
Measurements: 26 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts 



Description relief: sunken relief; at the left (?)a broad vertical area with rounded contour, delimited by 

a deep vertical groove, in the upper right corner a deepened area with oblique contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king (?)  

Findspot:  

Comment: As block 839 was found together with fragments from the king’s breast (840-843) it is 

likewise possible that it depicts part of the breast and perhaps a small portion of the upper arm. Its 

definite position, however, could not be established. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 840 

  
Measurements: 13 x 33 x 21 cm 

Description: part of relief block (2 fragments) 

Description relief: raised interior relief; at the lower left corner an oblique band of small feathers; 

above it the curved outline of a narrow band; in the centre parts of 3 large spheres; on the right a ram-

head-amulet en face crowned with sun-disk and uraeus; the background consisting of feather-motifs 

Associated with: fragments 841+842+843 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: The block including the fragments 840+841+842+843 belongs to the king’s breast clad in 

falcon jacket and depicts part of his jewellery: the chain of large pearls and the cord with 3 amulets of 

the ram-headed Amun, here containing the middle and the right amulet. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2005, fig. on p. 35 

 

Block 841 

 
Measurements: 10 x 11 x 18 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; probably parts of 5 pinion feathers 

Associated with: fragments 840+842+843 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: The block including the fragments 840+841+842+843 belongs to the king’s breast clad in 

falcon jacket and depicts part of his jewellery: the chain of large pearls and the cord with 3 amulets of 

the ram-headed Amun, here containing the middle and the right amulet. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 842 

   
Measurements: 10 x 17 x 4.56 cm 

Description: flat fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 2 large spheres, on the left 2 ledges (cords); on the 

right a circular elevated feature (sun-disk); background with large feathers 

Associated with: fragments 840+841+843 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  



Comment: The block including the fragments 840+841+842+843 belongs to the king’s breast clad in 

falcon jacket and depicts part of his jewellery: the chain of large pearls and the cord with 3 amulets of 

the ram-headed Amun, here containing the middle and the right amulet. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2005, fig. on p. 35 

 

Block 843 

 
Measurements: 11 x 19 x 14 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 2 large spheres upon a background of feathers, at left 

also part of the sun-disk of a ram-head amulet 

Associated with: fragments 840+841+842 

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: The block including the fragments 840+841+842+843 belongs to the king’s breast clad in 

falcon jacket and depicts part of his jewellery: the chain of large pearls and the cord with 3 amulets of 

the ram-headed Amun, here containing the middle and the right amulet. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 845 

   
Measurements: 13 x 9 x 10 cm 

Description: fragment of eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left margin a rectangular deepened area 

Associated with: fragment 846 

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 845+846 shows part of the upper bar of the sema-sign as well as the baselines above 

prisoner 7 who is partially preserved in situ. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 846 

 
Measurements: 11 x 10 x 9 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken on right and below 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 incised lines delimiting the bands of the baselines 

Associated with: fragment 845 

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 845+846 below the baselines shows part of the upper bar of the sema-sign as well as 

the baselines above prisoner 7 who is partially preserved in situ. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 848 

   
Pictures: Fragmente Q2 

Measurements: 5.5 x 7 x 5.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; claw of a bird (?), running from upper left to lower right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king? 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 



Comment: If the identification of a bird’s claw is correct, then the fragment 848 belongs to the left 

side of the breast of the king who is wearing the falcon jacket. The fragment may be part of either 

block 123 or 184. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 849 

   
Measurements: 5.5 x 8 x 4.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; an elevated S-like feature 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon E, eastern part 

Comment: It remains unclear whether fragment 848 and 849 belong to the same context (pylon E, 

king?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 850 

 
Measurements: 35 x 45 x 20 cm 

Description: heavily damaged and eroded corner block (broken in several parts), torus broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; a deep roughly V-shaped depression in the upper right corner of the 

face belonging to the front 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, NE-corner, winged sun-disk 

Findspot:  

Comment: Coner block 850 from the NE-corner of the temple presumably depicts the lower end of the 

wing descending vertically from the winged sun-disk hovering above the scene. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 856 

   
Measurements: 12 x 7.5 x 3.5 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal incised line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 857 

   
Measurements: 11.5 x 12 x 4.5 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; incised line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:    Ref.: 



Block 858 

   
Measurements: 8 x 13.5 x 3.5 cm 

Description: fragment with smoothed surface with graffito? 

Description relief: ./. 

Graffito: faintly incised pointed structure (feather? leaf?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: If fragment 858 really contains a graffito, the block would have been positioned in 

approximately man’s height. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 859 

   
Measurements: 5 x 12 x 11 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 vertical? elevated features, one larger 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 860 

   
Measurements: 10 x 11 x 12 cm 

Description: fragment of eroded relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left? a structure resembling a pointed cap with enrolled top, 

cross-hatched in its lower part 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 861 

   
Measurements: 10 x 13 x 7 cm 

Description: relief fragment 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved outline 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 862 

   
Measurements: 7 x 10 x 10 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around 



Description relief: sunken relief; oblique contour (arm? leg?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 863 

   
Measurements: 6 x 12 x 8.5 cm 

Description: relief fragment, part of upper edge preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 rows of scales 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 863 belongs to the scale-patterned garment of the king 

Ref.: 

 

Block 864 

   
Measurements: 21 x 9 x 7.5 cm 

Description: relief fragment (2 parts), right edge preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 6 rows of scales 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 863 belongs to the scale-patterned garment of the king 

Ref.:  

 

Block 865 

   
Measurements: 10 x 8.5 x 9.5 cm 

Description: upper left corner of relief block, eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the horizontal upper bands of the baselines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners (?) 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 865 is part of a block of the upper layer with baselines of the prisoners’ frieze in 

the dado zone. According to the attribution of the fragments 863-864 to the king on pylon W, it is 

assumed that fragment 865 also belongs to Pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 867 

   
Measurements: 8 x 8 x 2.5 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment, one side edge preserved  

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical line along one side 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 



Block 868 

   
Measurements: 5 x 13 x 12 cm 

Description: flat fragment, eroded 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); several small vertical ledges (hair strands? stripes of kilt?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 869 

 
Measurements: 15 x 30 x 17 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken at 3 sides 

Description relief: sunken relief; remnants of 3 stars above horizontal line 

Associated with: torus 578 + star frieze 580 

Attribution: Pylon W, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, near NE-corner of pylon tower 

Comment: The fragments 578+580+869 are probably part of a single block of c. 60 cm width, which 

integrates star frieze and torus. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 871 

 
Measurements: 26 x 19 x 15 cm 

Description: right half of eroded relief block, faint saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal baseline; above on right the lower end of a sema-sign; on 

the left a small sunken area (body of prisoner) 

Associated with: block 872 

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 871+872 depicts, above the baseline, the body of prisoner 8 and the sema to which 

prisoner 7 is fettered, who is partly preserved in situ.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 872 

 
Measurements: 19 x 20 x 15 cm 

Description: left upper part of relief block, eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part of the body of a prisoner, near lower right corner a short 

part of the baseline 

Associated with: block 871 

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 871+872 depicts, above the baseline, the body of prisoner 8 and the sema to which 

prisoner 7 is fettered, who is partly preserved in situ.  

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 873 

 
Measurements: 15 x 22 x 17 cm 

Description: right side of relief block, eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of 3 toes of a figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Bock 873 shoes the toes of the left, front foot of the deity. The baseline is broken out. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 874 

 
Measurements: 26 x 29 x 29 cm 

Description: eroded relief block with damages, surface splintered; saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal baseline; above on the left a small part of a prisoner, at the 

right margin the curved contour of the lower part of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 874 above the baseline depicts part of prisoner 3 with sema-sign to which he is 

fettered. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 875 

 
Measurements: 25 x 35 x 20 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged and corners broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a baseline on the right part of the body of a prisoner, on the left 

the heart-shaped outline of the lower part of a sema 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 875 above a baseline shows part of prisoner 3 and the sema-sign to which prisoner 2 

is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 876 

 
Measurements: 24 x 25 x 13 cm 

Description: heavily eroded narrow relief block; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; a vertical deepened area (sema) at left margin, on the right the 

shoulder and chin of a shield-like prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 876 depicts part of the sema-sign to which prisoner 1 (in situ) is bound and the 

shoulder and chin of prisoner 2. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 877 

 
Measurements: 16 x 32 x 25 cm 

Description: heavily eroded lower part of relief block, saw line with depression on the lower plane 

(sic!) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a sunken area of the body of a prisoner with traces of red 

colour; on the right 2 staggered hands hanging down 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 877 depicts parts of a prisoner with the hands fettered at the back. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 878 

 
Measurements: 24 x 34 x 33 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged c. quadrangular relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 deep grooves, running down from a common joint, a further groove 

running from the joint to the upper right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, winged sun-disk (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: It is probable that on block 878 the lower part of an ankh-sign is preserved. Such an ankh is 

pending from the uraeus lying over the winged sun-disk which hovers above the scene. The 

identification is not assured, however. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 879 

 
Measurements: 24 x 20 x 15 cm 

Description: left half of eroded relief block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical shaft of a sema-sign 

Associated with: block 880 

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment 1: Block 879+880 shows a tiny part of a prisoner and the sema to which he is fettered, as 

well some part of the prisoner following him. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 880 

 
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 21 cm 

Description: right half of eroded relief block; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; body of shield-like prisoner 

Associated with: block 879 

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part 

Comment 1: Block 879+880 shows a tiny part of a prisoner and the sema to which he is fettered, as 

well some part of the prisoner following him. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 881 

   
Measurements: 10 x 17 x 10 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, surface splintered 

Description relief: sunken relief; oblique contour beside a sunken area on the left with traces of red 

colour (leg?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 882 

 
Measurements: 6 x 13 x 10 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment 

Description relief: sunken relief; sunken area at one edge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 883 

 
Measurements: 7 x 22 x 14 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block, broken in several parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; various vertical grooves 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of Pylon E, either eastern part or narrow side 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 884 

 
Measurements: 35 x 51 x 28 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the breast of a figure oriented right with scale-patterned vest 

and triangular suspender; to the right part of bent arm with armlet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 884 shows part of the deity’s upper body and front arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 885 

 
Measurements: 42 x 52 x 23 cm 

Description: upper part of high relief block (3 parts), back side rounded; saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of scale patterned vest, girdle decorated with striped triangles 

and upper part of shendjt; on upper right corner a small sunken area (arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 885 depicts part of shendjt-kilt and of the scale-patterned vest of the deity and a tiny 

trace of the front arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 886 

   
Measurements: 36 x 42 x 28 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts, back side rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; at lower left corner a sunken area with rounded contour (shoulder); a 

further sunken area at the right lower corner (arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 886 shows the front shoulder of the deity and a tiny part of the elevated lower arm. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 887 

   



Measurements: 25 x 47 x 51 cm 

Description: heavily damaged and eroded corner block of the cavetto cornice 

Description relief: sunken relief; short side (pylon side): on the left the body of a bird oriented right on 

a rectangular feature with concentric stripes (box); on the right the faintly visible contour of deity 

squatting on a neb/nub-sign;  

long side (pylon back): on the right a bird on box oriented left, following 2 squatting deities on 

differently decorated neb/nub-signs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, SE-corner, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 887 belongs to the SE-corner; it is part of the lower layer of the cavetto cornice 

frieze depicting falcons on boxes at the corner and squatting deities. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 889 

   
Measurements: 41 x 46 x 23 cm 

Description: slightly damaged relief block (2 parts), upper corners broken; back side rounded (column 

drum), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; in centre a vertical staff; at the left upper corner an oblique contour 

(arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 889 shows the staff of the was-sceptre and a tiny part of the front arm. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 890 

 
Measurements: 19 x 22 x 13 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block (corner block?); part of lesene preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; half of a circular feature 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 890 shows part of the knob terminating the staff of the axe-mace the king is 

holding.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 891 

 
Measurements: 30 x 68 x 33 cm 

Description: quadrangular block with horizontal torus and star frieze (relief not preserved), damaged 

and eroded 

Description relief: not preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, star frieze 

Findspot:  



Comment: Block 891 originally contained the relief of a star frieze in the area below the torus. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 893 

 
Measurements: 25 x 37 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block; triple saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; mid-body of a shield-like prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, at NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Block 893 depicts a part of the mid-body of a prisoner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 898 

 
Measurements: 18 x 39 x 23 cm 

Description: fragment of the upper part of a relief block; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right margin a sunken area with oblique stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow west side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 898 shows part of the front contour of the shendjt-kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 899 

 
Measurements: 34 x 41 x 42 cm 

Description: quadrangular relief block, eroded and slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; up-held fist grasping a staff with knob at the end 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow west side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 899 depicts part of the arm up-lifted behind the king that is holding the axe-mace. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 902 

 
Measurements: 21 x 17 x 14 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, damaged, surface at one place broken out 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical feature (sema) on the left; below: 2 horizontal relief lines 

(rope) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners  



Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 902 depicts on the left the shaft of a sema-sign to which prisoner 9 is bound.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 903 

 
Measurements: 18 x 29 x 19 cm 

Description: left side of damaged relief block (3 fragments), on upper plane an indentation for next 

block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands and part of 3
rd

 of the baselines; below: on the left a 

part of the upper end of the sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 903 besides the baselines shows part of prisoner 9.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 904 

 
Measurements: 8 x 17 x 18 cm 

Description: small fragment from upper part of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of the pinnation of a feather with raised borders and the 

quill 

Associated with: fragment 905 

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 904+905 belong to the left side of the king’s crown with 2 ostrich-feathers. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 905 

 
Measurements: 19 x 32 x 19 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, upper und lower side broken off 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of the pinnation of a feather with raised borders and the 

quill 

Associated with: fragment 904 

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 904+905 belong to the left side of the king’s crown with 2 ostrich-feathers. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 906 

 
Measurements: 25 x 23 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal base line; above on the left part of the body of prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 906 above the baseline depicts part of the body of prisoner 6.   

Ref.: 

 

Block 907 

 
Measurements: 25 x 32 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block; double saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal base line; above it the lower part of a sema-sign, on the 

right part of body of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 907 above the baseline depicts the sema-sign to which prisoner 5 is bound and part 

of the body of prisoner 6. 

Ref.:  

 

Block 909 

   
Measurements: 25 x 28 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block; square indentation for next upper block on the upper side 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal baseline, above it on the left part of the body of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 909 depicts part of prisoner 4 above the baseline. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 920 

 
Measurements: 17 x 25 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded fragment of the lower part of a relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the upper fragment 2 vertical ledges with rounded contours 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: near NW-corner of pylon W 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 921 

 
Measurements: 27 x 45 x 33 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely running staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 921 depicts part of the rod of the axe-mace with which the king slays the enemies. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 922 

 
Measurements: 26 x 45 x 24 cm 

Description: relief block, broken in many fragments, lower right half missing; back side rounded 

(column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left margin an area with slightly curved outline, descending 

vertically, 2 horizontal traces and scale-like elevations (?) within it 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 922 presumably shows a part of the forearm of the elevated left arm slaying the 

prisoners. The horizontal lines with scale depict the border of the king’s scale-patterned dress with 

long sleeves.  

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 923 

 
Measurements: 22 x 27 x 18 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, upper right corner broken; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseline on the right part of a prisoner, on the left 

faint traces of the lower part of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment: Block 923 above the baseline shows part of the sema-sign to which a prisoner is bound and 

of the body of the prisoner following him. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 924 

   
Measurements: 22 x 28 x 26 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, eroded and splintered, broken at upper (fragment 926) and right 

side (fragments 56+925) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 vertical column borders, between them Meroitic hieroglyphs 

oriented right: kde (?) 

Associated with: fragments 56+925+926 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Block and fragments 56+924+925+926 belong to the inscription of the deity on pylon W. 

See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 925 

   
Measurements: 10 x 22 x 19 cm 

Description: fragment of upper part of relief block, broken at right and below (fragments 56+924+926) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 vertical column borders, between them word divider (3 points) and 

l (recumbant lion) oriented right 

Associated with: fragments 56+924+926 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Block and fragments 56+924+925+926 belong to the inscription of the deity on pylon W. 

See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 926 

 
Measurements: 10 x 22 x 24 cm 

Description: fragment from upper left part of relief block, broken on the right and lower side 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical column border on the left; Meroitic hieroglyph k oriented 

right 

Associated with: fragments 56+924+925 

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Block and fragments 56+924+925+926 belong to the inscription of the deity on pylon W. 

See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 927 

   
Measurements: 19 x 15 x 12 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, part of one plane and one side preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; along a side margin a sunken area with partly curved contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 928 

 
Measurements: 26 x 32 x 18 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseline on the left part of a prisoner’s body 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment 1: Block 928 depicts part of a prisoner above the baseline 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 929 

 



Measurements: 9 x 21 x 20 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment, probably part of one plane and side preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief (?, sketch only); vertical feature (staff? column border?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 930 

 
Measurements: 36 x 38 x 25 cm 

Description: heavily damaged quadrangular relief block, broken in 2 parts; saw line with depression 

on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the contour of the back of a figure oriented right; in raised 

interior relief the upper part of a scale patterned vest with suspender; necklace of cowry pearls with 

pectoral with figural decoration; at upper margin the lower end of a wig 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 930 depicts part of the deity’s upper body with vest, parts of pectoral and the wig. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 931 

 
Measurements: 24 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, lower part and upper right corner broken off; 2 secondary 

vertical grooves on the front surface 

Description relief: sunken relief; back contour of heel of figure oriented right, faint traces of anklet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 931 depicts part of the foot of the deity’s front leg.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 934 

       
Measurements: 36 x 36 x 36 cm 

Description: corner block with relief on one side, slightly damaged; vertical torus; on upper plane 

several guiding lines 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly ondulating contour along the left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god  

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 934 belongs to the SE-corner of pylon E and depicts a small part of the deity’s back 

arm hanging behind the body. 

Ref.: 



Block 935 

     
Measurements: 39 x 43 x 33 cm 

Description: corner block with relief on one side, damaged; vertical torus broken off; back side 

rounded with plaster rest (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; dropping hand with decorated armlet, grasping an ankh-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god  

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 935 belongs to the SE-corner of pylon E and depicts the hand of the deity’s back 

arm hanging behind the body and holding an ankh-sign. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 936 

 
Measurements: 36 x 54 x 39 cm 

Description: corner block with relief on one side, damaged; vertical torus broken in parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of shoulder with traces of suspender of vest at the right; back 

part of bulgy wig with striations of figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god  

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 934 belongs to the SE-corner of pylon E and depicts part of the shoulder and the wig 

of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 942 

 
Measurements: 34 x 35 x 28 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular relief block, damaged, lower part broken off; on upper plane an 

indentation for the next block layer, 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of the back contour of a figure oriented right; 

wearing scale patterned vest, traces of kilt and ceremonial tail; on the left smoothed part of hanging 

arm 

Associated with: fragment 947 

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 942+947 depicts part of the deity’s upper body and hip with the arm hanging behind. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 943 

   
Measurements: 28 x 35 x 20 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 4 fragments 

Description relief: raised relief; left half of papyrus plant with open and closed buds, 2 straight stalks 

and 1 downcast stalk; above: part of a circular? structure; at the right margin 2 vertical ledges of 

different width 

Associated with:  

Attribution: room 201, side entrance 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 943 (like block 1081) probably belonged to the decoration of one of the embrasures 

of the side entrance. Most likely two Nile-gods were once depicted there. See chap. III.4.1 and IV.2.1. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 944 

 
Measurements: 27 x 64 x 31 cm 

Description: quadrangular eroded relief block, cavetto cornice, right edge broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of 7 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: area of side entrance 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 945 

   
Measurements: 22 x 53 x 23 cm 

Description: upper part of quadrangular relief block, broken in several fragments 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a curved contour (in the break) with a further parallel 

running curved line (sun and snake) 

Associated with: block 946 

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 945+946 depicts part of the sun-disk with overlaid snake crowning the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 946 

    
Measurements: 21 x 50 x 26 cm 

Description: lower part of quadrangular relief block with part of lesene on the left, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right a circular structure with part of a snake hanging behind  

Associated with: block 945 

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 945+946 depicts part of the sun-disk with overlaid snake crowning the deity. 

Ref.: 



Block 947 

 
Measurements: 13 x 32 x 28 cm 

Description: lower part of a quadrangular relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right vertical stripes of a kilt, part of ceremonial tail behind; on 

the left a smoothed part of the arm 

Associated with: block 942 

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 942+947 depicts part of the deity’s upper body and hip with the arm hanging behind. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 948 

   
Measurements: 23 x 42 x 31 cm (lower part) 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block, broken in several parts, back side rounded (column 

drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; conical feature (lower leg) with small portion of decorated anklet 

Associated with: 

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: On block 948 part of the god’s back leg is depicted. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 949 

 
Measurements: 27 x 35 x 23 cm 

Description: damaged and heavily eroded relief block (4 fragments) 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 2 bands and part of 3
rd

 of the baselines; below: on the left 

upper part of a sema-sign, on the right the hair of a prisoner that falls apart 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 949 shows part of prisoner 11 and of the sema-sign to which he is fettered. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 950 

   
Measurements: 36 x 50 x 33 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, heavily eroded in its upper part, back side rounded (column drum); 

saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the legs with knee of a figure oriented right, with the lower 

end of the kilt 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 950 depicts parts of the legs and shendjt-kilt of the deity. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 951 

 
Measurements: 22 x 25 x 19 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block (minimum 4 fragments), surface broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; shaft of a sema-sign with rope around it; at the right margin a tiny 

part of arms 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 951 part of the sema-sign and the arms of prisoner 11 are depicted. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 952 

   
Measurements: 44 x 55 x 37 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded and smoothed (column drum), 2 saw 

lines with depressions on upper plane (defining the position of block 960 in the upper layer) 

Description relief: sunken relief; conical sunken area  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 952 depicts the lower leg of the deity’s front leg. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 954 

    
Measurements: 24 x 37 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, left side and right lower corner broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; body, neck and chin of a prisoner oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block  954 shows part of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 955 

 



Measurements: 32 x 30 x 25 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block 

Description relief: sunken? / raised? relief; at the left side a raised area with rounded contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of the narrow east side of pylon E 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 956 

 
Measurements: 18 x 21 x 22 cm 

Description: eroded relief (?) block; saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); 3 lines, running down in a slight curve 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in area between back of pylon E and outer east wall  

Comment: The relief (?) reminds the group of staggered prisoners from the pylon front; the findspot, 

however, speaks against it. Otherwise the lines may represent only traces of workmanship. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 958 

 
Measurements: 25 x 27 x 21 cm 

Description: damaged block with smoothed surface 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); 2 deep, triangular or flame-like depressions at one margin 

(orientation unclear) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of the back of pylon E 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 960 

 
 

Measurements: 30 x 35 x 27 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged, lower side broken off; back side rounded with plaster 

adhering (column drum), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left the lower part of striped kilt with Leiterband border and the 

knee of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 960 shows part of the kilt and of the front leg of the deity. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 



Block 961 

 
Measurements: 30 x 23 x 23 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular relief block, well preserved 

Description relief: raised relief; on the right a vertical ledge (staff?), on the left a hand angrasping  

obliquely held ankh-sign together with a further staff? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: immediately in front of the narrow east side of pylon E 

Comment: Block 961 seems to have been belonged to another context in another older building, being 

re-used in Temple 200. On it part of a deity with (was-) sceptre, a further emblem and ankh seems 

depicted, being oriented to the right. See in chap. VII.2 Re-used blocks in pylon foundation. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 963 

 
Measurements: 22 x 21 x 26 cm 

Description: left side of eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the shaft of a sema-sign with traces of a horizontal rope 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 963 shows the fettering to a sema-sign of prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 964 

 
Measurements: 27 x 27 x 24 cm 

Description: relief block, heavily eroded in its upper part; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 bands and part of 3
rd

 of baselines; below it the upper end of a sema-

sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 964 below the baselines depicts part of the sema-sign to which prisoner 10 is bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 965 

 
Measurements: 27 x 33 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block (2 parts), left half of lower side broken off; faint saw line and 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above: 3 bands of the baselines; below on the right the round contour 

of a head 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 965 shows, below the baselines, part of prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 967  

   
Measurements: 19 x 16 x 18 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, upper plane smoothed, lower part and right side broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; in the middle an obliquely running feature, delimited at the right by 2 

lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of eastern narrow side of pylon E 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 968 

   
Measurements: 37 x 28 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, left side broken off, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of elevated heel and lower leg of figure oriented right, decorated 

anklet, with back part of sandal 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 968 shows part of the king’s back foot with anklet and sandal.  

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 970 

 
Measurements: 16 x 33 x 28 cm 

Description: upper part of relief block, damaged; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; undulating feature with striped decor 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 970 depicts the ear of the was-animal which decorates the staff held by the god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 971 

 
Measurements: 23.5 x 23.3 x 17.3 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, splintered several times; back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; near left margin a vertical staff 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Part of the staff of the god’s was-sceptre is depicted on block 971. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 972 

 
Measurements: 39 x 19 x 25 cm 

Description: narrow relief block, lower left corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff near left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 972 part of the staff of the god’s was-sceptre is depicted. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 973 

 
Measurements: 20 x 21 x 17 cm 

Description: fragment of eroded relief block, upper and lower side broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; chin, neck and upper body of prisoner oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 973 shows part of prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 981 

 
Measurements: 41 x 67 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, lower side and left eroded; back side rounded (column drum); 

2 secondary rubbed depressions on the upper face; 8 vertical rubbed grooves on the front 

Description relief: sunken relief; chin, neck and shoulder of figure oriented left; up-lifted hand on the 

left holding an orb (‘pine-cone’), traces of jewellery (of collar, necklaces with large pearls and with 

Amun amulets) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South II 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 981 depicts the upper body of the king with the hands elevated in adoration. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum with large diameter. The block in later times was used as side wall 

of a box grave. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 984 

  
Measurements: 31 x 49 x 65 cm 

Description: cavetto cornice block, eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 6 palm leafs, traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall or outer south wall (?), cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in room 205 

Comment: Block 984 was found in room 205 but must probably be attributed to one of the adjoining 

outer walls (south or east) from where it has dropped in 205. It may, however, be brought there from a 

more remote place (cf. block 1100). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 985 

     
Measurements: 31 x 31x 27 cm 

Description: heavily eroded, nearly cuboid block; on the right side an oblique depression (c.1-2 cm 

deep, relief?); on the back side a patch of reddened plaster; on the upper face a rectangular cavity with 

faience base cemented inside, upper plane of base cut away 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right a segment of the circle of a sun-disk 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, winged goddess East I  

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 985 shows part of the sun-disk of the winged goddess (cf. West I). The elevated 

ridge on the front is a hard stone vein that is also visible at the back.  

Comment 2: re-used column drum;  Block 985 has been re-used several times; see chap. VII.4 Re-used 

blocks diverse with fig. 116. 

 

Block 986 

 
Measurements: 12 x 32 x 14 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block, part of upper plane preserved, saw line with depression there 

Description relief: raised relief; at the right a raised area with slightly curved outline   

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: room 201, near SE-corner 

Comment: According to the findspot fragment 986 either belongs to the deity at the end of the inner 

east wall in room 201or to one of the deities on the eastern half of the inner south wall. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 988 

   
Measurements: 14 x 31.5 x 13 cm 

Description: upper half of relief block 

Description relief: raised relief; vertical line along the left margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 201, in front of the southern part of the east wall 

Comment:    Ref.: 



Block 989 

 
Measurements: 27 x 32 x 22 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, slight damages; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: raised relief; upper body and shoulder of a figure oriented left, chin with curved 

divine beard, wearing vest with suspender, collar, chain of elliptic pearls 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, east wall, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 989 belongs to the deity at the south end of the east wall. He wears a vest and a 

collar and a pectoral (not preserved). 

Ref.: Wildung 2006c, fig. on p.8 

 

Block 996 

   
Measurements: 39 x 53 x 43 cm 

Description: eroded quadrangular relief block with horizontal torus and raised star frieze 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal incised line parts of 5 stars 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow east side, star frieze 

Findspot: in room 201, near passage of gate A 

Comment: According to the findspot block 996 could have belonged to one of the inner narrow sides 

of either pylon E or pylon W. Because of the combination with torus pylon W was chosen. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 997 

 
Measurements: 28.3 x 31 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block 

Description relief: raised relief; at the left margin a partly rounded vertical feature (shoulder), vertical 

staff to the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, south wall-east half, god 1, god 2 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 997 depicts the back shoulder of the god (god 1) in front of the king and the staff 

(was-sceptre) of the god 2 behind him, both oriented to the left. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 998 

 
Measurements: 27 x 35 x 22 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, broken in 2 parts, lower right corner missing 

Description relief: raised relief; on the right a rectangular raised field; beside it at the bottom a 

triangular elevation 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Room 201, south wall-east half, king, god 1 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 998 shows the plain inscription field of the king, as well as the tip of the was-sceptre 

of the god in front of him. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 999 

 
Measurements: 30 x 50 x 15 cm 

Description:  

Description relief: raised trelief; part of shoulder and 2 elevated arms of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, south wall-east half, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 999 shows part of the king’s shoulder and the arms elevated in adoration.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1000 

 
Measurements: 41 x 60 x 29 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged block, left upper and lower corners broken; back side 

rounded (column drum); in the lower plane on the left an indentation for a block in the lower layer 

(sic!); minimum 8 secondary vertical grooves rubbed into the front surface 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right side part of an elevated hand holding a grip; in the centre 

a curved feature with several ribs bound 3 times at the end (plant bundle); arching over a further 

bulging feature with 2 projecting tips (goose)  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South II, offering stand 

Findspot: in room 205 

Comment 1: Block 1000 depicts the king’s front hand holding the grip of the pine-cone. On the 

offering stand in front of the king a goose is deposited and a bundle of vegetables. 

The block had fallen into room 205 and served later as wall of a box grave (cf. block 981). 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1001 

 
Measurements: 27 x 39 x 30 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block rest; back side rounded in parts, left side and lower part broken off 

Description relief: raised relief; on the left a raised structure with multiple holes and rounded contour; 

at the right lower corner a triangular elevation 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, north wall-east half, Amun, Mut 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1001 shows the back of the head of Amun and on the right the tip of Mut’s sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1002 

 
Measurements: 34 x 43 x 31 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block; in the lower plane an indentation for a block in the layer 

below (sic!) 

Description relief: raised relief; on the right: the upper rim of a modius with the left half of the high 

feather crown with sun-disk (or moon?) at the bottom; in front of the modius a faintly visible rearing 

uraeus with sun-disk 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, north wall-east half, Amun 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1002 depicts part of the crown of Amun who is oriented to the left. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1003 

 
Measurements: 36 x 39 x 69 cm 

Description: well preserved block of cavetto cornice, corners damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; traces of 5 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, near pylon 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1005 

 
Measurements: 28 x 35 x 33 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, one corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 4 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of side entrance 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1006 

 
Measurements: 45 x 47 x 22 cm 

Description: relief block, broken in 4 parts, lower right part missing; back side rounded (column 

drum?) 

Description relief: raised relief; on the upper right a part of a rectangular plain field; at the lower left 

the ear of a was-animal oriented left 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, north wall-east half, Amun 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1006 depicts part of the was-sceptre of Amun and of his inscription field. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1007 

Pictures: 

 
Measurements: 30 x 46 x 28 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, rounded back side (column drum) 

Description relief: raised relief; below the raised ledge in the upper part a small vertical relief area to 

the left (feathers of Amun’s crown); to the right a rectangular plain inscription field 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, north wall-east half, Amun, Mut 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1007 depicts a tiny part of Amun’s headgear and the inscription field for Mut. The 

raised ledge at the upper border divides the main register from the upper smaller register in room 201 

(cf. blocks 1020, 1031). See chap. IV.2.1.2, figs. 49, 50. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

 

 

Block 1008 

 
Measurements: 23 x 46 x 34 cm 

Description: upper part of eroded relief block 

Description relief: raised relief; upper ends of 2 cartouches with titles above: on the left: [n]b tAwj (?); 

on the right [n]b tAwj / bjt tAwj (or njswt bjt tAwj (see chap. III.4.1, note 214) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, north wall-east half, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1008 depicts the inscription of the king. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: Wildung 2006c, fig. on p.8 

 

 

Block 1009 

 
Measurements: 24 x 48 x 29 cm 

Description: quadrangular eroded relief block 

Description relief: raised relief; on the left the upper part of a head oriented right, bulging area around 

the ear (Amun horn?), diadem and uraeus at front; along the upper margin a raised horizontal area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, north wall-east half, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1009 depicts the king’s head wearing a cap, diadem, uraeus and the Amun horn. The 

raised ledge at the upper margin is difficult to explain (unfinished area?).  

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1010 

 
Measurements: 27 x 49 x 31 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block of cavetto cornice, only slight damages 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 5 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of east wall, area of side entrance 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1012 

 
Measurements: 19 x 28 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged, orientation unclear 

Description relief: unclear relief; on the right a raised area with flame-like outgrowths to the left and 

with a smoothed sunken area following 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 201, area of side entrance 

Comment: Re-used? spoil for pylon fill? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1013 

 
Measurements: 18 x 39 x 29 cm 

Description: heavily eroded fragment of star frieze with horizontal torus 

Description relief: sunken relief; tip of a star 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow east side, star frize 

Findspot: in room 201, near passage of gate A 

Comment: The findspot indicates the ascription of fragment 1013 to one of the narrow sides of the 

pylon towers at the entrance. Because of the integration of the torus pylon W was chosen. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1014 

 
Measurements: 20 x 32 x 15 cm 

Description: upper part of eroded relief block, back side rounded 

Description relief: raised relief; on the right part of the upper body with navel and muscles indicated, 

on the left part of upper arm of figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, south wall-east half, god 2 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1014 shows part of the deity on the right (god 2). 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1015 

   
Measurements: 27 x 40 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, right side and corners missing 

Description relief: raised interior relief; broad oblique area across the block: different sorts of feather 

decoration (chequered, small, wing feathers), smoothed area with rounded contour above (arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, winged goddess East I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1015 shows part of the right arm with wing which the goddess stretches in the air. 

Ref.: Wildung 2006c, fig. on p.8 

 

Block 1016 

   
Measurements: 16 x 40 x 36 cm 

Description: flat rest of relief block, back side rounded, orientation unclear 

Description relief: unclear relief; on the left (?) a slightly curved bulging feature (uraeus?), surface on 

the right smoothed 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 202, near passage to 201 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1019 

 
Measurements: 22 x 29 x 22 cm 

Description: eroded rest of the lower part of a relief block (2 fragments); saw line with depression on 

lower plane (sic!) 

Description relief: raised relief; upper part of the Double crown of a figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 202, north wall-east half, Mut 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1019 shows part of the headgear of the enthroned goddess who therefore is identified 

as Mut. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1020 

   
Measurements: 26 x 30 x 18 

Description: eroded block, deep abrasion (?) on front 

Description relief: Raised ledge of c. 3-4 cm at the upper margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201 south wall-west half, or west wall 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1020 shows at the upper rim the raised ledge that divides the main register from the 

upper smaller register in room 201 (cf. blocks 1007, 1031). See chap. IV.2.1.1, fig.  50. 

 



Block 1022 

 
Measurements: 33 x 47 x 14 cm 

Description: flat relief block, back side rounded, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: unclear relief; on the upper fragment a conical feature or 2 oblique contours 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established (sketch only) 

Findspot: in passage of gate A 

Comment: Perhaps uplifted arms are depicted (?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1023 

 
Measurements: 17 x 69 x 31 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block with projecting star frieze, 3 fragments from the upper part 

with parts of the wall face 

Description relief: sunken relief; on one fragment the tip of 2 stars above a horizontal incised line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow west side, star frieze 

Findspot: in room 201, near passage of gate A 

Comment: The findspot of fragments 1023 indicates an attribution to one of the narrow side of the 

pylon towers at the entrance. Because of the remaining wall face pylon E is chosen here. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1026 

 
Measurements: 23 x 30 x 26 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: raised relief (?); several raised ledges running vertically or slightly oblique 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 201, near passage of gate A 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1030 

 
Measurements: 34 x 57 x 29 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block with multiple cracks, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; near the lower margin half of a circular feature 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: On block 1030 presumably the contour of the sun-disk on top of the right plant bundle of 

the god’s hemhem-crown is depicted. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum of large diameter 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1031 

   
Measurements: 45 x 49 x 33 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, left upper part broken off; back side rounded (column 

drum), indentation for next block layer on upper plane 

Description relief: raised relief; upper parts of 2 plain cartouches with titles above in Egyptian 

hieroglyphs, on the left: [njswt] bit nb tAwj; on the right: njswt bjt nb tAwj (see chap. III.4.1 note 221); 

at the lower right corner a raised structure (crown of uraeus with sun-disk?, amulet?); above along the 

upper rim a raised ledge of c. 10 cm  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, north wall-west half, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1031 depicts the inscription of the king. At the upper rim the raised ledge is visible 

that divides the main register from the upper smaller register. It here measures c. 10 cm (cf. blocks 

1007, 1020 with smaller ledges of c. 4 cm); see chap. IV.2.1.2. See also Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1036 

 
Measurements: 30 x 40 x 54 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block (2 parts) of cavetto cornice  

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 5 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in room 202 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1039 

 
Measurements: 9 x 30 x 19 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block (2 parts), broken all around 

Description relief: raised relief; 3 obliquely running raised ledges 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 202, east wall, king? 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1039 probably depicts the upper end of a feathered staff which may have been 

held by the king. Cf. also the discussion in chap. V.4.1.4. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1042 

 
Measurements: 8 x 18 x 17 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block 



Description relief: raised relief; obliquely running torus-like feature 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 202, south wall (?) 

Findspot: in room 202 at the east wall-south half 

Comment: Fragment 1042 (sketch only) may have belonged to the decoration beside the entrance to 

room 205, depicting part of the snake curling around a staff or papyrus-sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1049 

 
Measurements: 22 x 30 x 19 cm 

Description: lower part of relief block, damaged; back side rounded 

Description relief: raised relief; part of a sun-disk in very high relief with uraeus at its right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 202, door into 205 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1049 belongs to the decoration with sun-disk and uraei above the door 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1050 

   
Measurements: 28 x 46 x 18 cm 

Description: lower part of quadrangular relief block, eroded, multiple holes in the front surface 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 columns with inscription in Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented left; left 

column: ...t ke..., right column: [t]ete ... 

Associated with: fragments 253 + 242 

Attribution: Pylon E, god, star frieze 

Findspot: in room 202 amidst blocks demarcating a later passage into room 204  

Comment: Block 1050+253+242 with star frieze also shows part of the deity’s inscription. See Rilly, 

chap. XIII. 

The findspot in 202 in the line of stones demarcating a passageway indicates, that block 1050 has been 

removed from its original place of dropping. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1052 

 
Measurements: 25 x 41 x 18 cm 

Description: quadrangular relief block, left side broken off; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; triangular feature at lower margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, king 

Findspot: in room 202 amidst blocks demarcating a later passage into room 204  

Comment: Block 1052 depicts the upper tip of the lance blade which the king is holding together with 

the prisoners’ group. 

The findspot in 202 in the line of stones demarcating a passageway indicates, that block 1052 has been 

removed from its original place of dropping. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1054 

 
Measurements: 21 x 36 x 34 cm 

Description: heavily eroded lower part of relief block, right side broken 

Description relief: raised relief; on the left a small part of a sun-disk with uraeus at its right in high 

relief 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 202, door to 201 

Findspot: in room 202 amidst blocks demarcating a later passage into  room 204  

Comment: Block 1054 presumably belongs to the decoration above the door. 

The findspot in 202 in the line of stones demarcating a passageway indicates, that block 1054 has been 

removed from its original place of dropping 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1055 

 
Measurements: 18 x 28 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, slight damages 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a column with Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented to the left ... 

(word divider) ke ...; see Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall 

Findspot: in the passage from room 201 to 202 

Comment: The size of the hieroglyphs is smaller than on the pylon, the block therefore must belong to 

one of the deities on the outer west wall who are oriented to the left. The narrow west side of pylon W 

is another option but the size of the block advocates against it. The block must have been transported 

from its original dropping place. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1057 

 
Measurements: 22 x 23 x 16 cm 

Description: small eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right (?) margin a vertical column border; probably traces of 

illegible Meroitic hieroglyphs 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in room 202, in front of south wall 

Comment: Block 1057 must have belonged to one of the inscriptions of deities on the outer walls. See 

Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1062 

   
Measurements: 39 x 45 x 70 cm 

Description: heavily eroded cavetto cornice block with relief (2 fragments) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of 3 palm leafs 

Associated with: fragment 1065 



Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in room 205 

Comment: Block 1062+1065 belongs to the cavetto cornice of the outer east wall and has fallen into 

room 205. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1063 

   
Measurements: 24 x 36 x 16 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, slightly damaged, back side rounded, saw line with depression on 

upper plane; orientation unclear 

Description relief: raised relief; a rectangle or cartouch near the left (?) margin, an uplifted lower arm 

holding 2 staves 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 205 but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 205, in front of south wall 

Comment: As the orientation of block 1063 is unclear, the depiction of an arm, staves and possible 

cartouche is difficult to interpret (see the discussion in chap. III.4.3 with figs. 29, 30). The height of 

the figure represented would be c. 130-140 cm. The block thus may have belonged to the relief 

decoration of room 205. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1065 

   
Measurements: 17 x 24 x 12 cm 

Description: right upper corner of cavetto cornice block 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 3 palm leafs 

Associated with: block 1062 

Attribution: Outer east wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in room 205 

Comment: Block 1062+1065 belongs to the cavetto cornice of the outer east wall and has fallen into 

room 205. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1066 

 
Measurements: 22 x 29 x 20 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block (broken in 2 parts), back side rounded;  

Description relief: raised relief; lower parts of 2 plain cartouches with lower horizontal end 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 205 but definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 205 near SE-corner 

Comment: The cartouches on block 1066 seem to be smaller than those of blocks 1008 and 1031 from 

room 201; the block thus may pertain to the relief decoration of room 205 (see the discussion in chap. 

III.4.3 with fig. 28). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1067 

 



Measurements: 30 x 30 x 26 cm 

Description: small damaged and eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, orientation unclear 

Description relief: raised relief; on the right (?) traces of relief: rectangle (?) in the lower corner, 

blossom-like (?) feature in the upper corner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 205, in the rear part 

Comment: Block 1067 is tentatively attributed to the decoration in room 202 and pertaining perhaps to 

the table, on which offerings (not preserved) were deposited; see the discussion in chap. IV.2.2 with 

figs. 44, 45. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1068 

 
Measurements: 24 x 33 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, back side rounded 

Description relief: raised relief; vertical bar of 4.5-5 cm width, broadening below, left contour not 

straight 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 205, in front of west wall 

Comment: Block 1068 with its vertical bar is discussed of either belonging to the table frame in room 

202 or to the relief of room 205, see chap. III.4.3 with fig. 27. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1069 

 
Measurements: 20 x 36 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, splintered 

Description relief: raised relief; part of upper body and raised arm of figure oriented right, vertical 

staff below the lower arm; oblique incised line below arm (intentional?)  

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 205, near the entrance 

Comment: Block 1069 because of its findspot is discussed of belonging to the relief decoration of 

room 205. The figure depicted presumably had a height of 130-140 cm, see chap. III.4.3 with fig. 31. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1076 

  
Measurements: 13 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: relief fragment (sketch only) from upper part of a block; guiding lines (?) on the upper 

plane 

Description relief: unclear relief; vertical relief line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 201, near passage of gate A 

Comment:    Ref.: 



Block 1080 

   
Measurements: 20 x 31 x 32 cm 

Description: fragment of quadrangular relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right several nearly vertical relief structures: on left sunken 

with thin raised ledge in its middle, then a raised structure followed by a sunken line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in room 201 in passage of gate A 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1081 

 
Measurements: 28 x 35 x 30 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: raised relief; 2 stalks of papyrus, one slightly oblique with closed bud, one stalk 

bending, in the centre an open papyrus umbel faintly visible 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, south reveal of side entrance (?) 

Findspot: in room 201, at side entrance 

Comment:  Block 1081 (like block 943) with a papyrus bush probably belonged to the decoration of 

one of the embrasures of the side entrance. Most likely 2 Nile-gods were once depicted there; see 

chap. III.4.2.11 with fig. 47. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1082 

 
Measurements: 15 x 22 x 27 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block 

Description relief: unclear relief (raised?, sketch only); broader relief structure, running obliquely 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, north wall-west half, king (?) 

Findspot: in room 201, centre area 

Comment: Block fragment 1082 probably depicts the upheld lower arm of a figure oriented left. If this 

identification proves right, then the block because of its findspot can be attributed to the king, see 

chap. III.4.1 with fig. 19. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1083 

side a  side b 

Measurements: 23 x 33 x 44 cm 

Description: eroded corner block with relief on 2 adjoining sides, left area of side a broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; side a: at the right a small part of a falcon oriented left sitting atop a 

box with concentric decoration; side b: falcon oriented right on top of box with concentric lines 

Associated with: fragment 606 

Attribution: Pylon E, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in room 201 



Comment: Corner block 1083+606 can probably be attributed to the back SW-corner of the eastern 

pylon tower (see chap. IV.1.1.6). The findspots (606 in the entrance, 1083 in room 201) speak for 

positioning it in the area of the entrance.  The block shows on one side the falcon on box oriented 

right, and on the other side the falcon on box oriented left to which belongs fragment 606. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1084 

 
Measurements: 35 x 28 x 74 cm 

Description: eroded cavetto cornice block with relief 

Description relief: sunken relief; in centre the upper arch of a cartouche topped with ostrich feathers, 

further ostrich feather of cartouche at the left margin; at the right a tiny part of a squatting figure 

oriented left with a portion of an ostrich feather and of the left part of a hemhem-crown 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in room 201, centre area 

Comment: Block 1084, despite the findspot in 201, is attributed to the upper layer of the decorated 

cavetto cornice at the narrow east side. See chap. IV.1.1.6 with note 428. See also Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1092 

 
Measurements: 18 x 34 x 28 cm 

Description: part of relief block, broken below and above, back side rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of upper body of a figure oriented right, wearing vest with scale 

pattern, at right margin a small part of the contour of the upper arm 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VII 

Findspot: in room 205, near west wall 

Comment: Block 1092, fallen into room 205, is attributed to figure East VII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1100 

   
Measurements: 26.2 x 30 x 21 cm 

Description: relief block, left upper corner broken; faint saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower parts of 2 cartouches resting on neb/nub-signs; in the left in 

Meroitic hieroglyphs: [Amanikha]reqerem; in the right in Egyptian hieroglyphs: Nebmaat[re] 
Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow east side, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in room 205  

Comment: The cartouches on block 110 are the middle motif of a sequence, see chap. IV.1.1.6. It has 

been removed from its dropping place to room 205. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1102 

     
Measurements: 36 x 49 x 36.3 cm 

Description: well preserved corner block with relief on one face (pylon front), guiding line on upper 

plane, on back side rest of plaster adhering (2 layers, 3-4 mm and 1 mm) (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; in right upper corner segment of a circular feature with undulating 

tail dropping 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow west side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1102 belongs to the NW-corner of pylon W and depicts part of the god’s crown – a 

sun-disk with overlaying snake. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1108 

 
Measurements: 35.6 x 42.7 x 69 cm 

Description: cavetto cornice block with relief, lower part mainly broken off; on upper plane hole for a 

dovetail (length 22 cm, width 5-8 cm) 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper parts of 2 cartouches topped with ostrich feathers and sun-disk; 

in the left in Egyptian hieroglyphs: [Nebmaat]re; in the right in Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented left: 

Amani[khareqerem]; at the left side the head contour of a ram-headed god with Double Feather Crown 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1108 shows part of the middle motif of a sequence with 2 cartouches and the 

squatting Amun. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1109 

   
Measurements: 35 x 52 x 30 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block (several fragments) 

Description relief: sunken relief; a hand with armlet of a figure oriented left, arm uplifted to the left 

upper corner, at the right margin the curved contour of the upper arm 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow west side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1109 depicts part of the god’s right arm holding the sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1110 

 
Measurements: 26 x 38 x 27 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block (several fragments), back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: raised interior relief; slightly radially running stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow west side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1110 depicts part of the deity’s shendjt-kilt. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum  

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1113 

 
Measurements: ?? x 45 x 70 cm 

Description: heavily eroded cavetto cornice block 

Description relief: not preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: area of NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Depending on the findspot around the NW-corner block 1113 must have belonged either to 

the decorated cavetto cornice of the front or of the narrow west side of pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1114 

 
Measurements: 37 x 38 x 71 cm 

Description: heavily eroded cavetto cornice block; indentation for a dovetail on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of 2 ostrich feathers with sun-disk (?); in the middle 

a tiny trace of a further ostrich feather; at the left margin the front contour of a Double Feather Crown 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, frieze cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1114 shows part of the middle motif of a sequence with the ostrich feathers 

decorating 2 cartouches and part of the crown of the squatting Amun to the left. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1116 

     
Measurements: 37.5 x 49.5 x 46 cm 

Description: corner block with horizontal and vertical torus and projecting star frieze, broken in 2 

parts, splintered and eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on one side (pylon front) 2 stars above incised horizontal line with 

plain space at the end 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1116 belongs to the NW-corner of pylon W. It seems that the star frieze on the 

narrow west side was not executed or is completely eroded. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1121 

    
Measurements: 23.7 x 34.7 x 31 cm 

Description: relief block with projecting s tar frieze, eroded and damaged, upper part missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; traces of 3 complete and 1 incomplete star above an irregular 

horizontal incised line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow west side, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VII  

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1123 

 
Measurements: 25 x 55.4 x 36 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block with projecting star frieze, small parts of wall face and horizontal 

torus preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 2 complete and 1 incomplete star 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, star frieze  

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VII 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1125 

 
Measurements: 20.2 x 30.2 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily eroded blockrest; surface to the left deeper and worn 

Description relief: sunken relief; to the right vertical relief of a staff 

Associated with: fragment 1215 

Attribution: Outer west wall, figures West VII, West VIII or West IX? 

Findspot:  



Comment: Block 1125+1215 shows part of the staff held in a deity’s hand. The block cannot be 

definitely attributed. It could have belonged to West VII, West VIII or West IX (cf. chap. III.3.1 

Discussion West VIII). 

Ref.:  

 

Block 1126 

 
Measurements: 25 x 43 x 21 cm 

Description: relief block, upper side obliquely eroded, on the upper plane indentation for next upper 

block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; back contour of figure oriented left, dress with chequered feather 

decoration 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1126 shows the mid-body of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1127 

 
Measurements: 11.5 x 28.8 x 20 cm 

Description: lower part of eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper contour of head, inside circular platelets, above the head a 

modius with stripes (uraei) and horizontal plate; 2 features emerging above with wavy trace on the 

right (horns) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block fragment 1127 shows part of the head clad in a cap with platelets; on the modius sits 

the crown which is mounted on flat ram’s horns. See chap. IV.1.2.7 with fig. 40. 

Ref.: Kuckertz & Lohwasser 2016, 98 f., fig. 51. 

 

Block 1128 

 
Measurements: 24.2 x 36 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily eroded part of relief block, broken in 2 fragments, lower part and upper right 

corner missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; hanging arm with decorated armlet, on the left a small part of upper 

body with armpit; vertical features in the upper left (suspender of dress?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1128 depicts part of upper body and arm hanging behind the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1129 

 
Measurements: 23 x 28 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in several fragments 



Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of the skirt decorated with wing feathers and uraeus 

with sun-disk oriented left; lower end of tasseled cord (with 3 tassels), on the left part of the 

ceremonial tail 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1129 shows part of the back of the king’s kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1131 

 
Measurements: 21 x 36.2 x 26 cm 

Description: upper part of eroded relief block, right side eroded; saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a rounded feature with scale pattern (shoulder), on the 

right an obliquely held hand with outstretched fingers, bulbous and patterned emblem in hand (pine-

cone with handle) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1131 depicts the front shoulder with the scale patterned dress and the hand of the 

king holding a ‘pine-cone’ emblem. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1132 

 
Measurements: 21.3 x 44.3 x 31 cm 

Description: relief block, upper right and surface eroded, back side rounded (column drum), faint saw 

line on upper plane  

Description relief: sunken relief; rounded feature (shoulder) of figure oriented left, decorated with 

oblique stripes and dots; faint traces of spheres and necklace in disturbed area on the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amesemi West V 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West IX-X 

Comment 1: Block 1132 depicts the front shoulder and beginning of arm, as well as traces of 

Amesemi’s jewellery. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

The block was found dislocated in the area below figures West IX and X and must have been 

transported there from its original dropping place. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1133 

 
Measurements: 33.4 x 41.7 x 63.7 cm 

Description: cavetto cornice block with relief, eroded and upper left corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper part of 3 palm leafs 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Outer west wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West X-XI 

Comment: Block 1133 is to be positioned left of block 1134. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1134 

 
Measurements: 35 x 50.3 x 72.4 cm 

Description: heavily eroded cavetto cornice block 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper part of 5 palm-leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West X-XI 

Comment: Block 1134 is to be positioned to the right of block 1133. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1136 

 
Measurements: 24 x 31 x 22 cm 

Description: slightly eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: raised interior relief; vertical band exhibiting parts of 3 differently shaped rosettes, 

bordered by 2 small vertical bands, on both sides rearing snakes with sun-disk on the head, as 

background 2 sorts of feather motifs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1136 depicts part of the king’s kilt with the apron decorated by rosettes. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1138 

 
Measurements: 26 x 28 x 32 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts, back side partially rounded 

(column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; contour of shoulder and back of a figure oriented right, irregular 

surface (scales?); at left margin a narrow deepened area (demarcating a crown band?), near lower 

margin a horizontal line (border of vest?) 

Associated with: fragment 1208 and probably fragment 1188 

Attribution:  

Findspot: Outer west wall, king West X 

Comment 1: If block 1138 is part of a higher block then the fragments 1188 and 1208 could belong to 

it. Otherwise block 1138+1208 is part of a single block showing the shoulder and back of the king clad 

in a scale-patterned dress together with items of jewellery. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum  

Ref.:  



Block 1139 

  
Measurements: 20 x 25 x 25 cm 

Description: relief block, heavily eroded and broken in several fragments 

Description relief: sunken relief; contour of hip of a figure oriented left, dress with chequered feather 

pattern, on the right part of the arm hanging behind 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1139 depicts the hip and a part of the arm of the goddess clad in a feathered dress. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1140 

 
Measurements: 10 x 16 x 15 cm 

Description: fragment from the right side of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; chequered feather decoration 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: The fragment 1140 shows part of the goddess’ dress. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1141 

 
Measurements: 11 x 13 x 9 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, right side and lower part broken off; back side rounded, saw line 

with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the contour of the kilt with feather deecoration, in front of 

it a cord with upper part of a tassel, at the upper margin trace of a loop; traces of red colour on kilt and 

tassel 

Associated with: fragments 1216+1265 

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1141+1216+1265 depicts part of the king’s kilt and the tasseled cord hangind in 

front of it. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1142 

 
Measurements: 24.5 x 41.7 x 30 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in two parts; back side rounded (column-drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left edge part of the upper arm of a figure turning left; to the 

right a vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, figures West VII or West VIII 

Findspot: Block found in a spoil of blocks in front of figures West IX-X which derived from various 

figures. 



Comment 1: Block 1142 shows the shoulder of a male (?) figure and the staff of a deity following. The 

block cannot be definitely attributed. It could have belonged to West VII or to West VIII (cf. chap. 

III.3.1 Description West VIII). 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

 

Block 1143 

 
Measurements: 21 x 31 x 14 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts; back side rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left part of the striped hair of a figure oriented left, on its upper 

part a semicircular plain segment, at the upper margin the undulating lines of a flat horn 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1143 depicts part of the wig of the ram-headed god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1146 

 
Measurements: 27.8 x 36.7 x 16 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; back part of a figure oriented left, striped kilt, ceremonial tail, girdle 

with decoration, upper body with scale patterns, on the right a smoothed area (arm) 

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Attribution:  

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1146 depicts part of Amun (-Apedemak) clad in shendjt-kilt, decorated girdle, 

ceremonial tail and scale patterned vest; on the right part of the arm hanging behind the body is 

visible. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1147 

 
Measurements: 28 x 42 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, broken several times, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of the body of a figure oriented left; striped kilt, 

scale-patterned vest, girdle; on the upper left an oblique structure (arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1147 depicts the front part of the deity’s body and part of the arm holding a was-

sceptre. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

 

Block 1148 

  



Measurements: 23.2 x 30.2 x 14 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged block, front face smoothed, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: ./ 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VI-VII 

Comment: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1149 

 
Measurements: 22.6 x 31.6 x 14 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, several times splintered, right upper corner missing; back side 

rounded (column drum), saw line with depression on upper plane; on front: numerous scratches and a 

Meroitic cursive inscription (see Rilly, chap. XIII). 

Description relief: sunken relief; near the left margin a vertical staff, with traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1149 depicts part of the staff held in front of the deity. If indeed a Meroitic 

inscription or secondary incisions are on the block, it must be positioned in a block layer reachable to 

apply such markings. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1151 

 
Measurements: 25 x 25 x 20 cm 

Description: small eroded relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; on the left the end of a wing with 3 differently shaped areas of 

feather décor, in the right upper corner 2 oblique ledges (body of snakes from the apron), background 

of chequered feather decoration  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1151 depicts part of the pointed kilt decorated with a falcon spreading his wings and 

an apron with 2 uraei at its sides. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1152 

 
Measurements: 20.2 x 28 x 30 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, indentation for next block layer on the upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right 2 vertical bands, bordered by narrow ledges; bands 

divided in several fields delimited by a curved horizontal ledge, 2 compartments with cross-hatched 

decoration 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Outer west wall, king VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1152 shows part of the Double Feather Crown on top of the king’s head. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1153 

 
Measurements: 24.4 x 36 x 18 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the contour of the mid-body of a figure oriented left, clad 

in dress with decoration of oblique stripes; behind on the left a hand hanging down and grasping 

something with angular grip, traces of armlet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1153 depicts part of Amesemi’s body and the hand grasping the gloves?/hands? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1154 

 
Measurements: 29 x 39 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken several times, lower part, left side and upper right corner 

broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; hanging lower arm, at the lower left corner an oblique contour, at the 

right a rectangular depression (crown band) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amesemi West V, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1154 depicts the back arm of the goddess hanging behind her body and on the right 

the lower end of a crown band of the king to her right. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1155 

 
Measurements: 50 x 43 x 25 cm 

Description: high relief block, eroded and damaged (5 parts); back side rounded (column drum), saw 

line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper body of a figure oriented left, dress with oblique stripes and 

fringes, knotted in the centre with left breast covered 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Bock 1155 depicts Amesemi’s mid-body who is clad in a striped robe. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1156 

   
Measurements: 50 x 43.7 x 29 cm 

Description: high relief block, 2 parts, damaged and eroded, lower left corner missing; back side 

rounded (column drum), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly bent arm with decorated armlet of a figure oriented left, 

shoulder covered by obliquely striped cloth with striped border, part of female breast projecting 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1156 depicts the front arm of Amesemi holding a sceptre, as well as her shoulder 

clad in a striped robe. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: Wildung 2006d, fig. on p.6 

 

Block 1157 

 
Measurements: 48 x 33 x 28 cm 

Description: high relief block, broken in 5 parts, left upper part broken off; back side partially rounded 

(column drum?), on upper plane an indentation for the next upper block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; near the right margin a vertical staff held by a hand with thumb and 2 

fingers visible, of figure oriented left; on the lower left a tiny part of a striped kilt and the ceremonial 

tail of a figure oriented left with arm hanging behind, traces of decorated armlet of upper arm 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV, goddess West V 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1157 depicts part of figure West IV (god? deified king?), as well as the sceptre 

held by Amesemi. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1158 

 
Measurements: 44.5 x 38 x 28 cm 

Description: high relief block (3 parts), eroded and damaged, surface splintered in parts; on upper 

plane an indentation for next block layer 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper body of a figure oriented left, wearing scale patterned vest, 

pectoral with squatting figure inside, decorated girdle and shendjt-kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1158 depicts part of figure West IV (god? deified king?). 

Ref.: 



Block 1160 

  
Measurements: 32.8 x 38.4 x 28 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, back side partly rounded (column drum?), double saw line 

with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; faint traces of a broad collar, part of dress with chequered 

pattern and suspender; a slightly elevated oblique area on the left (arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1160 depicts part of the goddess’ breast with usekh-collar and the garment with 

cheqeuered feather decoration and part of the arm stretched downwards. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1161 

 
Measurements: 29.6 x 49.8 x 36 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, back side rounded with plaster adhering (2 layers, 6mm and 1 

mm) (re-used column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; in the left upper corner a circular segment 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1161 depicts part of the goddess’ headgear, a large sun-disk. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1162 

 
Measurements: not notated 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, splintered and lower right corner broken, back part rounded 

(column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the lower left a circular segment 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1121 depicts part of the goddess’ headgear, a large sun-disk. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1165 

 



Measurements: 37 x 56.5 x 34 cm 

Description: eroded large relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; bent elbow of figure oriented right, on upper left an oblique line c. 

parallel to the contour of the arm 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1165 depicts the front, left, arm of the king, being crossed above by the right arm 

which is equally bent. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1166 

 
Measurements: 12.4 x 28 x 25 cm 

Description: part of relief block (2 fragments) with both sides (?) preserved, upper and lower plane 

broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff; at the lower margin a horizontal feature running to the 

left (part of hand?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West IX  

Comment: Block 1166 depicts part of a staff held by the deities. The block was found in the 

amassment in front of goddess West IX but cannot be attributed to her. It must, as other blocks at this 

place, be brought here. It may perhaps be attributed to either god West IV, West VII or West VIII 

where the hand area is missing. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1167 

 
Measurements: 14.6 x 28.7 x 20 cm 

Description: fragment of upper part of relief block, left side and lower part broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; near right margin a vertical line (column frame?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West X  

Comment: Fragment 1167 perhaps depicts the border of an inscription. As other blocks in the find area 

(1132, 1143, e.a.) are brought there from other places, the attribution of fragment 1167 remains 

unknown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1169 

   
Measurements: 10.3 x 30 x 25 cm 

Description: lower part of relief block, eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; clenched hand holding a (not preserved) staff of a figure oriented left, 

decorated armlet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Blockfragment 1169 shows the front hand of the goddess grasping the staff of her sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1170 

     
Measurements: 46.5 x 42.8 x 20 cm 

Description: 2 parts of a high relief block, eroded and damaged, upper part missing; back side in parts 

rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the upper left a sunken area with ireregular surface (scales?), at the 

left the lower part of the tasseled cord with 3 stages of tassels; near lower right corner the end of a 

thumb 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West II, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1170 depicts the thumb of Apedemak and the tasseled cord hanging from the 

standard he is holding. On the left a small part of the king’s uplifted arm is visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1171 

 
Measurements: 30 x 54 x 27 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded; on upper plane a secondary rubbed 

depression 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper part of a head oriented right: ear with suspender of ear ring, 

curved Amun horn around the ear, crown consisting of a broad cap, on it a modius with emerging flat 

ram’s horns; aband of petals around the cap, at its back a tiny part of a crown band; uraeus with sun-

disk at the front 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1171 depicts the head of the king wearing a composite crown and the curved Amun 

horn around the ear. 

Ref.: Grimal, Adly & Arnaudiès 2008, 268, fig. 52 (view in lapidarium) 

 

Block 1174 

 
Measurements: 57.3 x 46 x 26 cm 

Description: high relief block (3 parts), left upper corner missing; back side rounded and smoothed 

(column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper body and arm of a figure oriented left, nipple indicated; 

wearing a vest with scale-pattern and suspender, decorated girdle, shendjt-kilt, chain of cowry pearls 

with pectoral depicting 3 squatting figures, tiny trace of collar and wig at upper margin, decorated 

armlet on upper arm held in front 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  



Comment 1: Block 1174 depicts the upper body and part of the right arm of Apedemak. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1175 

 
Measurements: 28 x 52 x 23 cm 

Description: relief block, eroded and corners damaged, right lower corner missing; back side rounded 

with plaster adhering (column drum), saw line with depression on upper plane  

Description relief: sunken relief; neck and shoulder of a figure oriented left with snout of a lion, wig 

with 2 lappets, broad collar, suspender of vest 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1175 depicts part of the head and shoulder of Apedemak. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: Grimal, Adly & Arnaudiès 2008, 268, fig. 52 (in background; view in lapidarium) 

 

Block 1176 

 
Measurements: 27.4 x 43.4 x 39 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block with star frieze and horizontal torus, left side 

missing and torus broken in parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 stars above a horizontal line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West II-III  

Comment: According to their findspot, the blocks 1179 - 1176 - 1177 – 1178 were adjoining. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1177 

 
Measurements: 23 x 50.4 x 34 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block with star frieze and horizontal torus, lower and 

right side partially broken, upper part of torus eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 stars between horizontal lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, star frieze 

Findspot: Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West IV-V  

Comment: According to their findspot, the blocks 1179 - 1176 - 1177 – 1178 were adjoining. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1178 

 
Measurements: 28.2 x 54.5 x 43 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block with star frieze and horizontal torus, on upper 

plane a guiding line along the torus 



Description relief: sunken relief; faint traces of 3 stars 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West IV-V  

Comment: According to their findspot, the blocks 1179 - 1176 - 1177 – 1178 were adjoining. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1179 

 
Measurements: 28.2 x 46.7 x 43.5 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block with star frieze and horizontal torus, left side 

missing  

Description relief: sunken relief; traces of 4 stars between horizontal lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West II-III  

Comment: According to their findspot, the blocks 1179 - 1176 - 1177 – 1178 were adjoining. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1180 

 
Measurements: 24 x 26 x 16 cm 

Description: eroded relief block (2 parts); back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of shendjt-kilt with 2 areas of differently oriented stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1180 shows part of the god’s shendjt-kilt. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1181 

 
Measurements: 24 x 35 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 3 parts, corners damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; back part of striped kilt with ceremonial tail of figure oriented left; on 

the right a vertical thumb 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1181 shows part of the shendjt-kilt and the ceremonial tail of the god, as well as the 

thumb of the arm hanging behind the body. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1182 

   
Measurements: 18.6 x 37.2 x 26 cm 

Description: lower part of damaged and eroded relief block, upper half eroded 



Description relief: sunken relief; 2 vertical frames of a cartouche; inside in Egyptian hieroglyphs a 

sun-disk and below the head with feather of a Maat-figure 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West VIII (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1182 presumably shows the throne-name [Neb]maatre in Egyptian hieroglyphs. It is 

here attributed to West VIII (god? deified king?) although an integration in the royal figure West X 

cannot be excluded (cf. chap. III.3.1 Description West VIII and the detailed discussion in chap. IX.5 

Deified king). See also Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1184 

 
Measurements: 18 x 20 x 14 cm 

Description: right half of relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left an oblique sunken area (arm) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king X 

Findspot: somewhat more to the south than other fallen blocks of West X 

Comment: Fragment 1182 presumably depicts part of the left lower arm of the king, elevating his arms 

in adoration. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1185 

   
Measurements: 22 x 31 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; sunken area along the right margin; a vertical narrow relief feature in 

the centre; on the left an oblique contour with surface splintered off 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: On the left of block 1085 the back contour of the god is visible, followed by the band 

hanging at his back. On the right appears part of a pole of the chapel. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1186 

 
Measurements: 13 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: part of relief block, broken all around, back side rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical contour of a body, 2 lines delimiting a conical feature 

decreasing to the right (girdle), below 2 rows of pointed elevations (small feathers) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot: The block lying very far away from the west wall seems to have been removed from its 

dropping place. 

Comment: Block fragment 1186 shows the king’s belly with the girdle and some of the small feathers 

of the wings decorating the kilt. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1187 

 
Measurements: 19.8 x 27.6 x 19 cm 

Description: lower left corner of a relief block, eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; body contour with 4 rows of scales in the lower left corner, delimited 

above by a curved line; above it an area with differently oriented scales and a small triangular area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block fragment 1187 shows the king’s scale-patterned dress and presumably the elbow of 

the uplifted right arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1188 

 
Measurements: 13.3 x 37.4 x 29 cm 

Description: lower part of relief block, heavily eroded; back side rounded irregularly; deep oblique 

damage line 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of upper body with back contour on the left, several rows of 

scales; on the right a raised area bordered by a ledge with feather-like stripes (not identified) 

Associated with: probably 1138+1208 

Findspot: Outer west wall, king West X 

Comment: If block 1138 is part of a higher block then the fragments 1188 and 1208 could belong to it. 

Otherwise block 1138+1208 is part of a single block showing the shoulder and back of the king clad in 

a scale-patterned dress together with items of jewellery. Block 1188 alone shows part of the king’s 

upper body and perhaps traces of unidentified jewellery items (small Amun figure?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1189 

 
Measurements: 8 x 27 x 14 cm 

Description: half of a relief block 

Description relief: raised relief (?); vertical ledge on a well smoothed surface 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West III-IV 

Comment: The vertical feature on block 1189 may be part of a staff of the deities on the interior walls.   

Ref.: 

 

Block 1192 

 
Measurements: 25.3 x 37.2 x 29 cm 

Description: relief block of cavetto cornice, lower side left broken off; saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 4 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West III  

Comment:  

Ref.: 



Block 1194 

 
Measurements: 40.2 x 40.5 x 18 cm 

Description: high relief block, heavily damaged and broken in several parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly bent arm of a figure oriented left, pointing down, tiny traces 

of armlet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1194 depicts the front arm holding a sceptre (not preserved). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1195 

    
Measurements: 12 x 17 x 17 cm 

Description: heavily eroded fragment of relief block (2 parts), broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; a sunken relief band running from upper left to lower right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VI-VII  

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1196 

 
Measurements: 20 x 20.4 x 22 cm 

Description: small eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper part of 2 birds oriented left and staggered one behind the other, 

crowned with sun-disk 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1196 depicts part of Amesemi’s crown. 

Ref.: Wildung 2006d, fig. on p.6 

 

Block 1197 

   
Measurements: 19 x 13 x 13 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block rest, orientation unclear 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); several vertical and horizontal structures, one circular feature 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West V 

Comment: It is not clear whether block-rest 1197, being documented only by a sketch, is identical with 

fragment 20-NW (see there). 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1198 

 
Measurements: 17 x 21 x 12 cm 

Description: fragment of cavetto cornice (3 parts), broken on left 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 3 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West X-XI 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1199 

 
Measurements: 44.5 x 38 x 42 cm 

Description: high relief block, eroded and damaged, relief surface splintered in parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; along the right margin a sunken relief area (pole); on the left an 

undulating contour of a body 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: On the right of block 1199 the back pole of the chapel is visible and on the left the contour 

of the god’s back. 

Ref.: 
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Catalogue of Blocks 
Blocks 1201 to 1689, further fragments and related Butana-blocks 

 

Block 1201 

   
Measurements: 8 x 6 x 8 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, lower edge preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of head and ear of a was-animal oriented left; below beginning 

of the staff and 2 further ledges above the head and beside the staff (of ankh-sign?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1201 presumably depicts a part of the was-sceptre of the emblems Khonsu is 

holding. Perhaps an ankh-sign was added (cf. Gamer-Wallert 1983, 149 f.). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1202 

   
Measurements: 5 x 7 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around, insect hole; orientation unclear 

Description relief: sunken relief; rest of an inscription?: half of an eye at the left margin, triangular 

depression above, horizontal bar at right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West XI 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1203 

   
Measurements: 6.5 x 6 x 7 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); on one side a vertical? slightly bulging relief feature,  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI? 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West XI 

Comment: Fragment 1203 may belong to one of the poles of the chapel, perhaps the back one 

indicated by the findspot. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1204 

    
Measurements: 7 x 8.5 x 5 cm 

Description: small relieffragment, broken all around 

Description relief: interior raised relief; 2 vertical ledges and several others departing from them 

obliquely 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West XI 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1205 

   
Measurements: 7.5 x 10 x 10 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around, orientation unclear 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); 3 horizontal lines with raised ledges inbetween with pearl-

like decoration, above (?) a raised area with vertical stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1205 may depict part of a collar or other jewellery of the god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1208 

   
Measurements: 6 x 20 x 9 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 rows of scales, on the left a circular feature (sphere) of the 

necklace of large spheres, at the upper margin a small row of pointed elevations (of broad necklace?) 

Associated with: block 1138 and probably fragment 1188 

Findspot: Outer west wall, king West X 

Comment: If block 1138 is part of a higher block then the fragments 1188 and 1208 could belong to it. 

Otherwise block 1138+1208 is part of a single block showing the shoulder and back of the king clad in 

a scale-patterned dress together with items of jewellery. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1209 

    
Measurements: 5 x 7 x 8 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 ledges with intermediate area with irregular traces 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX? (?) 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VII-IX 

Comment: Fragment 1209 may be part of a feather garment, perhaps of the goddess West IX. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1211 

   
Measurements: c. 10 x 12 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around, right side preserved, other sides broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left side an oblique contour delimiting a striped area (ear of 

was-animal), a pointed oval feature above a curved line (so-called ‘small’ ear at the curve of the staff) 



Associated with: fragment 1587 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1587+1211, depicting the upper part of the was-sceptre, is part of a corner block of 

the NW-corner of pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1214 

   
Measurements: c. 3 x 9 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, parts of original edges preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); several thin vertical lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII (?) 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VII 

Comment: Fragment 1214 may have belonged to the wig of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1215 

    
Measurements: c. 9 x 18 cm 

Description: fragment from the block’s right upper side; surface eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of vertical staff 

Associated with: block 1125 1215 

Attribution: Outer west wall, figures West VII, West VIII or West IX? 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1125+1215 shows part of the staff held in a deity’s hand. The block cannot be 

definitely attributed. It could have belonged to West VII, West VIII or West IX (cf. chap. III.3.1 

Discussion West VIII). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1216 

   
Measurements: c. 7 x 7.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left an oblique area with fine stripes parallel to the contour 

(tassel) 

Associated with: fragments 1141+1265 

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1141+1216+1265 depicts part of the king’s kilt and of the tasseled cord hanging in 

front of it. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1218 

   
Measurements: c. 9 x 12 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; a sunken area along one margin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not notated 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 



Block 1219 

 
Measurements: 30 x 49.8 x 36 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts; back side irregularly rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; circular segment with double contour (disk and snake) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1219 depicts part of the deity’s headgear, a sun-disk with overlaying uraeus. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1220 

 
Measurements: 22.8 x 36.7 x 30 cm 

Description: eroded relief block with projecting star frieze and part of wall face, damaged, torus 

broken off (?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; traces of 3 complete and 1 incomplete star above a horizontal incised 

line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, star frieze 

Findspot:  

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1223 

 
Measurements: 37 x 68 x 41 cm 

Description: quadrangular corner block with inscription, corners damaged; faint saw line on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 columns with inscription in Meroitic hieroglyphs, oriented left; in 

the right column a cartouche with the name Amanakhareqerema 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1223 depicts two of presumably three columns of the inscription for the deity. See 

Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2012, 23, fig. 10 

 

Block 1224 

 
Measurements: 30.8 x 21.7 x 17 cm 

Description: half of a cylindrical fragment, broader in its upper part, broken above and below 



Description relief: raised relief; a band around the cylinder framed by ledges, decorated by a winged 

sun-disk with uraei bordering a small area with vertical stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: re-used block 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1224 once belonged to a monumental statue standing presumably in front of 

another older building. It was part of the statue’s right arm (see chap. VII.3 with fig. 106 and the other 

blocks pertaining to the statue, i.e. 66, 68 and 244). 

Ref.: Wildung 2006d, fig. on p. 6; Kuckertz & Lohwasser 2016, 122 f., fig. 67; Wildung 2018, 143-

151, esp.145, Dok. 51. 

 

Block 1225 

 
Measurements: 46.3 x 43.4 x 32 cm 

Description: high relief block, eroded and damaged; back side rounded (column drum), on upper plane 

an indentation for the next block layer; several secondary rubbed oval and round depressions on the 

upper plane  

Description relief: sunken relief; hip and thigh of a figure oriented right; chequered pattern of the 

dress, part of a wing with large wing feathers running across the body, traces of red colour on the 

feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1225 depicts part of the goddess lower body and of the winged arm stretched 

downwards. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1226 

 
Measurements: 28 x 25 x 25 cm 

Description: part of relief block, left side broken off, upper left part eroded  

Description relief: sunken relief; circular segment, in it in raised interior relief the upper part of an 

ostrich feather, the tip bent to the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1226 depicts the upper left part of the goddess’ headgear of sun-disk with 

inscribed maat-feather. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1227 

 
Measurements: 30 x 41 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, back side rounded (column drum) 



Description relief: sunken relief; part of a circular segment, inside it in raised interior relief the lower 

part of an ostrich feather, below it the curved contour of a head 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1227 depicts a tiny part of the goddess head and the lower part of her headgear, a 

sun-disk with inscribed maat-feather. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1228 

 
Measurements: 21.8 x 20.5 x 35 cm 

Description: heavily eroded fragment of relief block with projecting star frieze and part of wall face 

Description relief: sunken relief; faint traces of 2 stars above horizontal line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, star frieze 

Comment: The block to which fragment 1228 belonged presumably had a horizontal torus which is 

now broken off. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1230 

   
Measurements: 9 x 19 x 21 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely delimited sunken area on the left, inside it a curved small 

ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: On fragment 1230 presumably part of the deity’s neck is depicted with the lower rim of the 

cap. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1231 

   
Measurements: 11 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged fragment of relief block, right side broken off, back side 

rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the lower left a small triangular relief part with several rows of 

scales (sketch only) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: The scales are part of the king’s scale-patterned dress. On fragment 1231 perhaps the 

contours of the uplifted arms are depicted. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1232 

 
Measurements: 25 x 32.5 x 27 cm 

Description: relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right a scale-patterned dress with tassels at the lower end, thin 

ceremonial tail (with traces of red colour), of figure oriented right, at top the horizontal termination of 

a further garment 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1232 depicts part of the king’s scale-patterned dress and a tiny part of the kilt worn 

over it, as well as the ceremonial tail. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1233 

 
Measurements: 25 x 40.2 x 25 cm 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block, lower left corner missing, saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower body of a figure oriented left, dress with chequered feather 

pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1233 depicts part of the goddess clad in a feather garment. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1235 

 
Measurements: 24.4 x 21.6 x 18 cm 

Description: 2 parts of a block, upper plane and right side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right parts of wing feathers (2 stages) along the contour of a 

body 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, figure West XII (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1235 most probably denotes part of a dress of a goddess with feathers clinging 

around the body; it belongs most probably to West XII behind the chapel of Khonsu. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1236 

 
Measurements: 26 x 29 x 18 cm 

Description: left half of eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 incised horizontal lines delimiting the 3-partite basezone, traces of 

red colour on it; in the upper right corner a short vertical sunken line (of pole?) 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: On the baseline below Khonsu perhaps part of the back pole of the chapel is visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1237 

 
Measurements: 27.6 x 30 x 38 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular damaged relief block; saw-line with depression on upper plane; surface 

of front in the upper left corner broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; mid-body of a male oriented left with bare breast, girdle with sun-

disk, shendjt-kilt and ceremonial tail; small part of back arm on the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1237 shows the mid-body of a male figure to be identified either as god or as deified 

king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1238 

 
Measurements: 27 x 21.6 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in minimum 5 fragments, orientation unclear 

Description relief: sunken relief; large detailed lotus blossom 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West XI 

Comment: The lotus blossom momentarily can not be positioned. Several possibilities are discussed in 

chap. IV.1.2.8. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1240 

   
Measurements: 22 x 27 x 29 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block, back part rounded (column-drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; traces of 3 columns of inscription in Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented 

left; in the middle column the cartouche of Amanakhareqerema; in the left (3.) column: [p]write 

ntk[e... 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: The attribution of block 1240 with the inscription is unclear. It may belong to the goddess 

West IX which is done here, but could also belong to West VIII (cf. chap. III.3.1 Description West 

VIII and the discussion in chap. IX.5 Deified king). See also Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1241 

 
Measurements: 20 x 37 x 23 cm 

Description: relief block, below obliquely eroded; saw-line with depression on upper plane; on the 

front face 2 shallow vertical gouges 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff with reddish colour traces 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1241 shows part of the staff held in the hand of a deity. It is here attributed to West 

VIII (god? deified king?), but may also belong to West IX (cf. chap. III.3.1 Description West VIII). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1242 

 
Measurements: 23 x 21.4 x 16 cm 

Description: part of relief block, lower and left? side broken off, orientation unclear 

Description relief: sunken relief; along the right? margin a slightly bulging band; in the centre of the 

block a narrow conical structure 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot: in front of west wall, between West X and XI 

Comment: Block 1242 shows part of a pole of the chapel. The exact position could not be ascertained. 

For the triangular narrow depression in the middle several possibilities may be valid (see chap. III.3.1 

with note 165). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1243 

 
Measurements: 22.2 x 33 x 23 cm 

Description: damaged eroded relief block, upper side obliquely broken  

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a body contour with garment in chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1243 depicts the lower back part of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1245 

 
Measurements: 25 x 31 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block (broken in 2 parts), double saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; at the upper margin a row of fringes/tassels with parts of uraei 

(skirt decoration), on the left the lower ends of 2 tassels (tasseled cord); in the centre upon the scale-

patterned dress the frontal head of a lion 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1245 depicts parts of the king’s elaborate garments with the apron ending in a lion-

head, the tasselled cord, the scale-patterned dress and the kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1246 

 
Measurements: 25 x 34 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block (5 fragments) 

Description relief: sunken relief; body contour with scale pattern with a horizontal line below, at the 

upper margin a horizontal border with feather pattern and trace of a uraeus above (of kilt), in front of 

the body the lower ends of 2 tassels 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1246 depicts parts of the king’s elaborate garments with the tasselled cord, the scale-

patterned dress and the kilt decorated with feather pattern and uraei. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1247 

 
Measurements: 23 x 32 x 19 cm 

Description: damaged block with smoothed front, possibly an incised Meroitic graffito 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West X 

Comment: The graffito is discussed by Cl. Rilly. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1248 

 
Measurements: 11 x 25 x 16 cm 

Description: lower part of a heavily eroded block (2 fragments)  

Description relief: sunken relief; near left margin a vertical staff, on the right part of the dress with 

crossing feather stripes and fringed border 

Associated with: perhaps fragment 1249 

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block rest 1248 depicts part of the deity’s feather dress and the staff he is holding. It is not 

clear whether the fragments 1248 and 1249 belonged to a single block which would then be as high as 

the neighbouring block 1199. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1249 

 
Measurements: 23.6 x 14.9 x 23 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 



Description relief: sunken relief; slightly curved contour line running vertically (body contour); at 

upper half of the block a broad elevated area running horizontally (arm?) with a vertical seam of 

fringes on it; smoothed surface in lower part of the block 

Associated with: perhaps fragment 1248 

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: The traces on block 1249 are difficult to interpret and are only tentative. It presumably 

shows part of the horizontally stretched arm coming out of the garment and grasping the emblems, as 

well as the other arm with perhaps outstretched fingers (see the discussion in chap. III.3.1).  

It is not clear whether the fragments 1248 and 1249 belonged to a single block which would then be as 

high as the neighbouring block 1199. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1250 

 
Measurements: 11.8 x 30.2 x 23 cm 

Description: fragment from upper part of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the upper margin the left end of a flat, striped ram’s horn, in lower 

left corner a tiny part of the head contour, in the centre a circular feature (sun-disk of uraeus) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1250 shows parts of head and crown of the deity. 

Ref.: Wildung 2006d, fig. on p.6 

 

Block 1253 

 
Measurements: 23 x 39 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, back side in parts rounded (column drum?); on front: 

traces of Meroitic cursive inscription (see Rilly, chap. XIII). 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff with traces of reddish colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1253 depicts the staff of the was-sceptre held in the deity’s hand. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1254 

 
Measurements: 23 x 35 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the front of a pointed kilt with lion-head at its tip oriented 

right, kilt line surrounded by several, i.a. broken, ledges; decoration with feather décor and uraeus 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1254 depicts the pointed kilt with the apron lying over it which terminates in a lion-

head. 

Ref.: Wildung 2006d, fig. on p.6; Kuckertz 2018, 132 f., fig. 12 

 

 



Block 1255 

 
Measurements: 23 x 28 x 20 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; above right a chequered pattern with the upper part of a uraeus 

with sun-disk near the upper right corner, below on the left a horizontal border of 5 stripes, smoothed 

area below with rounded feature (head of a bird?), near the right lower corner a short vertical ledge 

(tasseled cord) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Although the stone surface is disturbed several features of the king’s garments can be 

discerned on block 1255 (the elaborate kilt with feather pattern, the priestly panel worn below and the 

tasseled cord, see the discussion on the different items in chap. V.1.1.2). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1256 

 
Measurements: 23 x 24.8 x 18 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, upper part nearly destroyed, lower right corner missing; back 

side rounded 

Description relief: raised interior relief; at about one third a horizontal ledge (lower end of kilt), above 

it 5 nearly vertical stripes (tail feathers of falcon decoration?); below the border of the kilt rectangular 

fields with decoration (squatting goddess upon neb-sign); in the centre several raised stripes (tasseled 

cord with loop) 

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Although the stone surface is disturbed several features of the king’s garments can be 

discerned on block 1256 (the elaborate kilt decorated with a falcon spreading his wings, the robe with 

a decoration of maat-figures on neb-signs and the tasseled cord, see the discussion on the different 

items in chap. V.1.1.2). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1257 

 
Measurements: 23 x 37 x 24 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, on upper plane an indentation for the next block layer, 

saw line with depression in it 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 hands/gloves hanging down, held together by a knob; at the right 

margin an oblique contour with ceremonial tail of a figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1257 depicts the emblem (hands/gloves) held in the back hand of Amesemi and a 

tiny part of the next figure, the king. 

Ref.: Wildung 2006d, fig. on p.6 

 

Block 1258 

 



Measurements: 24.3 x 31.8 x 23 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, slight damages 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 areas of differently running oblique stripes, divided in the 

centre by 2 vertical ledges, partly incised (seam of robe), cloth pattern consists of 3 simple lines 

alternating with a dotted stripe; traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1258 depicts part of the goddess’ characteristic robe. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1260 

 
Measurements: 28.6 x 32.8 x 21 cm 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block; saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left margin a small part of a hand of a figure oriented left 

holding an ankh; in the centre a vertical staff with 2 fingers at the upper margin holding it, traces of 

red colour on the staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1260 depicts parts of the figures West IV and West V oriented left. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1261 

 
Measurements: 23 x 33 x 21 cm 

Description: relief block, broken in 2 parts, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right a clenched hand with decorated armlet hanging down and 

grasping an ankh; on the left the shendjt-kilt with 2 areas of differently oriented stripes; ceremonial tail 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1261 shows the mid-body and the hand hanging behind of figure West IV (god? 

deified king?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1262 

 
Measurements: 24 x 25 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, left part broken off 

Description relief: raised interior relief; oblique stripes of shendjt-skirt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1262 depicts part of the shendjt-skirt of West IV (god? deified king?). 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1263 

 
Measurements: c. 4 x 11.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around, orientation unclear 

Description relief: raised relief (?); a narrow vertical/rectangular? raised field 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West X-XI 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1264 

 
Measurement: 10 x 18 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around, surface in parts broken off 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); multiple vertical stripes (of wig?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VII-VIII 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1265 

 
Measurements: c. 30 x 20 cm 

Description: 2 fragments of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower end of tasseled cord: 2 tassels hanging below a single tassel 

Associated with: fragments 1141+1216 

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1141+1216+1265 depicts part of the king’s kilt and the tasseled cord hanging in 

front of it. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1266 

   
Measurements: 10 x 10 x 8 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around, orientation unclear 

Description relief: raised relief (?); in the middle a raised ledge beside a sunken area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1267 

   
Measurements: c. 4 x 6 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 vertical (?) ledges of different width 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X (?) 



Findspot:  

Comment:  According to the findspot fragment 1267 may belong to the king’s figure West X. It 

perhaps depicts part of the tasseled cord (right) and the feather decoration of the kilt (left) and then 

would be positioned somewhere above block 1141+1216+1265. The definite attribution and 

identification, however, was not established. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1270 

 
Measurements: 25 x 35 x 21 cm 

Description: damaged relief block (3 parts), surface splintered in parts, saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of back side of figure oriented right, ceremonial tail hanging at 

the back, garments with narrow (below) and broader stripes (above) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1270 depicts the king’s under-dress with a small part of the fringed scale-patterned 

garment, as well as the ceremonial tail. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1271 

 
Measurements: 25 x 34 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded and slightly damaged relief block (3 parts), saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; area with narrow (below) and broader stripes (above) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1271 depicts the king’s under-dress with a small part of the fringed scale-patterned 

garment. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1272 

 
Measurements: 25 x 32 x 19 cm 

Description: damaged relief block (minimum 4 fragments), saw line with depression on upper plane, 

back side rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; front of body with dress with narrow (below) and broader stripes 

(above) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1272 depicts part of the king’s front with the under-dress with a small part of the 

fringed scale-patterned garment. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1274 

 
Measurements: 23 x 34 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of the heel of a figure oriented right, wearing a 

decorated sandal (outstretched wing) and an anklet; tip of ceremonial tail to the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1274 shows parts of the king’s sandalled back foot and of the ceremonial tail. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1275 

 
Measurements: 24 x 28 x 24 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, saw line with 2 depressions on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the upper margin a row of vertical stripes/pleats; below the middle 

part of a foot oriented right, wearing a sandal, the heel decorated with wings, the vertical strap with 

winged sun-disk, an oblique band running across the toes, 2 uraei  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1275 below the seam of the under-dress depicts the sandalled back foot of the king 

(on the foot wear cf. chap. V.1.1.1). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1276 

 
Measurements: 23 x 32 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged with corners broken off, saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the upper margin a row of vertical stripes/pleats; below on the left 

the tip of the great toe, on the right the heel and ankle of the front foot of a figure oriented right, faint 

traces of the sandal-décor 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1276 below the seam of the under-dress depicts the toe of the back foot and the rear 

part of the front foot of the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1277 

 
Measurements: 23 x 37 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, back side rounded, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; front part of a foot oriented left; sandal with decorated back strap, 

faint traces of 2 uraei 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1277 depicts part of the sandalled front foot of the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1278 

 
Measurements: 23 x 27 x 23 cm 

Description: nearly quadrangular relief block, left side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; broad vertical relief band with rounded contours, at the right lower 

corner a small rectangular sunken field 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1278 depicts part of the front pole of the chapel and a tiny part of the pedestal on 

which the god is standing. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1279 

 
Measurements: 26 x 31 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1279 shows the baselines below the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1280 

 
Measurements: 26 x 41 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1280 shows the baselines below the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1281 

 
Measurements: 27 x 30 x 20 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block (minimum4 fragments) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1281 shows the baselines below the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1282 

 
Measurements: c. 28 x 30 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, several fragments, back side rounded, lower left part 

broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the basezone, inscluding the upper line, lower 

band incomplete 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West X 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1282 shows the baselines below the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1283 

 
Measurements: 24 x 30 x 24 cm 

Description: relief block, heavily eroded in its lower part 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1283 shows the baselines below the chapel of Khonsu. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1284 

 
Measurements: not notated 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, an indentation for the next block layer on the 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the basezone, inscluding the upper line, at the 

upper right corner a small rectangular sunken area (pedestal) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1284 shows the baselines below the chapel of Khonsu. At the right a tiny part of the 

back side of the god’s pedestal is visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1285 

a  b 

Measurements: 23 x 37 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block (a) with fragment broken off (b); back side rounded 



Description relief: sunken relief; rectangular field along the lower margin, decorated with ankh and 

was-signs, above it the heel of a figure oriented left, with chequered feather decoration 

Associated with: fragment 1285b 

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1285 depicts part of the foot of Khonsu wrapped in cloth with feather decoration and 

standing on a pedestal decorated with hieroglyphic signs. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1289 

 
Measurements: 25 x 27 x 24 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts; 2 vertical scratches (intentional?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right the body area of a figure oriented left, clad in dress with 

chequered feather decoration 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1289 depicts part of the goddess, the leg area with the knee. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1290 

 
Measurements: 27 x 29 x 33 cm 

Description: part of relief block, damaged and broken in 2 parts, left side obliquely eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a vertical staff, on the right part of an arm with decorated 

armlet, stretched to down left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot: no findspot notated 

Comment: Block 1290 depicts part of the arm holding the staff of a sceptre. 

No findspot was notated but, assuming the west side, the only possible position seems to be at West 

VII. This, however, is not without problems as the block does not fit well into an even block layer,  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1291 

 
Measurements: 23 x 34 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block (2 parts), faint saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a body contour with cloth in chequered feather pattern, 

elevated part of lower leg, on it a Leiterband decoration at the ankle 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1291 depicts part of the leg of the god wrapped in cloth, as well as part of the cloth 

held in front of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1292 

   
Measurements: 24 x 34 x 31 cm 

Description: eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); 3 very faint horizontal lines (baselines?) in upper half 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1292 seems to belong to the baselines below the winged goddess West I. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1293 

 
Measurements: 29 x 29 x 20 cm 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, indentation for next block layer on 

the upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of the 3 plant bundles of the hemhem crown, winged sun or 

winged scarab lying over them, parts of 2 sun-disks at the top of the bundles, on the left an ostrich 

feather 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1293 depicts part of the god’s hemhem crown. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1294 

 
Measurements: 24 x 23 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; near the left margin a vertical staff with traces of red colour  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1294 depicts part of Amesemi’s sceptre. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1295 

 
Measurements: 24 x 40 x 23 cm 

Description: relief block, back side roughly rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of a body clad in obliquely striped cloth 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1295 shows part of the front of Amesemi who is clad in her characteristic robe. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1296 

 
Measurements: 23 x 32 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; back contour of body clad in striped cloth (alternating 3 lines + 

dotted band), oblique stripes running in different directions, meeting at 2 vertical ledges (seam) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1296 depicts the mid-body of the goddess clad in a robe with characteristic stripes, 

the vertical seams of the cloth are visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1297  

 
Measurements: 22 x 30 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded block with smoothed front surface, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area West IV-V 

Comment: Block 1297 with smoothed front must be positioned somewhere between figures West IV 

and West V. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1298 

 
Measurements: 24 x 36 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in several fragments, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the front contour of a body clad in striped cloth 

(alternating 3 lines + dotted band), oblique stripes running in different directions, meeting at 2 vertical 

ledges (seam) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1298 shows part of the goddess with robe with characteristic stripes. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1299 

 
Measurements: 24 x 34 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in 3 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief, on the left the back contour of a body clad in obliquely striped cloth 

(alternating 3 lines + dotted band) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1299 shows part of the goddess with robe in characteristic stripes. Ref.: 



Block 1300 

 
Measurements: 23 x 31 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts, saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right an oblique area with rectangular decorated fields (maat 

figure on neb) and part of a ceremonial tail of figure oriented right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1300 depicts part of the back side of the king clad in a robe decorated with a pattern 

of maat-figure and neb. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1302 

 
Measurements: 24 x 27 x 17 cm 

Description: eroded block with smoothed front surface, faint saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area West IV-V 

Comment: Block 1302 with smoothed front must be positioned somewhere between figures West IV 

and West V. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1303 

 
Measurements: 25 x 38 x 23 cm 

Description: relief block, slightly damaged; saw line with depression on the lower plane (sic!) 

Description relief: sunken relief; front contour of body clad in striped cloth (alternating 3 lines + 

dotted band), oblique stripes running in different directions meeting at 2 vertical ledges (seam) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1303 depicts the mid-body of the goddess clad in a robe with characteristic stripes, 

the vertical seams of the cloth are visible. 

Unknown is whether on the upper side a further saw line was visible. In this case it would resemble 

block 477. Assumed was there that the block was either re-used or that it had changed direction during 

the building process at Naga 200. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1304 

 
Measurements: 24 x 37 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 4 fragments 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a part of the dress of obliquely striped cloth (alternating 3 

lines + dotted band) 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1304 depicts part of the back side of the goddess clad in a robe with characteristic 

stripes. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1305 

 
Measurements: 24 x 35 x 19 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, lower left corner broken off, saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left part of shendjt kilt, ceremonial tail and leg of a figure 

oriented left, on the right the lower part of ankh-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1305 depicts part of the kilt and the ankh held in the back arm of West IV, either a 

god or the deified king. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1306 

 
Measurements: 23 x 31 x 23 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, right side heavily eroded, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the contour of the calf with ceremonial tail (traces of red 

colour) of a figure oriented left; on the right a vertical depression (of staff) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV, Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1306 depicts parts of the back leg with ceremonial tail of West IV and of the staff 

held in Amesemi’s hand. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1307 

 
Measurements: 25 x 35 x 23 cm 

Description: Block with smoothed front face, back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VII-IX 

Comment 1: Block 1307 with plain smoothed front presumably is to be positioned left of 1308. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1308 

 
Measurements: 26 x 28 x 22 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 3 fragments, lower right corner missing, faint saw line 

with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a body oriented left, clad in a dress with chequered feather 

pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1308 depicts the lower front part of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1310 

 
Measurements: 27 x 30 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1310 depicts part of the base lines below the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1312 

 
Measurements: 24 x 35 x 26 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, surface splintered, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the conical structure of a leg 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1312 depicts part of the lower leg of the deity’s back leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1313 

 
Measurements: 24 x 27 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, lower right corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; garment of a figure oriented right: on the left a part of the ceremonial 

tail, dress with pattern of rectangular fields with maat-figure on neb-sign; part of the end of the 

tasseled cord on the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1213 shows parts of the king’s dress, ceremonial tail and tasseled cord. 

Ref 



Block 1314 

 
Measurements: c. 38 x 42 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts, back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; back part of a head oriented left, bulbous wig/hair with fine strands, 

traces of collar on shoulder 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1314 depicts part of the deity’s head and shoulder. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 132, fig. 10 left 

 

Block 1315 

 
Measurements: 21 x 28 x 25 cm 

Description: small relief block, lower part missing, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left the contour of a body with decoration of large feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block rest 1315 depicts part of the feathers encircling the body of Khonsu. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1316 

   
Measurements: 12 x 30 x 20 cm 

Description: small part of a relief block; surface eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a vertical column border with traces of indistinct 

hieroglyphic signs (?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West VIII (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: If really denoting part of an inscription block 1316 may belong either to West VIII, where 

it is here attributed, or to West IX. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1317 

   
Measurements: 18 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block, broken in 3 parts; relief face only marginally preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 6 oblique lines and part of a curved line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1317 shows part of the shendjt-kilt of either West VII, where it is integrated in the 

reconstruction, or West VIII (cf. chap. III.3.1 Discussion West VIII). 

Ref.: 



Block 1318 

 
Measurements: 26 x 32 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block (2 fragments) 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part of shendjt-kilt and part of legs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1318 depicts parts of the kilt and the legs of the figure who is oriented left. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1319 

  
Measurements: 23 x 32 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the knee of figure oriented left, on the left a tiny part of 

the other leg; at upper margin part of tab of a shendjt-kilt, traces of red colour on the legs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1319 depicts parts of the figure’s legs and skirt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1320 

   
Measurements: 23 x 36 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; in the middle a vertical column with Meroitic hieroglyphs (xs and 

word divider), on the left a plain field (further column?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1320 depicts part of the inscription of West VII, presumably originally composed of 

3 columns. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1321 

 
Measurements: 23 x 19 x 21 cm 

Description: narrow eroded block, broken in 2 parts, lower right corner missing; faint saw line with 

depression on upper plane  

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the border of a kilt and part of the ceremonial tail; to the 

right the lower part of an ankh-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West VIII (?) 

Findspot:  



Comment: Block 1321 cannot definitely be attributed. It shows the kilt and ankh of a male figure 

oriented left. It belongs either to West VII or to West VIII, where it is here integrated (cf. chap. III.3.1 

Description West VIII). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1322 

 
Measurements: 23 x 28 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily weathered block, broken in 2 parts; surface nearly completely eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right side perhaps part of an obliquely held upper arm (?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West VIII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1322 may depict part of an arm held in advance to grasp a staff. It is here attributed 

to West VIII, but could also belong to West IX (cf. chap. III.3.1 Description West VIII). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1323 

   
Measurements: c. 9.5 x 16.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; lower part of a shendjt-kilt with looped stripes, the horizontal 

border and a vertical part to the right (of ceremonial tail?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, figures West VII or West VIII (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: The findspot of fragment 1323 speaks for attributing it to West VII (problematic), but West 

VIII is not excluded (cf. chap. III.3.1 Description West VIII). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1325 

 
Measurements: c. 25 x 16 cm 

Description: 2 fragments of relief block, left edge preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; along the left margin a vertical staff with traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 1325 depict part of the was-staff held in the figure’s hand. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1327 

 
Measurements: 25 x 31 x 19 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular eroded relief block, broken in several fragments, saw line with depression 

on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; near the left margin a narrow oblique area with faint stripes 

(ceremonial tail), in the centre a vertical staff 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: On the left side of block 1327 the ceremonial tail of West IV (god? deified king?) is visible 

and on the right a part of the scepter held by Amesemi. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1328 

 
Measurements: 25 x 31 x 25 cm 

Description: relief block, lower corners broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; a broad vertical feature with rounded contours 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1328 depicts part of the front pole of the chapel. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1329 

 
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 24 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, damages at upper right and lower left corner 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a vertical staff, on the right a sunken area with chequered 

feather pattern and fringes along the border 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1329 depicts part of the robe of Khonsu and of the staff held in his hands. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1330 

 
Measurements: 26 x 32 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, lower right corner broken, faint saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; left half with chequered feather pattern, on the right half parts 

of 2 crossing wings with large feathers  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1330 depicts part of the robe of Khonsu and of the wings encircling him. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1331 

 
Measurements: 23 x 28 x 22 cm 

Description: slightly damaged relief block, a faint vertical groove rubbed on the front 

Description relief: sunken relief; broad vertical feature with rounded contours 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1331 depicts part of the back pole of the chapel. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1333 

 
Measurements: 24 x 30 x 24 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, lower right corner missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a broad vertical feature with rounded contours, at the right 

a vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1333 depicts parts of the front pole of the chapel and of the staff held in Khonsu’s 

hands. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1334 

 
Measurements: 24 x 32 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, 3 fragments 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right a sunken area with chequered feather pattern with fringes 

at its border, delimited below horizontally 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1334 depicts part of the lower end of the cloth in which the deity is wrapped. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1335 

 
Measurements: 41 x 37 x 29 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts, back side rounded (column drum), faint 

saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; back part of a shendjt-kilt of a figure oriented left, ceremonial tail, 

parts of the figure’s leg, on the right half of an ankh-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1335 depicts part of the god’s kilt with ceremonial tail, as well as of the ankh held 

in the back hand. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1336 

   
Measurements: 26 x 53 x 39 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular corner block with relief and vertical torus, upper part and a side 

(partially) missing, lesenes in part eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the side oriented to the west: clenched fist hanging down, 

decorated armlet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1336 belongs to the SW-corner of pylon W and depicts the back hand of the deity 

holding an ankh-sign. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1337 

 
Measurements: 24 x 32 x 22 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the baselines, on the left a very faint short 

vertical line above the uppermost band 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1337 depicts the baselines below the god and on the left the beginning of the front 

pole of the chapel. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1338 

 
Measurements: 23 x 27 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, left side mainly broken off, minimum 2 fragments 

Description relief: sunken relief; below: 3 steps of a pedestal decorated with ankh, neb and was, on the 

upper step on the right the great toe of the deity; above: on the left the lower end of a was-sceptre 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1338 depicts parts of the pedestal on which Khonsu is standing and of the was-

sceptre he is holding. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1339 

 
Measurements: 25 x 26 x 19 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular relief block, eroded and damaged, saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the lower part a band decorated with ankh, neb and was; above it 

the outline of a foot oriented left with chequered feather pattern 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1339 depicts parts of the pedestal on which Khonsu is standing and his foot clad in 

cloth with feathere decoration. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1340 

 
Measurements: 10 x 24 x 21 cm 

Description: flat eroded fragment of relief block, broken above and below, orientation unclear 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right? margin an obliquely delimited sunken area, in the centre 

a conical depression with a larger curved contour on top of it 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer South wall, figure South VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1340 presumably is part of a large lotus-arrangement (see the discussion in chap. 

IV.1.4.5 with fig. 44). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1341 

 
Measurements: 13 x 32 x 15 cm 

Description: fragment of upper part of relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right margin part of a ceremonial tail (striped with traces of red 

colour) of a figure oriented right; in the left half an obliquely running depression of c. 5 cm width 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South V, figure South VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block rest 1341 depicts part of the king and an unknown feature presumably belonging to 

South VI (see the discussion in chap. IV.1.4.5). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1342 

 
Measurements: 29 x 50 x 71 cm 

Description: eroded relief block of cavetto cornice 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of the upper ends of 7 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer South wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of south wall, area of South II 

Comment: The cavetto block 1342 presumably is to be positioned left of block 1343. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1343 

 



Measurements: 32 x 48 x 79 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block (2 parts) of cavetto cornice  

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of the upper ends of 6 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer South wall, cavetto cornice, upper layer 

Findspot: in front of south wall, area of South II 

Comment: The cavetto block 1343 presumably is to be positioned to the right of block 1342. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1344 

 
Measurements: 21 x 27 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, orientation unclear 

Description relief: unclear relief; at the right? margin half of a cartouche-frame (?) or a sun-disk 

between horns (?) with some parallel horizontal lines inside 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of south wall, near SE-corner 

Comment: The very flat relief traces on the block are distinct from the relief of Naga 200. The block 

may be re-used, coming from another structure. The design on the other hand may have been incised at 

a later period. The exact motif is unclear, see chap. III.3.3, note 191. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1348 

 
Measurements: c. 23 x 30 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the baselines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1348 depicts the baselines below the chapel of Khonsu. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1349 

 
Measurements: 24 x 58 x 28 cm 

Description: long quadrangular relief block, damaged, right side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; elements of the décor-frieze with figures on neb/nub-signs, from left 

to right: tiny part of cartouche, a further cartouche with Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented left: 

[Amanikha]reqerem, followed by 2 squatting figures, on the right a falcon on a box, all oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, cavetto cornice frieze, lower layer 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1349 belongs to the cavetto frieze of the narrow western side of pylon W. See Rilly, 

chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1350 

    



Measurements: 16 x 22 x 20 cm 

Description: heavily eroded block rest 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly bulging area with short parallel stripes (feathers?), running 

perpendicular to the vertical body line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, near SW-corner.  

Comment: Fragment 1350 probably belongs to the unknown depiction West XII. 

 

Block 1351 

 
Measurements: 27 x 65 x 28 cm 

Description: lower half of relief block, eroded and damaged, upper part and left side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; a curved contour of a head with striped wig of a figure oriented left, 

above it the circular segment of a large sun-disk with hanging body of a snake on the left; below near 

the lower margin the head and sun-disk of an uraeus 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1351 depicts part of the god’s head with uraeus attached at his brow, as well as part 

of the large sun-disk overlaid with a large cobra-snake. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 132, fig. 10 left 

 

Block 1352 

 
Measurements: 19 x 27 x 19 cm 

Description: lower part of relief block, damaged and eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseline on the left the heel of a foot oriented left; 

on the right the lower end of a was-sceptre 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1352 depicts the back heel of Apedemak upon the b aseline and part of the was-

sceptre of the following figure West IV. 

 

Block 1353 

 
Measurements: 15 x 26 x 19 cm 

Description: upper part of relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; near the left margin parts of an ankh-sign (loop and side bar); a 

vertical staff in the centre, traces of red colour on ankh and staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1353 depicts part of the ankh in the back hand of Apedemak and part of the was-

sceptre of the following figure West IV. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1354 

 



Measurements: 17 x 19 x 29 cm 

Description: damaged fragment of relief block, upper, lower and left sides broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a sunken area with 2 areas of wing feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer South wall, winged goddess South I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1354 depicts the beginning of the downward stretched wing of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1355 

 
Measurements: 30 x 48 x 20 cm 

Description: part of relief block, heavily damaged and broken in several parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; obliquely held arm, clad in scale patterned garment and decorated 

armlet 

Associated with: fragment 571 

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 571+1355 shows the upper arm of the right, front, arm of the king who is grasping 

the prisoners. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1356 

   
Measurements: 21 x 32 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, corners broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 2 columns with Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented left: (1) [...]k 

donil ... (2) ...l Amanikhareq[erem] 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1356 belongs to the inscription of Apedemak. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1358 

 
Measurements: 23 x 33 x 24 cm 

Description: slightly eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the garment with an apron deecorated with a bird and 3 

rows of pearls hanging from it, at the front a fringed border and the cord at which tassels are hanging, 

at its upper end a loop? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1358 depicts the king’s front with the priestly panel and the front end of the tasseled 

cord. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1359 

 
Measurements: 26 x 35 x 22 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, lower left corner missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 horizontal bands of the baselines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1359 depicts the 3-partite base below the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1361 

 
Measurements: c. 23 x 38 cm 

Description: damaged eroded block, right side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the thickened lower part of a ceremonial tail of a figure 

looking left, on the right edge part of a vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West VIII, goddess West IX (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: The attribution of 1361 is not definitely assured. It may show parts of Amun (West VII) 

and the following West VIII or of West VIII and the following goddess West IX where it is here 

inserted (cf. chap. III.3.1 Description West VIII). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1363 

   
Measurements: 21 x 28 x 23 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, 2 parts  

Description relief: sunken relief (?); several vertical or slightly oblique grooves delimiting a conical 

field 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VII 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1364 

 
Measurements: 23 x 33 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, egdes damaged, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at upper left a narrow contour (leg), at the right a striding leg with 

knee of a figure oriented left, near upper margin part of the tab of a shendjt-kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1364 depicts parts of the god’s legs and kilt. 

Ref.: 



Block 1365 

 
Measurements: 24 x 31 x 27 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, left lower corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the knee and part of lower leg of figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1365 depicts part of the deity’s front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1368 

   
Measurements: 14 x 30 x 25 cm 

Description: block with smoothed front, orientation unclear 

Description relief: unclear; near one corner a deepened area with curved outline (relief? break?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West VI-VII 

Comment: It is unclear whether block 1368 contains relief decoration. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1369 

 
Measurements: 22 x 36 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, slight damages, faint saw line on upper plane, on the front a 

secondary rubbed vertical groove 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left margin a vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1369 depicts part of the staff held in the god’s hand. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1370 

 
Measurements: 23 x 35 x 24 cm 

Description: slightly eroded relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; part of the garments: above 7 strings of pearls, below it long 

tassels, at the sides different areas with tassels or fringes, at the left margin a rectangular field with 

decoration (maat, neb, but barely visible) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1370 shows part of the king’s elaborate garments, i.a. with priestly panel. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1371 

 
Measurements: 23 x 31 x 27 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, lower corners broken, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the horizontal baseline on the right the heel of a figure oriented 

right, sandal decorated with 2 winged sun-disks?, above the ankle the striped/pleated robe 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1371 upon a baseline depicts the king‘s back foot and part of his dress. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1372 

 
Measurements: 24 x 34 x 20 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseline a foot with decorated anklet of a figure 

oriented left, part of the garment with oblique stripes above 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1372 depicts part of Amesemi’s characteristic dress and her back foot above the 

baseline. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1373 

 
Measurements: not notated 

Description: heavily damaged relief block (minimum 8 fragments) 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1373 belongs to the basezone below the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1374 

 
Measurements: 20 x 32 x 17 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 3 fragments, upper part missing, back side roughly 

rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone, traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1374 belongs to the basezone below the goddess.  Ref.: 



Block 1376 

 
Measurements: 20 x 29 x 25 cm 

Description: slightly eroded relief block, lower left corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone, traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1376 belongs to the basezone below the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1377 

   
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, left lower corner broken, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; below part of a horizontal baseband, on it on the right the great toe of 

a figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1377 depicts the toe of the goddess’ front leg upon the basezone. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1378 

 
Measurements: 25 x 34 x 24 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, cracks in the stone, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a horizontal baseband, on it on the lef the heel with decorated 

anklet of a figure oriented left, behind the leg the lower end of a ceremonial tail; at the right the 

pointed end of a staff with traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1378 depicts part of the back leg of West IV and of the staff held in Amesemi’s 

hand. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1379 

 
Measurements: 20 x 37 x 21 cm 

Description: slightly eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1379 belongs to the basezone below the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1381 

 
Measurements: 24 x 22 x 29 cm 

Description: short relief block, eroded and damaged, faint saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a horizontal baseband, on it the foot of a figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1381 depicts part of the back foot of West IV (god? deified king?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1382 

 
Measurements: 19 x 28 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1382 belongs to the basezone below West IV (god? deified king?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1388 

 
Measurements: 24 x 32 x 22 cm  

Description: relief block, broken in several parts, heavily eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right a sunken area delimited by a curved outline 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1388 presumably depicts the god’s front shoulder with beginning of the upper arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1389 

   
Measurements: 23 x 42 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a column with Meroitic hieroglyphs (l and t) oriented left, 

with vertical border on the left; near right lower corner a curved feature (horn?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1389 depicts part of the inscription of Amun and perhaps the tip of the flat horn 

belonging to the crown. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1390 

 
Measurements: 23 x 32 x 22 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, surface in parts broken out 

Description relief: sunken relief; conical relief structure (lower leg) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1390 depicts part of the front leg of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1392 

 
Measurements: 12 x 23 x 30 cm 

Description: fragment of cavetto block 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 3 palm leafs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West III 

Comment: Fragment 1392 presumably belonged to a block of the lower layer of the cavetto cornice. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1393 

 
Measurements: 25 x 28 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, surface damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part of shendjt-kilt with tab and part of legs 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1393 depicts part of the deity’s kilt and thighs. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1394 

   
Measurements: 19 x 30 x 26 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, corners broken off, back side rounded (column drum?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 3 columns with Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented left, traces in 

(2) ... qor, (3). ...k.l ... 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1394 is part of the inscription of Apedemak. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1395 

 
Measurements: 24 x 25 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, damaged and lower left corner broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right a sunken area with oblique stripes (kilt) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1395 depicts the front part of the shendjt-kilt of Apedemak. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1396 

 
Measurements: 19 x 31 x 32 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged, right lower corner and upper part largely missing; 

saw line with depression on lower plane (sic!) 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper ends of the 3 plant bundles of a hemhem crown with sun-disk 

above 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1396 depicts part of the deity’s hemhem crown.  

Unknown is whether on the now disappeared upper side a further saw line was once visible. In this 

case it would resemble block 477. Assumed was there that the block was either re-used or that it had 

changed direction during the building process at Naga 200. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1397 

 
Measurements: 23 x 25 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, faint saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of knee and lower leg of figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1397 depicts part of Apedemak’s back leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1398 

 
Measurements: 24 x 33 x 29 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, right (?) side broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical staff with traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III (?) 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Block 1398 depicts part of a staff held in the hand of deities. The preceding numbers 

belong to West III and this block was likewise ascribed to him although no findspot was notated. 

Ref.: 



Block 1399 

 
Measurements: 23 x 30 x 30 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, minimum 4 fragments 

Description relief: raised interior relief; elements of the king’s garments: on upper right the figure of a 

bird with 4 strings of pearls; seam with fringes/tassels left of it; on the left an area with rectangular 

pattern (with maat on neb), upon it the cord, including a loop, with tassels 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1399 depicts part of the king’s elaborate dresses (priestly panel, tasseled cord, robe 

with Nebmaat-pattern). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1400 

 
Measurements: 23 x 31 x 22 cm 

Description: relief block, lower side partly broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left part of the lower leg with ceremonial tail of a figure 

oriented left; immediately at the right margin part of a vertical staff 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1400 depicts part of Apedemak’s back leg, as well as the staff of the following figure 

West IV. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1401 

 
Measurements: 26 x 34 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in several fragments, lower left corner missing; saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a part of a horizontal baseband parts of 2 feet oriented left, the 

first nearly complete with decorated anklet, from the second the toes; the lower end of an obliquely 

striped dress above (stripes and dotted circles) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1401 depicts Amesemi’s feet and part of her characteristic robe. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1402 

    
Measurements: 11 x 26 x 23 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, part of left edge preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; near left edge a conical end of a tassel with the heads of 2 smaller 

tassels departing from it 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, goddess Amesemi West V 



Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1402 depicts part of the tassel arrangement that is attached at the necklace of 

spherical beads, on this see the discussion in chap. V.3.2.2. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1403 

  
Measurements: c. 25 x 32 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right margin part of a vertical staff; on the left a part of the 

back leg and ceremonial tail of a figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West VIII, goddess West IX 

Findspot:  

Comment: Although the attribution of 1403 is not really assured (either West VII or VIII) it is here 

attributed to West VIII with the staff of the goddess West IX (cf. chap. III.3.1 Description West VIII). 

 

 

Block 1405 

 
Measurements: 23 x 25 x 20 cm 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block, broken in several fragments, saw line with depression 

on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseband part of a foot oriented right, clad in 

elaborate sandal, decorated with winged sun-disk, uraei; at the upper margin part of striped/pleated 

dress and the lower ends of 2 tassels 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1405 depicts part of the king’s dress with tasseled cord and of the feet in elaborate 

sandals. See chap. V.1. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1406 

 
Measurements: 24 x 33 x 21 cm 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block, broken in several fragments, saw line with depression 

on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseband on the left the large toe and on the right 

the foot of a figure oriented right, clad in decorated sandals; at the upper margin part of a 

striped/pleated dress 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1406 depicts part of the king’s dress and of the feet clad in elaborate sandals. On the 

sandals see chap. V.1.1.1. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1408 

 
Measurements: 23 x 32 x 17 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 3 fragments, left upper corner missing, saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseband on the left the front foot of a figure 

oriented right, details of the decorated sandal (back strap, front strap). 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1408 depicts part of the king’s front foot clad in elaborate sandals. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1409 

 
Measurements: 24 x 30 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, right upper and left lower corner missing, saw line with depression 

on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part of a was-sceptre standing upon a horizontal baseband  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1409 depicts the was-sceptre held by the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1411 

 
Measurements: 23 x 36 x 20 cm 

Description: slightly eroded relief block, lower left corner broken off, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1411 belongs to the basezone below the god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1412 

 
Measurements: 20 x 30 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, right upper corner missing, lower corners broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1412 belongs to the basezone below the god. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1414 

 
Measurements: 21 x 34 x 26 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, front surface partly broken off, saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1414 belongs to the basezone below the god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1415 

 
Measurements: 23 x 34 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; foot with decorated anklet of a figure oriented left, standing upon a 

horizontal baseband  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1415 depicts the god’s front foot. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1416 

 
Measurements: 23 x 39 x 23 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, relief area broken out, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the forefoot of a figure oriented left, standing upon a 

horizontal baseband; at the left margin small part of a leg with decorated anklet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1416 depicts parts of both legs of the god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1417 

 
Measurements: 23 x 28 x 22 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, left side broken off, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseband the heel of a figure oriented left, 

wearing a decorated anklet; behind it the tip of the ceremonial tail 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1417 depicts parts of the god’s back foot and of the ceremonial tail. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1418 

 
Measurements: 22 x 31 x 19 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, surface partly broken off, saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Amun (-Apedemak) West VII 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1418 belongs to the basezone below the god. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1422 

 
Measurements: 25 x 28 x 24 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in several fragments, upper right part missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; foot with decorated anklet of a figure oriented left, standing upon a 

horizontal baseband 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1422 depicts part of the front foot of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1423 

 
Measurements: 25 x 26 x 24 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, corners broken, saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of lower leg on the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1423 depicts part of the back leg of the figure. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1428 

 
Measurements: 20 x 30 x 19 cm 

Description: well preserved relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1428 belongs to the basezone below figure West IV (god? deified king?). 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1429 

 
Measurements: 24 x 25 x 26 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular relief block, eroded and damaged, saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a part of the 3-banded basezone the tip of a foot oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1429 depicts part of the figure’s front foot. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1430 

 
Measurements: 20 x 24 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, lower left corner missing, saw line with depression 

on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1430 belongs to the basezone below figure West IV (god? deified king?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1432 

 
Measurements: 29 x 31 x 47 cm 

Description: relief block with horizontal torus and elevated star frieze, eroded, lower left corner 

broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; above an incised horizontal line parts of 3 stars 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West III-IV 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1434 

 
Measurements: 18 x 21 x 21 cm 

Description: narrow quadrangular relief block, eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 2 plant bundles of the hemhem crown with ostrich feather on 

the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1434 depicts part of the right side of the god’s hemhem crown. 

Ref.: 



Block 1435 

 
Measurements: 24 x 28 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a narrow part of a striped kilt and the ceremonial tail, 

followed by a hanging arm with decorated armlet and clenched hand, tiny trace of the ankh 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1435 shows part of the arm held behind the back and grasping an ankh-sign, also 

traces of the shendjt-kilt and ceremonial tail. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1436 

 
Measurements: 34 x 48 x 33 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, back side rounded, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; head and neck of figure oriented right, upward stretched arm with 

feather pattern below; on the head a cap with circular pattern, held by a band around the chin; uraeus 

at front, ear ring and collar 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1436 depicts the head of the winged goddess who is positioned on the rear of pylon 

W, but belongs to the relief of the outer west wall. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1438 

 
Measurements: 39 x 46 x 40 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, back side rounded (column drum), with fragment 

Description relief: sunken relief; on top the tip of a hand with outstretched fingers, on the left of it the 

oblique area with different feather décor (small and radially running long wing feathers) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1438 depicts the goddess’ right arm with attached wing stretched downwards. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1439 

 
Measurements: 11 x 26 x 23 cm 

Description: lower part of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; two differently striped areas of a shendjt-kilt 

Associated with: block 457 

Attribution: Outer east wall, god East VIII 



Findspot: no findspot notated 

Comment: Block 457+1439 shows the front part with the rounded flap of the shendjt-kilt. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1440 

 
Measurements: 14 x 34 x 25 cm 

Description: upper part of relief block, faint saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); along the left margin a small vertical sunken area with sharp 

contours, on the left a rectangular sunken area with equally sharp contours 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1441  

   
Measurements: 19 x 21 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded fragment of a corner stone with relief traces on 2 sides 

Description relief: sunken relief; raised ledges, sometimes doubled, denoting most probably the 

interstice between palm leafs of a cavetto decoration; one side 3 leafs, other side 2 palm leafs 

preserved (scan only) 

Associated with: Probably fragments 1504, 1526 

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: unclear, probably northern area at outer west side  

Comment: The double ledges are different from the cavetto decoration on west, south and east sides of 

Naga 200. The fragment belongs to a re-used cavetto block; see above chapter VII.4 Re-used blocks 

diverse. 

 

Block 1442 

 
Measurements: 28 x 46 x 35 cm 

Description: heavily damaged corner block with relief, several fragments, upper part and vertical torus 

broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the pylon face: obliquely oriented large wing feathers 

Associated with: fragment 1554 

Attribution: Pylon W, winged sun-disk 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1442+1554 depicts part of the downward stretched wing of the winged sun-disk atop 

the scene. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1450 

 
Measurements: 21 x 30 x 18 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in several fragments, back side roughly rounded, 

saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1450 belongs to the basezone below king West VI. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1451 

 
Measurements: 21 x 31 x 16 cm 

Description: relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: raised relief; rectangular field with outcrop? or sunken foot on it? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, narrow upper register (?) 

Findspot: in front of the middle area of the outer west wall 

Comment: Block 1451 is discussed of probably pertaining to the upper register in room 201, see chap. 

IV.2.1.2 with fig. 52. Its content is not identified. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1452 

 
Measurements: 14 x 28 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, upper part broken in several fragments 

Description relief: raised relief; on the right a head with large disk on top; near the left margin an 

oblique structure and other inexplicable traces 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, narrow upper register (?) 

Findspot: in front of the middle area of the outer west wall 

Comment: Block 1452 is discussed of probably pertaining to the upper register in room 201, see chap. 

IV.2.1.2 with fig. 53. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1453 

 
Measurements: 21 x 33 x 10 cm 

Description: flat rest of relief block, broken in 2 parts, eroded  

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 areas with large wing feathers, of the upper one only the 

feather tips and the curved border preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, figure South VI (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1453 may have belonged to a figure/structure South VI at the western end of the 

outer south wall, see the discussion in chap. IV.1.4.5. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1454 

 
Measurements: 24 x 19 x 14 cm 

Description: half of a relief block, broken in 2 parts, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; bud of a lotus blossom, positioned slightly oblique, traces of red 

colour on blossom 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, figure South VI (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1454 may have belonged to a figure/structure South VI at the western end of the 

outer south wall, see the discussion in chap. IV.1.4.5 with fig. 44. The stalk on fragment 1455 

probably belongs to the bud. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1455 

 
Measurements: 12 x 23 x 26 cm 

Description: flat fragment of relief block; part of a plane and a side preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly oblique narrow structure (stalk?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, figure South VI (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1455 may have belonged to a figure/structure South VI at the western end of the 

outer south wall, see the discussion in chap. IV.1.4.5 with fig. 44. It probably depicts the stalk of the 

lotus bud of 1454. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1456 

 
Measurements: 11 x31 x 10 cm 

Description: heavily eroded flat relief fragment (2 parts), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 2 areas with wing feather decoration with curved 

border 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, figure South VI (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1456 may have belonged to a figure/structure South VI at the western end of the 

outer south wall, see the discussion in chap. IV.1.4.5.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1458 

 
Measurements: 23 x 19 x 12 cm 

Description: right half of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; below 3 rows of rosettes with 12 petals, above part of a kilt 

with chequered feather decoration and depiction of the wing- and leg-feathers of a bird 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1458 depicts part of the king’s dress (rosette garment, pointed kilt). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1459 

 
Measurements: 23 x 28 x 12 cm 



Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken with fragments, back side rounded, saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 3 rows of rosettes (12 petals), above it the lower part of a kilt 

of chequered feather pattern, on it the leg of a bird holding a feather and an area with wing feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1458 depicts part of the king’s dress (rosette garment, pointed kilt decorated with a 

falcon). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1460 

 
Measurements: 23 x 35 x 27 cm 

Description: rest of block with elevated star frieze, heavily eroded, horizontal torus mostly missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of 2 stars above horizontal incised line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, star frieze 

Findspot: in front of south wall, area of South V 

Comment: Block 1460 of the star frieze integrated a torus, but without wall part. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1461 

 
Measurements: 23 x 25 x 8 cm 

Description: flat rest of relief block, back side eroded; front with secondary incision 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left upper corner an obliquele sunken area with a small nearly 

horizontal outlyer to the right; 

graffito: presumably a royal head oriented left with a cap, diadem band (?) and long neck, the eye 

visible, perhaps a uraeus at the brow  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1461 depicts a tiny part of the front of the king’s rosette garment and perhaps part of 

the lower line of the pointed kilt. 

For similar graffiti cf. inter alia U. Hintze 1979, 137, figs. 7-8; Yellin 2004, 417, fig. 272. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1462 

 
Measurements: 26 x 32 x 15 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts, left lower half missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a slightly oblique feature (stalk?), near the upper left 

margin a vertical groove 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, figure South VI (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1462 may have belonged to a figure/structure South VI at the western end of the 

outer south wall, see the discussion in chap. IV.1.4.5 with fig. 44. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1463 

 
Measurements: 27 x 20 x 19 cm 

Description: narrow eroded relief block, broken several times, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right part of the garments with ceremonial tail  of a figure 

oriented right, showing 4 rosettes (12 petals), below it a striped/pleated area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1463 depicts the rear part of the king’s dresses (rosette garment, under-dress) and the 

ceremonial tail. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1464 

 
Measurements: 25 x 29 x 11 cm 

Description: flat eroded fragment of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; below: a star frieze (5 stars) with small horizontal torus above, 

followed above by a vertically striped area and a plain border 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1464 depicts a part of the upper area of the offering altar with star frieze and cavetto 

cornice. See chap. III.3.3 and IV.1.4.4 with pl. I.f., fig. 16. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1465 

 
Measurements: 23 x 35 x 8 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, damaged, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a plain area (unknown feature) 2 groups of 2 round features 

with holes pecked in, flanking a large oval structure with internal partitions (bread) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1465 depicts some of the fruits and bread deposited upon the altar. See chap. III.3.3 

and IV.1.4.4 with pl. I.f., fig. 16. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1466 

 
Measurements: 24 x 28 x 8 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the lower margin traces of 3 round features, above a round element 

with holes pecked in besides a nearly rectangular feature to the right (beef shank), at the upper margin 

the head of a goose 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1466 depicts fruit, bread, beef shank and goose deposited upon the altar. See chap. 

III.3.3 and IV.1.4.4 with pl. I.f., fig. 16. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1467 

 
Measurements: 25 x 18 x 13 cm  

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: raised interior relief; below: a star frieze (parts of 3 stars) with small horizontal 

torus, followed above by a vertically striped area and a plain border 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1467 depicts a part of the upper area of the offering altar with star frieze and cavetto 

cornice. See chap. III.3.3 and IV.1.4.4 with pl. I.f., fig. 16. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1468 

 
Measurements: 19 x 32 x 8 cm 

Description: flat eroded rest of relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a plain area (unknown feature) 2 large oval structures with 

internal partitions (bread), between them 2 round features with holes pecked in 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1468 depicts some of the fruit and bread deposited upon the altar. See chap. III.3.3 

and IV.1.4.4 with pl. I.f., fig. 16. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1469 

 
Measurements: 28 x 27 x 8 cm 

Description: flat eroded rest of relief block, broken in 2 parts, upper left part missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the lower margin traces of 3 round features, above it a round 

element with holes pecked in besides a conical feature to the left (beef shank), at the upper margin the 

body and tip of wing of a goose 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1469 depicts fruit, bread, parts of beef shank and goose deposited upon the altar. See 

chap. III.3.3 and IV.1.4.4 with pl. I.f., fig. 16. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1470 

 
Measurements: 26 x 60 x 15 cm 

Description: flat eroded rest of relief block, broken in 2 parts, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the right part of the altar with cavetto cornice, torus and 

star frieze (no stars preserved), on the right along the margin 2 curved outlines (blossoms of papyrus) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1470 depicts the edge of the offering altar and on the right 2 of the blossoms of the 

papyrus thicket of Isis. See chap. III.3.3 and IV.1.4.4 with pl. I.f., fig. 16. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1471 

 
Measurements: 24 x 24 x 14 cm 

Description: flat rest of relief block, eroded and broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the lower part a sunken area with curved outline (unknown 

feature), at the left margin part of an oval bread 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1471 depicts part of the unknown bulging feature lying directly upon the altar and 

above part of an oval bread. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1472 

 
Measurements: 29 x 22 x 11 cm 

Description: flat rest of relief block, eroded, saw line with depression on upper plane, broken in 3 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; round feature with holes pecked in, trace of further round feature at 

lower left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1472 depicts some fruits deposited on the offering altar. See chap. III.3.3 and 

IV.1.4.4 with pl. I.f., fig. 16. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1473 

 
Measurements: 23 x 39 x 19 cm 

Description: flat rest of relief block, eroded, lower and right area missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; 5 curved stalks with 1 bud and 2 open blossoms on the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1473 depicts part of the left side of the papyrus thicket. Ref.: 



Block 1474 

 
Measurements: 24 x 32 x 15 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, back side rounded, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 curved stalks with closed and open blossoms on the left, traces of 

red colour on stalks 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1474 depicts part of the left side of the papyrus thicket. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1475 

 
Measurements: 27 x 31 x 17 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, back side rounded, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved stalks with 4 closed and open blossoms on the left  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1475 depicts part of the left side of the papyrus thicket. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1476 

 
Measurements: 23 x 34 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right 4 closed and open blossoms 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1476 depicts part of the left side of the papyrus thicket. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1477 

 
Measurements: 23 x 14 x 23 cm 

Description: left half of eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; curved stalks with the lower parts of 3 closed and open blossoms on 

the left  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1477 depicts part of the left side of the papyrus thicket. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1478 

 
Measurements: 23 x 31 x 31 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line on lower plane (sic!) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 straight stalks running diagonally, a curved long horn on the right 

and a part of a rounded feature in the lower right corner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1475 depicts part of the upper area of the papyrus thicket and the left cow’s horn and 

part of the sun-disk of the crown of Isis. 

Unknown is whether on the now disappeared upper side a further saw line was once visible In this 

case it would resemble block 477. Assumed was that the block was either re-used or that it had 

changed direction during the building process at Naga 200. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1480 

 
Measurements: 23 x 27 x 15 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular relief block, eroded and slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 stalks obliquely running, on the right a cloth layed over a conical 

sunken feature (back of seat) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1480 depicts part of the left area of the papyrus thicket and the cloth layed over the 

seat of Isis.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1481 

 
Measurements: 27 x 32 x 15 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 obliquely running stalks, on the above right 2 rectangular plain 

areas (bands), left of it a tip pointing downwards  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1481 depicts part of the left side of the papyrus thicket and part of the emblem held 

by Isis (a fly whisk or palm branch with bands attached, cf. chap. V.4.2.7). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1482 

 
Measurements: 22 x 31 x 13 cm 

Description: flat rest of relief block, eroded and broken in 2 parts 



Description relief: sunken relief; along the left margin 2 rectangular fields (bands); on the right the 

curved outline of an area with faint oblique lines (back and arm), delimited on the right by a raised 

ledge (rod of emblem); between body and bands parts of 3 oblique stalks 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1482 depicts part of the cloth bands hanging from the emblem held by Isis (a fly 

whisk or palm branch, cf. chap. V.4.2.7) and of the body of the goddess clad in striped garment; in the 

background the papyrus thicket. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1483 

 
Measurements: 20 x 45 x 12 cm 

Description: flat rest of relief block, eroded and broken in 3 parts, left corners broken off, saw line 

with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the shoulder with striped cloth and part of the wig of a 

figure oriented right, holding a rod of an emblem, at upper margin part of a circular feature with 2 

bands dropping, a number of oblique narrow features on the left (palm leafs?), as background part of 4 

oblique stalks above the shoulder 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1483 depicts the shoulder and wig of the goddess clad in a striped garment. Of her 

emblem the rod, a nodular point with the cloth bands hanging from it are visible (cf. chap. V.4.2.7); in 

the background the papyrus thicket. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1484 

 
Measurements: 20 x 28 x 21 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, corners damaged, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1484 belongs to the basezone below figure West IV (god? deified king?). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1485 

 
Measurements: 11 x 16 x 18 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised relief; 2 raised areas with rounded contours, between them a conical sunken 

area (unidentified) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, narrow upper register 

Findspot: in front of outer west wall, area of West IV 

Comment: Fragment 1485 is discussed of belonging to the upper register in room 201. Cf. chap. 

IV.2.1.2 with fig. 54. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1486 

 
Measurements: 21 x 26 x 12 cm 

Description: flat eroded block, upper side broken off, unclear whether relief 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); 5 oblique grooves 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West V 

Comment: It is unclear whether the oblique lines denote relief or whether they are markings of the 

stone’s dressing procedure which are often found on the side or the back of blocks. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1487 

 
Measurements: 21 x 28 x 20 cm  

Description: eroded relief block, lower plane splintered 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1487 belongs to the basezone below the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1488 

 
Measurements: 22 x 31 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, lower edge splintered 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West VI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1488 belongs to the basezone below the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1490 

 
Measurements: 24 x 35 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a conical relief area (leg) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1490 depicts part of the lower leg of the figure’s front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1491 

 



Measurements: 23 x 31 x 19 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, lower part heavily eroded, broken in 2 parts, saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right knee and part of lower leg of a figure oriented left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, god West IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1491 depicts part of the figure’s front leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1497 

 
Measurements: 22 x 36 x 23 cm 

Description: damaged relief block with 2 smaller fragments, splintered several times, left upper and 

right lower corners missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right: part of 2 plant bundles of the hemhem crown with 

ostrich feather on the right; at the lower margin a circular feature (sun-disk) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1497 shows the left part of Apedemak’s hemhem crown and the sun-disk of the 

uraeus attached to it. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1498 

 
Measurements: 21 x 24 x 21 cm 

Description: relief block, broken in 2 parts, left upper corner missing, saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left part of kilt and leg with ceremonial tail of a figure oriented 

left, on the right an ankh-sign with traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1498 depicts part of the back side of the god clad in shendjt-kilt and cereminoal tail; 

the back hand holds an ankh. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1499 

 
Measurements: 24 x 26 x 19 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, 4 parts 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 areas with stripes running in different directions 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1499 depicts part of the shendjt-kilt with its rounded flap at the left. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1500 

 
Measurements: 39 x 41 x 30 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left upper edge an oblique area with parallel wing-feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment 2: Block 1500 depicts part of the wing feathers of the goddess’ uplifted winged arm. 

Comment 1: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1501 

   
Measurements: 17 x 31 x 21 cm 

Description: block fragment with smoothed front and secondarily incised marks 

Description relief: ./. 

Graffito: vertical line on the left, on the right a vertical line with 3 lines departing from its tip (tree, 

plant) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West II-III 

Comment: The fragment must have belonged to the lower parts of the wall, reachable for engravings. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1504 

   
Measurements: 17 x 20 x 24 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken on all sides, corner edge preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; raised ledges – one doubled – and rounded end of palm leaf of 

cavetto decoration; 2 leafs preserved 

Associated with: possibly fragments 1441, 1526 

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: area between SW-corner of pylon W and west wall. 

Comment: The double ledges are different from the cavetto decoration on the west, south and east 

sides of Naga 200. The fragment belongs to a re-used cavetto block; see above chap. VII.4 Re-used 

blocks diverse. 

 

Block 1506 

 
Measurements: 13 x 20 x 22 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, eroded and broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; several vertical raised areas on the right (plants?), on the left a 

basket-like feature with rhomboid pattern over 2 obliquely striped areas (feathers?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West II 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block rest 1506 belongs to the king’s composite crown with plants, feathers and winged 

sun or scarab, cf. chap. V.2.1.4 with fig. 69.  Ref.:  



Block 1507 

   
Measurements: 32 x 41 x 37 cm 

Description: corner block with relief on one side, vertical torus and block areas broken off, guiding 

line on the upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; contour line with 2 curves directly adjoining the lesene, relief area 

broken out 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: On block 1507 from the SW-corner of pylon W the outer contour of the deity’s back arm is 

preserved. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1509 

 
Measurements: 26 x 33 x 28 cm 

Description: relief block, only slightly damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right an area with chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1509 depicts part of the back area of the goddess’ dress. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1510 

 
Measurements: 18 x 26 x 22 cm 

Description: half of a relief block, on front traces of raised relief surrounded on three sides by 

smoothed areas (c. 5 cm broad) 

Description relief: raised relief; rectangular area with traces of relief (left upper edge: angular trace; 

upper right: horizontal trace; lower left: vertical trace; mid left and right lower edge: rounded traces) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: area between SW-corner of pylon W and west wall 

Comment: Block rest 1510, exhibiting perhaps traces of an inscription in raised relief, comes perhaps 

from the fill of the pylon, cf. chap. VII.4 with fig. 118. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1511 

     
Measurements: 41 x 53 x 40 cm 

Description: corner block with relief; made from column drum with plaster adhering, indentation on 

the upper plane for next block layer  

Description relief: sunken relief; parts of loop and ends of an ankh-sign 

Associated with:  



Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1511 from the SW corner of pylon W depicts parts of the ankh held in the god’s 

back hand. 

Comment 2: re-used colomn drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1512 

 
Measurements: 38 x 44 x 36 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, back side rounded (column drum), saw line with depression on 

upper plane, relief face broken off in large parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; oblique arm with decorated armlet stretched down of figure oriented 

right, below the arm a wing with 2 areas of different feather motifs, above a small area of chequered 

feather pattern (dress); at the upper margin a tiny line of the upward stretched arm 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1512 depicts part of the downward held winged arm and the beginning of the other 

arm of the goddess. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1513 

 
Measurements: 14 x 32 x 25 cm 

Description: part of a heavily eroded block with graffito on the smoothed front face  

Description relief: ./. 

Graffito: 2 incised lines positioned as a gabled roof 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: near SW-corner of pylon W 

Comment: Block rest 1513 must have been positioned in a height reachable for engraving a graffito. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1515 

   
Measurements: 26 x 30 x 16 cm 

Description: extremely fragile relief block, broken in several fragments and decaying soon after 

excavation 

Description relief: raised interior relief; above: 2 rows of rosettes with 12 petals, below: a row of 

tassels and then a band of narrow vertical stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1515 depicts part of the king’s robe (rosette garment and under-dress). 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1516 

   
Measurements: 23 x 30 x 13 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, upper left and lower right corner broken off  

Description relief: sunken relief; above an area with fine vertical stripes, below it on the left part of an 

ankle and foot oriented right, traces of a sandal with decorated front strap and uraeus 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South V 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1516 depicts the lower part of the under-dress and a sandalled foot of the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1518 

 
Measurements: 32 x 40 x 32 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, corners broken, right side missing (fragment 1564), back side 

rounded (column drum?), saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; bare breast oriented right, beginning of upper winged arm with 

3 different feather motifs 

Associated with: fragment 1564 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1518+1564 depicts the breast and part of the upward held winged arm. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum? 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1521 

 
Measurements: 22 x 44 x 33 cm 

Description: eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; back shoulder of shield-like prisoner with beginning of arm; below 

right the loop of the fettering 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1521 depicts part of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1522 

 
Measurements: 20 x 47 x 32 cm 

Description: upper half of relief block, back side rounded (column drum), damaged and eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of a leg 

Associated with: block 1523 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1522+1523 depicts the lower leg of the back leg of the god. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 



Block 1523 

 
Measurements: 37 x 50 x 34 cm 

Description: lower half of relief block, back side rounded (column drum), damaged and eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right part of a leg with traces of a decorated anklet 

Associated with: block 1522 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1522+1523 depicts the lower leg of the back leg of the god. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1524 

 
Measurements: 20 x 42 x 29 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular corner block with relief, 2 parts, upper half, left side and  vertical torus 

broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; beside a small rest of the lesene the upper arm with decorated armlet 

and beginning of shoulder 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1524 from the SW-corner of pylon W depicts part of the back arm with armlet at the 

upper arm.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1525 

 
Measurements: 26 x 33 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, lower corners broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; below the 3-banded basezone a sunken area at the lower left (of 

conically sticking hair) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1525 depicts part of the hair of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1526 

 
Measurements: 16 x 23 x 29 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken on all sides 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper part of 3 palm leafs of cavetto decoration; each leaf with its 

own raised border displaying double ledges 

Associated with: probably fragments 1441, 1504 

Attribution: definite attribution not established 



Findspot: area between SW-corner of pylon W and west wall 

Comment: The double ledges on fragment 1526 are different from the cavetto decoration on the west, 

south and east sides of Naga 200. The fragment belongs to a re-used cavetto block; see above chap. 

VII.4 Re-used blocks diverse. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1527 

 
Measurements: 25 x 31 x 24 cm 

Description: damaged and eroded relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; above the base bands part of a foot and ankle oriented left, decorated 

anklet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1527 depicts the left, back foot of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1528 

   
Measurements: 26 x 25 x 28 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, 2 fragments, orientation unclear 

Description relief: relief unclear; 2 elevated structures beside a sunken area, unknown depiction 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: wider area around SW-corner of pylon W 

Comment: Block 1528 is discussed of being re-used from an older context and perhaps integrated into 

the foundation of Naga 200, see chap. VII.2 with fig. 101. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1531 

 
Measurements: 24 x 34 x 23 cm 

Description: relief block, left side damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of the 3-banded basezone 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1531 belongs to the baselines below the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1532 

 
Measurements: 21 x 39 x 40 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in several fragments, right side and lower part 

missing, saw line with depression on upper plane 



Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the heel of a figure oriented left, trace of decorated anklet, 

on the right the lower end of the ceremonial tail beside the faint contour of the lesene 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1532 depicts part of the god’s back foot and of the ceremonial tail. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1533 

 
Measurements: 16 x 15 x 13 cm 

Description: relief fragment, left and lower side broken off, saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief, at the left a curved contour (body) with 2 likewise curved ledges and 

a horizontal contour above (loop and ropes of fettering) 

Associated with: fragments 1562, 1619, 1621 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1533+1562+1619+1621 depicts part of the arms with fettering of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1534 

 
Measurements: 26 x 34 x 30 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, left front broken off (fragment 1565) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the dress with chequered feather pattern, on the right the 

oblique wing feathers of the winged arm 

Associated with: fragment 1565 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1534+1565 depicts part of the goddess’ garment and of the downward stretched 

winged arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1535 

 
Measurements: 13 x 39 x 22 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, left and upper side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; conical area with narrow stripes (hair) 

Associated with: 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1535 depicts the hair sticking upwards of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1536 

   
Measurements: 20 x 29 x 18 cm 

Description: fragment of damaged relief block, 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a column with Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented left: [jm]n 

a[...] 



Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1536 presumably depicts the 1
st
 column of the deity’s inscription. See Rilly, chap. 

XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1537 

 
Measurements: 22 x 32 x 21 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, left side broken out 

Description relief: sunken relief; heel and ankle of a figure oriented right, with small part of anklet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Back of pylon, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1537 depicts the heel of the back foot of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1538 

 
Measurements: 27 x 31 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, back side rounded in parts (column drum), saw line with depression 

on upper plane, guiding line (of drum) on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; mid-body of male figure oriented left, part of scaled vest 

above, below it a girdle decorated with winged sun-disk and striped kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1538 depicts part of the mid-body of the deity. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1540 

 
Measurements: 22 x 26 x 22 cm 

Description: relief block, damaged and eroded 

Description relief: raised relief; part of upper body of a figure oriented right, cow’s head wearing 

tripartite wig, horns with sun-disk inbetween, tip of was-sceptre in front of it, on the right lower corner 

a hand? or plant? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not erstablished 

Findspot: in front of the narrow western side of pylon W 

Comment: Block 1540 perhaps once was re-used in the foundation of the western pylon tower, coming 

from an older context. On the meaning of its depiction see chap. VII.2 with fig. 102. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1542 

 
Measurements: 39 x 20 x 14 cm 

Description: narrow high relief block, broken in 2 parts, eroded, stone veins running vertically (sic!) 

Description relief: sunken relief; face and part of neck of a figure oriented left, striped wig, large eye, 

bulging lips, double chin 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1542 depicts the deity’s face. 

The vertical stone structure of the block is noteworthy. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2018, 132, fig. 10 left 

 

Block 1543 

   
Measurements: 24 x 14 x 17 cm 

Description: 3 parts of relief block, left side and relief broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal line at the lower margin, above it a smoothed area 

delimited on the right by a curved contour of a destroyed relief area (toes?) 

Associated with: 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1543 probably depicts part of the front foot with toes of the deity 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1544 

 
Measurements: 22 x 32 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, edges damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; a conical structure on the left (sema-sign), at the lower right corner a 

sunken area with curved outline 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, western narrow side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1544 depicts part of the sema to which prisoner 10 is bound and a small part of the 

body of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1545 

 
Measurements: 41 x 34 x 29 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, splintered several times, upper left corner missing (fragment 

1589a/c), saw line with 2 depressions on upper plane, back side in parts rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower part of striped shendjt-kilt with tab and beginning of both legs 



Associated with: fragment 1589a/c 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1545+1589a/c depicts the god’s shendjt-kilt with parts of both legs. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1550 

 
Measurements: 24 x 47 x 41 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, upper part and left side broken off, relief splintered, back side 

rounded in parts (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a part of a leaf- or feather-like feature with stripes and 

middle ridge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1550 depicts part of the 3-partite attachments at the lower end of the quiver, see 

chap. V.4.1.1.c. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1552 

 
Measurements: 14 x 36 x  20 cm 

Description: upper part of heavily damaged relief block, indentation on upper plane for next block 

layer with saw line therein 

Description relief: sunken relief; conical relief structure (sema) in the centre, at the left 2 slightly 

curved contours (arms) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1552 depicts a small part of the arms and of the sema-sign to which a prisoner is 

fettered. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1553 

 
Measurements: 26 x 32 x 27 cm 

Description: left side of eroded relief block, right side broken off (fragment 1589b), back side rounded 

in parts (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the mid-body of a figure oriented left, scale pattern 

above, decorated girdle, striped kilt 

Associated with: fragment 1589b 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1553+1589b depicts part of the god’s front clad in shendjt-skirt, girdle and scale-

patterned vest. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 



Block 1554 

 
Measurements: 18 x 16 x 21 cm 

Description: heavily eroded fragment of relief block, part of the upper plane preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; 4 obliquely running large wing feathers 

Associated with: block 1442 

Attribution: Pylon W, winged sun-disk 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1442+1554 depicts part of the downward stretched wing of the winged sun-disk atop 

the scene. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1556 

 
Measurements: 32 x 40 x 33 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, lower right part broken off, back side in parts rounded 

(column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; near the right margin half of a volute of a sema-sign?, no baseline 

preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners (?) 

Findspot: far away in the wider area between SW-corner of Pylon W and west wall 

Comment 1: Unclear is whether block 1556, which is higher than the other blocks of the layer, was 

really used in the masonry of the dado frieze (as is presumed in the reconstruction); it would have 

reached into the foundation layer. It may have been a discarded block of the dado frieze. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1557 

 
Measurements: 21 x 37 x 33 cm 

Description: slightly damaged relief block, upper side eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the upper left a curved area with radially running stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1557 depicts part of the 3-partite attachments of the quiver, see chap. V.4.1.1.c. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1558 

   
Measurements: 13 x 15 x 13 cm 

Description: upper left corner of relief block, eroded 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper bulging end of an ostrich feather with horizontal stripes 

Associated with: block 1584 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1584+1558 depicts the maat-feather held in the goddess‘ uplifted left arm. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1559 

 
Measurements: 8 x 15 x 21 cm 

Description: relief fragment, upper or lower plane preserved (orientation unclear), secondary incision 

on front 

Description relief: sunken relief; rectangularly delimited sunken area; 

Graffito: 2 crossing lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of west wall, area of West I-III 

Comment: Because of the graffito fragment 1559 must have been positioned in a height reachable for 

people. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1560 

 
Measurements: 24 x 29 x 25 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, left side broken off (fragment 1598) 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 bands of the baselines 

Associated with: fragment 1598 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1560+1598 belongs to the baselines below the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1561 

 
Measurements: 12 x 19 x 26 cm 

Description: lower left corner of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 6 long wing feathers 

Associated with: block 1578 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1561+1578 depicts part of the down-stretched wing of the goddess with differen 

areas of wing feathers. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1562 

   
Measurements: 15 x 13 x 18 cm 

Description: upper edge of relief block (2 fragments) 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left the body of a prisoner with traces of red colour, on the 

right the contour of an arm with 2 ledges of the fettering 

Associated with: fragments 1533, 1619, 1621 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1533+1562+1619+1621 depicts part of the fettered arms of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 



Block 1563 

 
Measurements: 16 x 21 x 15 cm 

Description: upper part of relief block, 2 saw lines with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; the 3-banded baselines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1563 belongs to the baselines below the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1564 

 
Measurements: 10 x 10 x 7 cm 

Description: fragment of the right upper corner of a relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 3 oblique rows of small scale-like feathers and the beginning 

of large wing feathers 

Associated with: block 1518 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1518+1564 depicts the breast and part of the upward held winged arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1565 

 
Measurements: 15 x 9 x 10 cm 

Description: corner of relief block, right and lower side broken off, faint saw line on upper plane 

Description relief: raised interior relief; chequered feather pattern 

Associated with: fragment 1534 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1534+1565 depicts part of the goddess’ garment and of the downward stretched arm 

with wing. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1567 

 
Measurements: 22 x 23 x 24 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, right side broken off, corners damaged, faint saw line with 

depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of a baseband, above it on the left the toes of a foot oriented 

right, covering the heel of a further foot on the right, with decorated anklet, above the seam of a dress 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1567 depicts part of the feet of the goddess with traces of her dress. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1569 

 
Measurements: 22 x 11 x 12 cm 

Description: left side of relief block, eroded, left upper corner missing 

Description relief: raised interior relief; chequered feather pattern 

Associated with: block 1574 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1569+1574 depicts on the left part of the goddess’ dress and on the right part of the 

downward stretched winged arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1570 

 
Measurements: 11 x 11 x 19 cm 

Description: lower left corner of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 4 obliquely running long wing feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1570 is attributed to the downward pointing winged arm of the goddess, but may 

also belong to the other upward arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1571 

 
Measurements: 32 x 50 x 27 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, back side rounded and smoothed (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; breast of figure oriented left, scale-patterned vest, pectoral, on the 

right the contour of the upper arm 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1571 depicts parts of the god’s breast and back arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1572 

 
Measurements: 34 x 87 x 39 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular long block, eroded and surface splintered in parts, recess on the right side 

Description relief: raised interior relief; a chequered feather motif on the right, on the left the right 

wing with large wing feathers of a winged sun-disk  

Associated with:  

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1572 belongs to the winged sun-disk above the now lost architrave; it is the right 

coner block of the upper layer. 

Ref.: 



Block 1573 

 
Measurements: 23 x 30 x 13 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, broken in several parts, surface at the left broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left an area with stripes of a kilt (shendjt?), delimited by a 

band of c. 1.5 cm width (ceremonial tail?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, king South II (?) 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1573 seems to depict part of a shendjt-kilt and of the ceremonial tail. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1574 

 
Measurements: 26 x 33 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, left side broken off (fragment 1569), saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left small part of chequered feather décor, at upper right a 

diagonally running area of long wing feathers 

Associated with: fragment 1569 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1569+1574 depicts on the left a part of the goddess’ dress and on the right of the 

downward stretched winged arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1576 

   
Measurements: 14 x 21 x 23 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: relief unclear; a row of raised knots (?) with horizontal bindings  

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III (?) 

Findspot: in corner area between back of pyon W and west wall 

Comment: On fragment 1576 probably the heads of a row of tassels is depicted. Two places of 

attribution may be possible: the tasseled cord of the king or the tassels/fringes hanging from the 

standard of Apedemak. Another possibility would be a royal sash worn by king West II although 

nowhere a sash is optherwise documented at Naga 200. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1578 

 
Measurements: 20 x 15 x 23 cm 

Description: upper left corner of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 areas of overlapping long wing feathers running in different 

directions 

Associated with: fragment 1561 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1561+1578 depicts part of the down-stretched wing of the goddess with differen 

areas of wing feathers. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1579 

 
Measurements: 22 x 27 x 24 cm 

Description: upper right part of eroded relief block, left side and lower plane broken off 

Description relief: raised interior relief; chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1579 depicts part of the goddess’ dress. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1582 

 
Measurements: 13 x 16 x 26 cm 

Description: part of relief block, right side and lower part broken off, saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left a sunken and slightly bulging area with 3 diffuse c. 

horizontal raised ledges (folds?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: area around the SW-corner of pylon W 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1584 

 
Measurements: 17 x 34 x 32 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, upper and lower side eroded or broken, surface on the right 

broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; a slightly oblique positioned structure with stripes 

Associated with: fragment 1558 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1584+1558 depicts the maat-feather held in the goddess‘ uplifted left arm. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1586 

 
Measurements: 25 x 41 x 30 cm 

Description: heravily damaged relief block, lower left corner broken off, back side rounded with 

plaster adhering (column drum), saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the right the front of a shendjt-kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1586 depicts part of the god’s shendjt-kilt. 



Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1587 

 
Measurements: 13 x 31 x 28 cm 

Description: lower part of corner block with relief, eroded and damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; staff and snout of a was-animal oriented left 

Associated with: fragment 1211 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1587+1211, depicting the upper part of the was-sceptre, is part of a corner block of 

the NW-corner of pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1588 

 
Measurements: 15 x 26 x 20 cm 

Description: fragment of upper part of a relief block, splintered at the right 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a smoothed area with part of decorated anklet 

Associated with: block 1599b 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1588+1599b depict the ankle of the front foot and the toe of the back foot of the 

deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1589a/c 

   
Measurements: 15 x 17 x 29 cm 

Description: upper left edge of relief block (2 fragments: a, c), back side rounded (column drum) 

Description relief: sunken relief; oblique stripes with small raised ledge on the right (rim of the kilt’s 

rounded flap) 

Associated with: block 1545 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1545+1589a/c depicts the god’s shendjt-kilt with parts of both legs. 

Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1589b 

   
Measurements: 15 x 17 x 30 cm 

Description: fragment of lower part of relief block, broken in several parts 

Description relief: raised interior relief; oblique stripes of shendjt-kilt 

Associated with: block 1553 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment 1: Block 1553+1589b depicts part of the god’s front who is clad in shendjt-skirt, girdle and 

scale patterned vest. 



Comment 2: re-used column drum 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1590 

   
Measurements: 36 x 26 x 31 cm 

Description: narrow relief block, broken in several parts, upper side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly conical smoothed area with rounded contours (leg) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1590 depicts part of the lower leg of the right, front, leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1591 

 
Measurements: 23 x 27 x 24 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, left upper corner missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; relief structure with upper contour rising to the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1591 depicts part of the right, front, foot of the deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1592 

 
Measurements: 19 x 21 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, left side preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a sunken area with conical outline (sema), divided by 3 

small horizontal ledges (fettering), at the richt opart of the body of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western half 

Comment: Block rest 1592 depicts part of the sema-sign to which a prisoner is fettered and traces of 

the prisoner following. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1593 

 
Measurements: 23 x 30 x 36 cm 

Description: eroded and damaged relief block, left side broken off, saw line with depression on upper 

plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; forked lower end of a was-sceptre, small portions of baseline and 

lesene on the left 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 



Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1593, above the baseline, depicts the lower end of the was-sceptre held in the god’s 

hand. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1595 

 
Measurements: 14 x 12 x 14 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; an obliquely running (lower left to upper right) ledge, above on the 

right another angular ledge meeting it in 90° 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1595 depicts part of the back foot with raised heel, clad in a sandal with sole and 

fastening straps. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1597 

 
Measurements: 23 x 26 x 26 cm 

Description: eroded relief block 

Description relief: raised relief; at lower rim an elevated base area, above it on the left a leg (?) of a 

figure oriented left (?), behind him a narrow vertical feature (ceremonial tail?), on the right a further 

raised structure having 1 or 2 ledges directly above the base 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of the western half of pylon W 

Comment: Block 1597 with its unclear depiction is discussed of perhaps once belonging to the upper 

small register in room 201 (cf. chap. IV.2.1, perhaps depicting a figure of c. 75-80 cm height) or of 

being a re-used block being integrated into the foundation layers of the pylon (cf. chap. VII.2 with fig. 

103). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1598 

 
Measurements: 23 x 9 x 16 cm 

Description: narrow part of the right side of a relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; 3 bands of the baselines  

Associated with: block 1560 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1560+1598 belongs to the baselines below the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1599a 

 
Measurements: 15 x 30 x 20 cm 

Description: part of relief block, one plane preserved, orientation unclear 



Description relief: raised relief; on one side a raised area with slightly oblique contour (unknown 

depiction) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: area around the NW-corner of pylon W 

Comment: Fragment 1599a is discussed of being a re-used block being integrated into the foundation 

layers of the pylon (cf. chap. VII.2 with fig. 104). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1599b 

   
Measurements: 15 x 22 x 16 cm 

Description: fragment of lower part of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the lower right corner a sunken area with 3 toes of a foot oriented 

left 

Associated with: block 1588 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1588+1599b depict the ankle of the front foot and the toe of the back foot of the 

deity. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1600 

 
Measurements: 23 x 29 x 23 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, 2 parts, left side broken off, 2 saw lines with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; neck and back shoulder with arms of prisoner oriented left, traces of 

fettering below, vertically striped area at the neck (hair?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1600 depicts part of prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1601 

 
Measurements: 10 x 17 x 13 cm 

Description: upper left corner of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of 3-banded base-zone 

Associated with: fragment 1603 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Blockrest 1601+1603 is part of the baselines below the goddess. 

Ref.:  

 

Block 1602 

 
Measurements: 20 x 43 x 20 cm 

Description: part of relief block, eroded, orientation unclear 



Description relief: sunken relief; at one side an area with oblique contour, within this area in raised 

relief 3 nearly horizontal ledges (unknown) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in the area between SW-corner of pylon W and west wall 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1603 

 
Measurements: 15 x 15 x 12 cm 

Description: lower left corner of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at upper margin a band of the baselines 

Associated with: fragment 1601 

Attribution: Pylon W back side, winged goddess West I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1601+1603 is part of the baselines below the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1604 

 
Measurements: 28 x 39 x 24 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, faint saw line with depression on upper plane; on thefront some 

secondarily rubbed areas and 2 parallel incised lines (graffito?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseline on the left the body of a prisoner with 

traces of red colour, on its right 2 hands held downwards 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1604 above the baseline depicts part of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1605 

   
Measurements: 19 x 29 x 20 cm 

Description: c. quadrangular relief block, lower and right side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower end of 2 columns with Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented left: (a) 

....]T..[...]  (b) ...]xte...; at lower left corner a rectangular sunken area (unknown) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1605 belongs to the inscription of the deity, showing the ends of columns 2 and 3. 

See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1606 

 
Measurements: 25 x 31 x 16 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, lower part broken on the left 



Description relief: sunken relief; 3 obliquely running grooves (plant stalks), at the upper right a 

rectangular depression 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1606 depicts part of the left side of the papyrus thicket and presumably the lower 

end of the cloth layed over the seat of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1607 

   
Measurements: 11 x 43 x 20 cm 

Description: flat rest from upper part of relief block (2 parts), back side rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; at left margin 2 oblique ledges, the upper one interrupted by incised 

lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, king West II (?) 

Findspot: rather unspecific south-western area notated 

Comment: Blockrest 1607 presumably depicts a tiny part of a pointed kilt with decorative apron lying 

upon it (upper ledge). The findspot indicated is rather inconclusive; the only possibilities would be the 

kings South V or West II to whom it is now attributed. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1608 

 
Measurements: 27 x 22 x 22 cm 

Description: left half of eroded relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; below the 3-banded basezone at the right margin a tiny part of the 

upper bar of the sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Blockrest 1608 depicts part of a sema-sign below the baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1609 

 
Measurements: 27 x 29 x 27 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, upper right corner broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; below the 3-banded basezone the round contour of a head with 

vertical stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1609 below the basezone depicts part of prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1611 

 



Measurements: c. 20 x 32 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, broken in several parts 

Description relief: sunken relief; near both side margins the slightly curved contours of a prisoner 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1611 depicts part of the body of a prisoner. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1612 

 
Measurements: 24 x 33 x 22 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; on the left 2 staggered arms, bound above by a rope to the sema-sign 

on the right, traces of red colour on arms and sema 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1611 depicts part of prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1613 

 
Measurements: 28 x 29 x 25 cm 

Description: damaged relief block, broken in 2 parts, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseline on the left the body of a prisoner, with 

hands behind him on the right, at the right margin part of the lower end of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1613 above the baseline depicts part of prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1614 

 
Measurements: 28 x 28 x 23 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, left lower corner missing, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a baseline on the left the lower part of a sema-sign, on the right 

part of a prisoner’s body with traces of red colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1614 above the baseline depicts the sema-sign to which prisoner 10 is fettered, as 

well as the body of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 

 



Block 1615 

   
Measurements: 21 x 44 x 25 cm 

Description: longer relief block, eroded and slightly damaged, saw line with depression on upper plane 

Description relief: raised relief; at the right margin a raised vertical band (c.5.5 cm wide), followed on 

the left by a Nile god (head with papyrus bush and upper body), then a further, narrower, vertical band 

with Meroitic hieroglyphs oriented right, followed again by a Nile god of whom part of the head and 

the plants? held in the hand are preserved 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, altar South IV 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1615 is part of the outer decoration of the altar. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1616 

   
Measurements: 14 x 31 x 21 cm 

Description: block fragment, unclear whether relief 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); an oblique contour line beside a smoothed part at the left (? 

orientation unclear), area to the right of it broken out or eroded 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of south wall, area of South I 

Comment: Unclear is whether fragment 1616 really contains relief. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1617 

 
Measurements: 27 x 30 x 19 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, saw line on upper plane, as well as an indentation in the rear part 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseline on the right a part of a prisoner’s body 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1617 above the baseline depicts part of prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1619 

 
Measurements: 18 x 24 x 18 cm 

Description: part of relief block, left and lower side broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a vertical sunken area with traces of red colour (body of 

prisoner) 

Associated with: fragments 1533, 1562, 1621 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1533+1562+1619+1621 depicts part of the arms with fettering of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1620 

 
Measurements: 25 x 27 x 20 cm 

Description: eroded relief block, broken in 3 parts, right side broken off, saw line with depression on 

upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; body of a prisoner with curved contour on the left, traces of red 

colour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1620 depicts part of prisoner 10. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1621 

 
Measurements: 13 x 14 x 17 cm 

Description: fragment from left side of relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a sunken area (body), to the right of it 2 kinked contours 

(of arms), traces of red colour on sunken areas 

Associated with: fragments 1533, 1562, 1619 

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1533+1562+1619+1621 depicts part of the arms with fettering of prisoner 11. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1623 

 
Measurements: 27 x 25 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and splintered relief block, trapezoid indentation on the upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; above a horizontal baseline (visible on the right) the heart-like lower 

end of a sema-sign 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, dado frieze of bound prisoners 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1623, above the baseline, depicts part of the sema-sign to which prisoner 11 is 

bound. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1625 

 
Measurements: 19 x 32 x 26 cm 

Description: relief block, lower part and left side missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; scale pattern of a vest with the breast contour on the right, at the right 

margin the contour of an arm, faint traces of an armlet at the upper arm 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, god 

Findspot: near the SW-corner of pylon W (sic!) 



Comment: Block 1625 depicts part of the breast and of the arm hanging in front of the deity. Although 

the findspot is more to the west, the block, due to the size of the scales, is attributed to the deity on the 

front of pylon W. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1626 

 
Measurements: c. 21 x 40 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, both sides and upper part broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; upper part of wrist with thumb stretched to the left, above the thumb 

a conical sunken area (grip of scimitar) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1626 depicts part of the hand of the deity presenting a scimitar to the king. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1628 

 
Measurements: 19 x 44 x 28 cm 

Description: heavily eroded and damaged relief block, part of left side preserved, other edges broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; lower ends of 2 cartouches resting on neb/nub-signs; in the right 

cartouche an Egyptian hieroglyph of Neb[maatre], at the left an oblique contour (leg of bird) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, narrow western side, frieze cavetto cornice, lower layer 

Findspot: at the pylon 

Comment: Due to the Egyptian name Nebmaatre in the right cartouche block 1628 must be attributed 

to pylon E, cf. chap. IV.1.1.6. See also Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1629 

 
Measurements: 28 x 44 x 42 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief block, lower right part missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; part of an arm stretched down left, with decorated armlet at upper 

arm 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1629 depicts part of the left winged arm stretched downwards. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1633 

 
Measurements: 27 x 29 x 24 cm 

Description: relief block, left side eroded, indentation for next block layer on upper plane 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a tiny area with traces of chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I 



Findspot:  

Comment: On block 1633 a small part of the back contour of the goddess is visible. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1634 

 
Measurements: 32 x 38 x 22 cm 

Description: slightly damaged relief block, left side broken 

Description relief: sunken relief; below the long dress with chequered feather decoration and patterned 

seam a foot oriented left, wearing a decorated anklet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1534 depicts part of the back foot and of the garment of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1635 

 
Measurements: 11 x 11 x 10 cm 

Description: relief fragment, one plane preserved, other sides broken off 

Description relief: raised interior relief; part of 5 parallel wing feathers 

Associated with: fragment 1642 

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 1634+1642 belonged to a block depicting part of the different feather patterns of 

the winged right arm of the goddess held upward. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1637 

 
Measurements: 11 x 17 x 13 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 rows of chequered feather decoration 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragment 1637 belongs to the dress of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1642 

 
Measurements: 15 x 15 x 10 cm 

Description: upper right corner of relief block, broken in 2 parts 

Description relief: raised interior relief; on the upper right a diagonally running band of small, shell-

like feathers, on the left the beginning of a band of long wing feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Fragments 1634+1642 belonged to a block depicting part of the different feather patterns of 

the winged right arm of the goddess held upward. 

Ref.: 



Block 1645 

 
Measurements: 25 x 31 x 21 cm 

Description: rest of relief block, broken in 2 parts, heavily eroded, upper plane and right side preserved 

Description relief: interior raised relief; a vertically running raised curved line, departing from it to the 

right numerous raised stripes (wig); on the left a slightly curved bulging area (horn) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon E, god 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1645 depicts part of the curved ram’s horn and of the striped wig of the ram-headed 

deity. 

Ref.: Kuckertz 2012, 21, fig. 7; Kuckertz 2018, 128, fig. 9 

 

Block 1646 

 
Measurements: 24 x 45 x 22 cm 

Description: heavily damaged relief block, broken in numerous fragments, back side rounded 

Description relief: sunken relief; faintly visible bands of the 3-banded basezone, a vertical incised line 

above the upper band (line of heel) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block 1646 depicts parts of the the baselines below the winged goddess and her left foot. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1648 

 
Measurements: 29 x 54 x 21 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, left side and lower part broken off 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 vertical frames and parts of 3 columns with Meroitic hieroglyphs 

oriented left, in the left column probably part of a cartouche-frame 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: The large hieroglyphs belong to an inscription of the pylon front. The orientation speaks of 

attributing it to the king on pylon W. See Rilly, chap. XIII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1649 

 
Measurements: 23 x 39 x 28 cm 

Description: fragment of relief block, broken all around 

Description relief: raised relief; on the left a rounded bulging area (sun-disk), on the right an elevated 

structure (body of uraeus) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: gate A 

Findspot:  



Comment: Fragment 1649 belongs to the winged sun-disk with flanking uraei (upper layer) above the 

(now lost) architrave of gate A. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1650a 

   
Measurements: 6 x 14 x 5 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); an oblique raised ledge between 2 sunken areas 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: near SE-corner of temple 

Comment: Because of the oblique ledge it is unclear whether on fragment 1650a palm leaf decoration 

of a cavetto cornice is depicted. Unclear is whether fragments 1650b-d belong to the same block. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1650b-d 

 b-c 

b 

c 

d 

Measurements: 

b) 6 x 19 x 9 cm, c) 7 x 18 x 7 cm, d) 6 x 15 x 9 cm 

Description: 3 relief fragments (b, c, d), part of the upper plane is preserved on fragment c 

Description relief: sunken relief; on all fragments palm leaf decoration with raised ledges  

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of south wall, area of South I 

Comment: The fragments 1650b-d belong to a cavetto cornice block with palm leaf decoration. 

Unclear is whether fragment 1650a belongs with them. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1651  

   
Measurements: c. 7 x 15 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; sunken area across the fragment, c. 1.4 cm wide 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1652 

   
Measurements: c. 7 x 25 cm 

Description: flat fragment 

Description relief: unclear whether relief; vertical diffuse groove (indication of muscle?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 



Block 1653 

   
Measurements: c. 12 x 6 cm 

Description: small relief fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; presumably chequered feather decoration 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: The chequered feather decoration is found i.a. with the dresses of goddesses. The fragment 

may belong to South I where not much of the dress is preserved. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1654 

  
Measurements: c. 11 x 11 cm 

Description: small relief fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 5 obliquely running small ledges, delimited at the upper right 

corner by a ledge in the other direction 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: The stripes may pertain to a shendjt-kilt or to a wig. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1655 

  
Measurements: c. 8 x 6 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, part of side face preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; obliquely running stripes 

Associated with: fragment 1666/ old*1466 

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: The oblique stripes of fragments 1655+1666 belonged to the decoration of a shendjt-skirt, i. 

e. in the area near the rounded flap. It may have belonged to a figure oriented left. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1656a, b 

  a 

  b 

Measurements: a) c.7.5 x 5 cm; b) c. 3 x 9 cm 

Description: 2 small relief fragments: (a) broken all around, (b) one side face preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; (a) 5 oblique ledges with a further ledge running in the 

opposite direction; (b) compressed chequered feather decoration 

Associated with:  

Attribution: (a) definite attribution not established 

(b) probably outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1656a may belong to the striped decoration of an armlet or anklet. 

Fragment 1656b depicts a part of the compressed chequered feather pattern at a winged arm.  

Ref.: 

 

 



Block 1657 

   
Measurements: c. 14 x 12 cm 

Description: relief fragment, left side face preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); upper part of an ostrich feather bent to the right 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: The freather on fragment 1657 probably belongs to the crown of the winged goddess which 

is inscribed in a large sun-disk. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1658 

  
Measurements: c. 6 x 9 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment, probably part of upper plane preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 fingers of a clenched hand 

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Attribution:  

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1658 presumably is part of the uplifted hand of the goddess grasping a maat-

feather. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1659 

  
Measurements: c. 7 x 6 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around, orientation unclear 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); 5 narrow raised ledges (of decorated armlet or anklet?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1660 

   
Measurements: c. 6.5 x 11 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; slightly oblique sunken area with 3 transverse stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1660 probably depicts part of an anklet or armlet. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1661 

  
Measurements: c. 11 x 3 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the lower edge a sunken area 

Associated with:  



Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1662 

   
Measurements: c. 10 x 14 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; a c. 6 cm wide sunken area flanked by raised ledges (palm leaf) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1662 must have belonged to a block of the cavetto cornice with palm leaf 

decoration. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1663 

   
Measurements: c. 5 x 11 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 sunken areas beside a raised part  

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1664 

   
Measurements: c. 10 x 12 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, probably corner of a block 

Description relief: raised relief (?); near the right margin a raised ledge of c. 2 cm width 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1665 

   
Measurements: c. 6,5 x 7 cm 

Description: relief (?) fragment  

Description relief: sunken relief (?); slightly bulging and smoothed surface 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1666 

   
Measurements: c. 9 x 14 cm 



Description: upper left corner of relief block, part of upper plane and left side preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; on the left narrow stripes, on the right the curved ledge of the 

rounded flap of a skirt with stripes and loops at the end (feather decoration) 

Associated with: fragment 1655/old*1455 

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: The oblique stripes of fragments 1655+1666 belonged to the decoration of a shendjt-skirt, i. 

e. in the area near the rounded flap. It may have belonged to a figure oriented left. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1667 

  
Measurements: c. 9.5 x 12 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, probably corner of a block with right? side and upper? plane 

preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; along the left margin an oblique contour (of arm or leg?) with 

adjoining smoothed and bulging area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1667 may be part of an arm or leg. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1668 

   
Measurements: c. 17 x 4 cm 

Description: flat relief fragment, probably part of left side preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; at the lower end several rows of compressed chequered feather 

pattern, eroded upper half (arm?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1668 probably depicts part of the upward stretched winged arm where the feather 

pattern is compressed below the arm.  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1669 

   
Measurements: c. 5.5 x 11 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 3 long parallel wing feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1669 probably belongs to one of the outstretched winged arms of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1670 (= 587) 

   
Measurements: c. 9.5 x 10 cm 

Description: small fragment (with further number 587), broken all around  

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); a slightly oblique running ledge 

Associated with:  



Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in extended area around NE-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1671 

    
Measurements: c. 16 x 20 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken in 2 parts, one plane preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); on the left a slightly convex area with following sunken stripe, 

rectangular sunken area at lower right corner (intentional?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1672 

   
Pictures: Fragmente Q5 

Measurements: c. 19 x 12.5 cm 

Description: left upper corner of eroded relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 5 radially running long feathers departing in the uopper right 

corner from a short obliquel line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, winged sun-disk (?) 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Block fragment 1672 presumably depicts part of the wing feathers of the vertically 

positioned wing. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1673 = block 101 b (see there) 

 

Block 1674 

   
Measurements: c. 7 x 19 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around, insect hole 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); conical sunken area beside a raised ones 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 1675 

   
Measurements: c. 5 x 16 cm 

Description: flat erodfed relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); 2 short raised ledges beside sunken grooves 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 



Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1676 

  
Pictures: Fragmente Q5 

Measurements: c. 10.5 x 13 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; diagonally running relief contour with convex surface below (arm?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1677 

   
Measurements: c. 9 x 11.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: unclear relief; short sunken groove at the right with several irregular incised lines 

running to it 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1678 

   
Measurements: c. 11 x 11 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, part of side face or plane preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; part of armlet or anklet with 2 areas of differently oriented 

stripes, the border is preserved below? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: As the winged goddesses West I and South I depict anklets with a broader part of the 

vertically striped area the fragment 1678 may have belonged to one of them. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1679 

   
Measurements: c. 7.5 x 13.5 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, part of side face preserved, orientation unclear 

Description relief: sunken relief; above? An obliquely delimited sunken area (arm?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 1680 

   
Measurements: c. 6 x 8 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); probably parts of 2 wing feathers becoming broader to one 

side 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1680 may belong to one of the winged sun-disks at the pylon fronts or to one of 

the winged goddesses (West I, East I, South I). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1681 

   
Measurements: c. 7 x 17 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); vertical sunken area with vertical groove 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1682 

   
Measurements: c. 5 x 7 cm 

Description: very, orientation unclear small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); vertical sunken area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1683 

   
Measurements: c. 7 x 8 cm 

Description: small, slightly convex relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 6 nearly vertical small ledges (of wig?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1683 could have belonged to one of the streaked wigs, for example of West VII. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1684 

   
Measurements: c. 5 x 10 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); probably part of 3 obliquely positioned large wing feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 



Findspot: not notated 

Comment: Fragment 1684 may belong to one of the winged sun-disks at the pylon fronts or to one of 

the winged goddesses (West I, East I, South I) or the figures with wings wrapped around the body 

(West XI, East V or East  IX). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1686 

   
Measurements: c. 13.5 x 16 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, probably part of a plane preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the right margin an oblique contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1687 

   
Measurements: c. 10.5 x 7.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, part of left side face preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 rows of scales 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot: not notaded 

Comment: Fragment 1687 is attributed to the king on pylon W due to the size of the scales. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 1688 

   
Measurements: c. 7.5 x 10.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); near a margin an incised line with 2 parallel lines departing from 

it 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1689 (= 720) 

   
Measurements: c. 6.5 x 13 cm 

Description: small relief fragment (with further number 720), broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical incised line 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: in front of pylon W, western part to centre area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1-NW 

   



Measurements: c. 7.5 x 8 cm 

Description: corner of relief block, side face and plane preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 5 parallel large wing feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 1-NW may belong to one of the winged sun-disks at the pylon fronts or to one of 

the winged goddesses (West I, East I, South I) or the figures with wings wrapped around the body 

(West XI, East V or East  IX). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 3-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 12 x 6 cm 

Description: fragment with smoothed convex surface 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); part of the skin of a figure in sunken relief 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 3-NW presumably shows part of an arm, leg or breast of a figure. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 4-NW 

 
Measurements: c. 13 x 9 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: unclear relief; smoothed surface with 2 relief lines 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 5-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 4 x 9 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); below a horizontal line a slightly convex smoothed area (of 

baselines?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 5-NW like other fragments (17-NW, 19-NW, 41-NW) may have belonged to one 

of the blocks with parts of the 3-banded baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 6-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 9.5 x 6 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; near the left? margin a slightly oblique contour (of arm? leg?) 

Associated with:  



Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 7-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 3 x 9 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, part of plane or side face preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 4 paraqllel large wing feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 7-NW may belong to one of the winged sun-disks at the pylon fronts or to one of 

the winged goddesses (West I, East I, South I) or the figures with wings wrapped around the body 

(West XI, East V or East IX). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 8-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 6 x 4 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); 5 vertically running narrow ledges, delimited below by an 

oblique ledge 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, narrow western side, god 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 8-NW is part of the lappet of the wig/headgear of the deity 

Ref.: 

 

Block 11-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 7.5 x 6.5 cm 

Description: corner of relief block, part of side and plane preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; part of diagonally running band of large wing feathers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: Fragment 7-NW may belong to one of the winged sun-disks at the pylon fronts or to one of 

the winged goddesses (West I, East I, South I). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 13-NW 

    
Measurements: c. 17 x 10 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; above an obliquelly delimited sunken area, at the left a small circular 

structure with radially running streaks 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 



Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 14-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 4.5 x 8 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, part of side and plane preserved (?) 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal incised line (of baselines?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 15-NW 

  
Measurements: c. 4 x 7 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: unclear relief (?); faint relief line in a smoothed surface 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 16-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 4 x 10.5 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; sunken relief area with oblique contour 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 17-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 6.5 x 10 cm 

Description: relief fragment, part of side face preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; horizontal line with slightly convex area below (of baselines?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: Fragment 17-NW like other fragments (5-NW, 19-NW, 41-NW) may have belonged to one 

of the blocks with parts of the 3-banded baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 19-NW 

   



Measurements: 10.5 x 8 cm 

Description: erodedrelief fragment, part of left? side preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 horizontal lines, delimiting 2 bands below with slightly convex 

surface (baselines), upper area flat (wall surface) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: Fragment 19-NW like other fragments (5-NW, 17-NW, 41-NW) may have belonged to one 

of the blocks with parts of the 3-banded baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 20-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 8 x 9 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: unclear relief; several diffuse horizontal (or vertical?) grooves delimiting stripes of 

different width, also a small circular depression 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: It is not clear whether block-rest 1197 (see there), being documented only by a sketch, is 

identical with fragment 20-NW. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 24-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 5.5 x 12.5 cm 

Description: corner of relief block 

Description relief: rais parts of 4 parallel large wing feathersed interior relief; 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: Fragment 24-NW may belong to one of the winged sun-disks at the pylon fronts or to one 

of the winged goddesses (West I, East I, South I) or the figures with wings wrapped around the body 

(West XI, East V or East IX). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 25-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 12 x 11 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; a narrow raised ledge in the upper left corner delimiting a minimally 

preserved raised area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 26-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 12.5 x 11 cm 



Description: relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief? raised interior relief (?); a small raised ledge beside a well smoothed 

area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: The smoothed surface speaks for attributing fragment 26-NW to skin areas. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 27-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 2 x 7 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around, orientation and stone structure unclear 

Description relief: raised interior relief; part of chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: The small size of the chequered feather pattern speaks for attributing fragment 27-NW 

either to the upper wings of the winged goddesses (cf. block 1436) or to the falcon deecoration on the 

pointed kilts (cf. blocks 123, 1458). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 28-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 5 x 6 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); unclear traces, i.a. 2 raised ledges oriented in 90° degrees 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 29-NW 

  
Measurements: c. 7 x 6.5 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: relief unclear; several slightly raised ledges besides an elevated area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 30-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 2.5 x 5 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, part of plane preserved 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); small narrow ledge beside a larger conical area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment:    Ref.: 



Block 31-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 6 x 5.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, part of upper plane preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 3 vertical stripes of chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: Fragment 31-NW must have belonged to one of the figures with a dress in  chequered 

feather pattern (goddesses, Khonsu). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 32-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 5 x 4.5 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 rows of chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 32-NW must have belonged to one of the figures with a dress in  chequered 

feather pattern (goddesses, Khonsu). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 33-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 9 x 4 cm 

Description: heavily eroded relief fragment, part of side face preserverd? 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 horizontal lines (of baselines?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: Fragment 33-NW possibly belonged to a block with the 3-banded baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 34-NW 

 
Measurements: c. 5 x 5.5 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, part of lower plane preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 2 vertical stripes of chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: Fragment 34-NW must have belonged to one of the figures with a dress in chequered 

feather pattern (goddesses, Khonsu). 

Ref.: 

 

Block 35-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 8 x 8.5 cm 



Description: upper right corner of relief block 

Description relief: raised interior relief; diagonally running stripes of shendjt-kilt 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Apedemak West III 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: Fragment 35-NW depicts part of the shendjt-kilt and can be positioned left of block 1393 

and below block 1395. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 36-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 4.5 x 3.5 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, broken all around, orientation unclear 

Description relief: sunken relief; vertical contour beside convex area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 37-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 4 x 11 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, one plane preserved 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 4 vertical rounded ledges beside an undecorated area 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 38-NW 

 
Measurements: unknown 

Description: small relief fragment, part of side face preserved? 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); part of vertical staff? with splintered surface 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 39-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 3 x 8 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around, orientation unclear 

Description relief: sunken relief (?); horizontal line? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment:    Ref.: 



Block 40-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 2 x 4.5 cm 

Description: very small relief fragment, heavily eroded 

Description relief: unclear relief; unclear traces, i.a. vertical lines? feather pattern? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 41-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 8.5 x 10 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: sunken relief; 2 parallel lines (of baselines) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 41-NW like other fragments (5-NW, 17-NW, 19-NW) may have belonged to one 

of the blocks with parts of the 3-banded baselines. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 42-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 4 x 6 cm 

Description: relief fragment with convex surface, part of side face preserved? 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 2 quadrangles of differently oriented stripes of a 

circlet 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment: Fragment 42-NW depicts part of an armlet or anklet. 

Ref.: 

 

 

Block 43-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 6 x 6 cm 

Description: small relief fragment, part of plane preserved? 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); parts of 6 vertical stripes, divided in parts and with small 

drilled holes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment: The drilled stripes remind the hair of Isis South III which, however, depicts larger drilled 

tresses. 

Ref.: 

 

 

 



Block 44-NW 

 
Measurements: c. 5 x 4.5 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief (?); several oblique stripes with a vertical border on the left 

(feather) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around NW-corner of temple 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 45-NW 

   
Measurements: c. 3 x 4 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; 1 or 2 horizontal stripes, below in 90° an area of 4 vertical 

small stripes  

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: not notated but presumably extended area around the west end of pylon W and the corner 

with the west wall 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 1-SE 

   
Measurements: c. 4 x 6.5 cm 

Description: relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 4 slightly oblique and compressed stripes of 

chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: south-eastern area 

Comment: Fragment 1-SE probably belongs to the upward held wing of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 2-SE 

   
Measurements: c. 7 x 4 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 2 slightly oblique and compressed stripes of 

chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: south-eastern area 

Comment: Fragment 2-SE probably belongs to the upward held wing of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 3-SE 

 
Measurements: c. 5 x 6 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around 



Description relief: sunken relief; tip pointing obliquely to the lower left (snout of a was-animal?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: south-eastern area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 4-SE 

 
Measurements: c. 2 x 2 cm 

Description: tiny eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised relief; traces of vertical and curved ledges of chequered feather pattern, 

narrow and compressed 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: south-eastern area 

Comment: Fragment 4-SE probably belongs to the upward held wing of the goddess. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 5-SE 

   
Measurements: c. 3 x 4 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 2 stripes of chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: south-eastern area 

Comment: Fragment 5-SE depicts part of the goddess’ garment. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 6-SE 

   
Measurements: c. 3.5 x 4 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 2 stripes of chequered feather pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: south-eastern area 

Comment: Fragment 6-SE depicts part of the goddess’ garment. 

Ref.: 

 

Block 7-SE 

   
Measurements: c.6 x 4 cm 

Description: eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 5 horizontal? stripes 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: south-eastern area 

Comment:  

Ref.: 

 

Block 8-SE 

 



Measurements: c. 2 x 4.5 cm 

Description: small eroded relief fragment, broken all around 

Description relief: raised interior relief; parts of 3 narrow/compressed stripes of chequered feather 

pattern 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, winged goddess South I (?) 

Findspot: south-eastern area 

Comment: Fragment 8-SE probably belongs to the upward held wing of the goddess. 

Ref. 

 

 

Butana-blocks 

Seven blocks documented by the Butana expedition in 1958 can be integrated into the relief 

reconstruction of Naga 200, one block seemed to be re-used from an older building; others are 

architectural blocks (gargoyles, a corner-block with torus molding and a cavetto cornice).
1
 In situ-

relief of the south wall was documented as well. The blocks are cited here by the negative-numbers of 

the Butana-documentation (for the current numbering cf. chap. XIV Appendix). 

 

Image Credits 

Butana-blocks: © Humboldt University Berlin 

 

Butana-block BE 26/9 (E8 N) 

 
Pictures: BE 26/9, 27/8; 27/9; 27/10-11 

Measurements:  

Description: relief block 

Description relief: sunken relief; mid-body of a figure oriented left, with scale-patterned garment, 

oblique running conical feature (girdle) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Pylon W, king 

Findspot: in front of pylon W 

Comment: Block BE E8 N belongs to the king’s mid body and depicts part of his scale-patterned 

garment and the girdle (see chap. III.2.1 Description Pylon West, fig. 4). 

Ref.: Hintze 1959b, 183; 1960a, 376 f.; Gamer-Wallert 1983, 181; Gamer-Wallert & Zibelius 1983, 42 

  

Butana-block BE 24/9-10 = Naga Block 16/28 (see there) 

 
It is identical with block 16/28 of the Naga Project, belonging to the deity on the narrow eastern side 

of pylon E (see chap. III.2.3, Description Pylon Narrow Sides). 

Ref.: Hintze 1959b, 183; 1960a, 377 

 

Butana-block BE 27/4 

 
Pictures: BE 27/4 

Measurements: c. 15 x 22 cm 

                                                 
1
 See chap. XIV Appendix with the current registration numbers of the Humboldt University. The photos are 

presented here with the kind permission of Steffen Wenig, Claudia Näser and Cornelia Kleinitz. 



Description: relief block, edges damaged, broken at right? 

Description relief: sunken relief; at the left a vertical feature with rounded contour (pole), in centre a 

conical feature with fringes?, at right lower corner 4 fingers? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer west wall, Khonsu West XI 

Findspot:  

Comment: Block BE 27/4 belongs to the figure of Khonsu/Aqedise, showing part of the front pole of 

the chapel and presumably part of the flagellum (?) and a hand of the deity (see chap. III.3.1 

Description West wall, fig. 14). 

Ref.:  

 

Butana-block BE 27/5 

 
Pictures: BE 27/4, BE 27/5 

Measurements: c. 16 x 24 cm 

Description: relief block, edges damaged 

Description relief: sunken relief; hand held upright, stiff fingers 

Associated with:  

Attribution: definite attribution not established 

Findspot: at west side of temple 

Comment: The block BE 27/5 cannot be integrated into the relief decoration of Temple 200. The hand 

with long stiff fingers resembles a re-used block in the pylon foundation, assuming that both derive 

from an older building (see chap. VII.2 Re-used Blocks-Foundation). 

Ref.:  

 

Butana-block BE 27/6-7 (E7 W) 

 
Pictures: BE 27/6-7 

Measurements:  

Description: 2 fragments of relief block, vertically broken (or 2 separate and adjoining small blocks) 

Description relief: sunken relief; head of figure oriented right, eye and ear preserved, wig with 

triangular pattern, crown-band with uraeus ot brow, amulet pending from uraeus 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in front of outer west wall 

Comment: Two adjoining fragments/blocks (E7 W) show the upper part of a royal head. They either 

belong to West VI or West X (see chap. III.3.1 Description Western wall, fig. 13). 

Ref.: Hintze 1959b, 183; 1960a, 377 

 

Butana-block BE 27/22-23 

 
Pictures: BE 27/22-23 

Measurements:  

Description: damaged and heavily eroded relief block, corners missing 

Description relief: sunken relief; 5 oblique stalks ending in a vertical row of closed and open blossoms 

of papyrus at the right, at left lower corner a curved sunken area (shoulder of Isis?) 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Outer south wall, Isis South III 

Findspot:  



Comment: Block BE 27/22-23 with papyrus stalks belongs to the right side of the Chemnis scene 

(South III) (see chap. III.3.3 Description Southern Wall and fig. 16). 

Ref.: 

 

Butana-block BE 8/34-35 = Naga Block 330 (see there) 

 
Pictures: BE 8/34-35, 8/36, 23/3-4; 26/1-3 

The pictures of the Butana-expedition of block 330 of the Naga Project show a better state of the block 

which belongs to king East VI (see chap. III.3.2 Description Eastern Wall). 

Ref.: Hintze 1959b, 183; 1960a, 377, pl. Vb; Gamer-Wallert & Zibelius 1983, 42 

 

Butana-block BE 27/14 

 
Pictures: BE 27/14 

Measurements:  

Description: damaged relief block, corners broken off, especially on left side 

Description relief: raised relief; head of a figure oriented left, wearing a cap, diadem, uraeus at front 

with pending amulet, ear-ring, Amun-horn? 

Associated with:  

Attribution: Room 201, north wall-left half, king 

Findspot:  

Comment: According to the raised relief block BE 27/14 must have come from the interior of Temple 

200. It shows a Royal head oriented to the left. The king with cap? and diadem band with attached 

uraeus from which an amulet is dropping and equipped with a stelo-form ear ring probably belonged 

to the left half of the North wall of room 201 (see chap. III.4.1 Description Room 201, figs. 12, 13). 

Ref.: 

 

Outer south wall, relief in situ 

     
Pictures: BE 27/17; 27/18-19; 27/24 

The photos show a trial trench at the eastern end of the outer south wall. On the wall are traces of the 

winged goddess South I and the king South II (see chap. III.3.3 Description Southern wall and fig. 78). 

 

Butana-block BE 27/12-13 (E9 NW) 

 
Pictures: BE 27/12-13 

Measurements:  

Description: corner block with vertical torus 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: NW-area of temple 

Comment: The corner block with torus BE 27/12-13 is by its numbering (E9 NW) recorded as coming 

from the NW-area of the temple. It therefore could have belonged to one of the corners (NW- or SW-

corner) of pylon W. 

Ref 



Butana-block BE 26/6 = identical (?) with Naga block 303 (see there) 

Corner block with cavetto cornice 

 

Butana-block BE 8/37-39 (E6 NW) 

 
Pictures: BE 8/37-39, 23/5-6 

Measurements:  

Description: lion-head of gargoyle 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: in NW area of temple 

Comment: The lion head of a gargoyle was according to its numbering (E6 NW) found in the NW area 

of the temple and may have belonged to (one of) the gargoyle(s) at pylon W. 

Ref.: Hintze et al. 1993, pl. 18 fig. 39 

 

Butana-block BE 27/16 

 
Pictures: BE 27/16 

Measurements:  

Description: lion-head of gargoyle 

Description relief: ./. 

Associated with:  

Attribution:  

Findspot: at outer east side in front of side entrance  

Comment: According to neg. BE 27/16 a gargoyle lion head was found lying in front of the side 

entrance belonging to one of the gargoyles of the east side. It is perhaps identical with block 314 

(+329+333) of the Naga project. 

Ref.:  

 

Bark stand in room 204 

   
Pictures: BE 23/7, BE 27/27 

Heavily eroded bark stand/altar in the middle sanctuary Naga 204, view from north (see chap. IV.2.3). 

Ref.: Hintze 1959b, 183; 1960a, 376 
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